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Abstract
Undoing Discomfort: being real/ becoming other in an embodied performance practice
contextualises new creative research within an interdisciplinary field crossing
performance, live art and dance. During the doctoral program I have created an
experimental body of work, a ten part series in progress since 2010, culminating with
the presentation of museum of the sublime: relic #10 in February 2016.
The pivotal ideas framing the exegetical research revolve around creative and somatic
systems that make and unmake the body of the performer, seeking to undo and reshape
a performer’s self-perception. Intrinsic to these diverse practices is their common focus
on both ‘processes of embodiment and the phenomena of presence’ (Lichte 2008, p.77).
Of central interest is their application to the creation and the act of performance,
alongside the usefulness and nature of enquiry itself as an open-ended methodology.
In arguing for the intelligence of the body-mind, and proposing studio practice as a
means of thinking through the world-in-the-body and through the body-in-the-world,
this research seeks to make explicit what is often implicit within a somatically receptive
creative practice. The ‘world’ of the practitioner in this sense includes histories, other
artworks, sounds, and writings on animals as well as scholarship in Theatre and
Performance Studies and the body, and particularly the enteric nervous system and gut
feeling. In this context, feminist thinkers and writers have been essential, encompassing
scholarship drawn from Gender Studies, Philosophy, Theatre and Performance Studies,
as well as writings by key theatre, dance and movement artists, in order to discuss the
training methodologies and key conceptual movements informing the evolution of my
thinking as a performance practitioner.
In describing a range of forces that shape and influence my body and body of work, and
in particular, the development of the museum of the sublime series, which is the focus of
this doctoral research project, the research attempts to elucidate and extend the idea of
the ‘corporeal’, by which I mean the tangible materiality of the real body as the site of
sensation and the threshold for transformation and transmission, where affect is
intensified and reshaped to become performance, to find that discomfort is intrinsic to
research and to creative process and a constant thematic element under discussion.
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FOREWORD

Field study / body memory
I lay soft on a clay pan amidst grey green saltbush in the centre of the powder dry bed of Lake
Mungo1 (a site made famous for ancient burial and modern exhumation of human remains),
being moved and manipulated by another body. After weeks of complete immersion, spreading
awareness across an expanse of (in) land/scape, and after three years in the dedicated practice
of Body Weather, my ideas of what constitute the ‘body’, this body, my body, were disrupted, in
a state of flux.

This account describes transformation and the body’s ‘undoing’, here within one
specific influential somatic practice: Body Weather.2 During 1991-92 I was among a
group of ten artists, led by choreographer Tess de Quincey, who spent three months in
total on location in a remote outback site in the far south-west of New South Wales, to
research the body in and of the landscape and to create performance.
I sensed the boundaries between my skin and the fine pink dermis of earth were breaking down
in a kind of euphoric molecular transmission. As the control of muscle fell away, the definition
of my structural geography was redrawn. Bones of my arms and legs were moved
dispassionately, outside of my control or any existing choreographic logic, and so became for
the briefest time indistinguishable from sticks/twigs, pebbles and rocks shuffled on the dusty
ground… my bones interchangeable with the skeletons of lizards, rabbits and kangaroos that
lay scattered nearby. Fine strands of thought and image scudded across an internal horizon of
mind, inseparable from the wisps of cloud passing above or the filigree of emu tail feathers
found close by, or from the thread of breath passing my lips.

1

Lake Mungo is a dry lakebed in south-western New South Wales. Mungo National Park is the
traditional meeting place of the Muthi Muthi, Nyiampaar and Barkinji Aboriginal tribes. Many important
archaeological findings have been made here, most significantly Mungo Man, which at approximately
50,000 years are the oldest human remains found in Australia. Mungo Woman, whose remains are
thought to be close to 40,000 years old, is the first known human to have been cremated.
2

The term & philosophical basis for Body Weather was founded in the early 1980's by Japanese dancer
Min TANAKA & further developed by laboratories & practitioners worldwide. Introduced to Australia by
Tess de Quincey in 1989, Body Weather evolved as an art form that connects the dancer to their
environment, and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
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Is this sounding like a kind of inverse anthropomorphism? Rather than the nonhuman
being attributed with a human form, as in fable, this experience sees the human
inhabited by the otherness of the natural world, somewhat in the zoomorphic lineage of
the mythical cross species transformations described by Ovid (43 BC –17/18 AD). In
Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Io was changed by the god Jupiter into ‘a sleek heifer’ to
disguise her from his jealous consort Juno who then drove the tormented fugitive cow
‘all over the world’ (1981, pp.45-48); Daphne was also pursued, chased by the god
Phoebus ‘until her strength was spent’, and she cried to her father Peneus’ divine river
waters to ‘work some transformation’:
Her prayer was scarcely ended when a deep languor took hold on her limbs, her soft
breast was enclosed in thin bark, her hair grew into leaves, her arms into branches, and
her feet that were lately so swift were held fast by sluggish roots, while her face became
the treetop (1981, p.43).

The image of Daphne’s languorous limbs and her absorption into an element of
landscape conveys something of my experience of Mungo. The power of the visual,
sonic, olfactory and tactile sensations imprinted over a durational encounter with the
ancient lakebed crossed any permeable membrane of self. ‘I’ disappeared and became
inseparable from the outside, from the vastness and the particular of place and time - an
unexpected and welcome dissolving, or giving over of a singular identity. An
experience such as this takes me back to a kind of ‘ground level zero’, demolishing any
constructed self and clears the slate for the question, not ‘what am I?’ but ‘how am I
perceiving?’
This account exemplifies the dynamic of being real / becoming other, alluded to in the
title of this exegesis. Inside an intense experience of a real place and present time, the
real, the materiality of the body, is unmade, made other in receptive exchange with
natural forces: ‘the forces of the earth (cosmological forces that we can understand as
chaos, material and organic indeterminacy)’ (Grosz 2008, p.4). As such, this exegesis
argues, it is via concentrated perceptual immersion and embodied enquiry that a way
opens to prepare, a body begins to dance in a place and time both real and other.
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CHAPTER ONE - Introduction

museum as context
[kon-tekst]: 1375-1425; late Middle English < Latin contextus a joining together,
scheme, structure, equivalent to contex (ere) to join by weaving (con- con- + texere to
plait, weave) + -tus suffix of v. action; cf. text (online dictionary.com)

During a brief foray into archaeological process in Paphos, Cyprus in 2010 under the
tutelage of Professor Diana Wood Conroy3, I experienced an embodied revelation: that
in terms of the ‘real’ - the discoverable and presentable - context is tangible. At the
excavation site of an ancient theatre I wielded a shovel and dug down into a trench.
Earthbound layers of sandwiched history slowly revealed their treasure, including the
capital of a Corinthian column on day three. A trench is called a context, in the sense
that it is a milieu, a geographical, geological surrounding event that supports meaning. I
was bemused to find myself standing literally knee-deep in context.

Figure 3: Paphos, excavation. photo: USyd

When an archaeologist moves an excavated object, or more often, a fragment of an
object from its trench of origin, all effort is made to keep the object intact and to
examine it in relation to its surrounding site, along with other proximal finds from the
3

During 2010-11, the first twelve months of my doctoral research, Conroy led the University of
Wollongong’s Senior Artists Research Forum (SARF), a program designed to support mature artists
undertaking doctoral research. In mid 2010, SARF participants travelled to Cyprus to participate in the
University of Sydney’s long running archaeological dig in Paphos.
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same trench. Later, when the object is displayed or archived, accompanied by relevant
background information, the material detail of context is essential to any understanding
of the cultural and historical significance of the artefact.
For this practice-based doctoral research a type of embodied sifting, sorting
examination has taken place, akin to the sorting, cleaning and classifying of finds at a
dig. I posit this provisional archaeological model as a sense-making framework, for
example: excavating past practices of training and performance-making delineates a
contextual trench; sorting shards of related history and theory in tandem with current
somatic studio process is followed by the act of writing up the finds; this entails
classifying objects of personal memory, perception and experience, such as the opening
Foreword Field Study, in relation to an assemblage of critical writings that are found
located in other layers of what is presumed to be, a common matrix. The performance is
its own type of context making, with gesture and object gathered together for embodied
display, and therefore becomes a temporary museum, a collection of tangentially
associated relics.
Just as archaeological research engages with visible, tangible fragments while being
preoccupied by both disappearance and absence, this research thesis, comprising both
the performance series, museum of the sublime as a form of field research, and the
written exegesis, excavates the particular confluence of practice and theory that have
informed the development of an idiosyncratic and deeply considered performance
vocabulary.
museum of the sublime: relic #10 is the culminating performance in a series engaged
with what may be described as a live performer’s embodied enquiry into presence. The
museum series relics #1-10 consists of a cycle of presentations where the performers
play between roles of being part of an exhibition and occupying a more marginal,
curatorial presence: a bodily and a sonic presence that as curator and writer Andre
Lepecki writes in ‘an essay on dance notation, falls into a ‘new metaphysical ground’,
one where ‘presence [may be observed] unfolding as a mode of being whose
temporality escapes scopic control ... haunted by invisibility ... sentencing to absence’
and composed of sound and movement that is ‘elusive, filled with blanks, blind spots,
nebulous regions’ (2004, p.128).
11
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The current work, museum of the sublime: relic #10 seeks to bring to light the coexistence of presence and absence by means of perceptual attention, integrated through
somatic practices, understanding, as the American postmodern choreographer and
dancer, Yvonne Rainer so famously termed it, that ‘the mind is a muscle’4 too.
The museum series has explored ways to choreograph vocality and instrumentation into
body based performance, cognisant that sound and movement are different
manifestations of the most primal force of vibration, the vibrational waves that activate
the body and its senses at cellular and sub-cellular depths. In museum of the sublime:
relic #10 co-performer, Mark Cauvin and his double bass lay the tone and the sonic
grounding that intensifies and thickens the space.

Figure 4: relic #10 Mark Cauvin Readymade Studio 2016

photo: Heidrun Lohr

Musician and instrument, with their distinct visual and energetic presence also become
crucial elements of the scenography - ideas further elaborated in Chapter Five.

4

‘The Mind is a Muscle’ was choreographed by Rainer and first performed at the Judson Church New
York in 1996. For more information see Sally Banes (1980) Terpischore in Sneakers: Postmodern Dance,
Houghton Mifflin, Boston.
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As German theatre scholar, Erika Fischer-Lichte (b.1943 -) has written, ‘both
generating and perceiving corporeality in performance depend on two phenomena in
particular: processes of embodiment and the phenomena of presence.’ (Lichte 2008,
p.77) Embodiment is not a fixed state, but rather, as understood from the perspective of
Body Mind Centering, an ongoing series of moments of somatic consciousness, that
according to Australian dance artist and teacher, Alice Cummins, is ‘practiced in a
relational field’ (2015). The term somatic is used extensively throughout this exegesis
and its meaning in this context extends beyond the dictionary definition to encompass
the mind of the body and its capacity for perception and response through its many
systems including all of the body’s senses, the nervous systems and the ‘psyche’, as
used in many practices that seek to understand the mind and body as integrated.
Whether working as a director or as a performer and co-creator, and particularly since
the mid nineties, I have typically been involved in collaboratively devised, movementbased performance that often includes minimal spoken text, an original sound score, and
a diverse range of thematically coherent material.

In my most representative past

works5, my preoccupation has been with the subjectivity and agency of performance
behaviours. The individual and group’s process is always of paramount importance in
these works, with embodiment and the internal landscape of the performer - the somatic
imagination - as the focal wellspring for the generation of staged material. This
attention to the inner life of the performer, and his or her visceral, imaginative, and
experiential relationship to thematic substance, comes from a grounding in performance
originating from the body that stretches back to my early training from the late 1970’s
until now.
Now, traversing the ground of an implicit, larger history of presence and embodiment
and engaged with what American choreographer Deborah Hay would call ‘parts, and
parts of parts’, this research project has, ‘in part’, been undertaken in order to respond to
Hay’s rhetorical question: what if ‘the whole body at once has the potential to dialogue
with all there is?’ (Hay 2000, p.104) In museum of the sublime: relic #10, the ‘all there
is’ seeks to encompass not just an individual art practice, but particular cultural
trajectories that take into account the experience of being human and becoming animal.
5

I have recorded a brief précis of these works in Appendix Two
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In this sense, how can one small work, a fragment, a relic, speak for all the rest? The
work itself attempts to make provision for what Lepecki terms the ‘blanks’ and ‘blind
spots’ (2004, p. 128) and do what any performance does, by existing in the spectrum of
shared perception. By analysing a personal history of ‘generating and perceiving
corporeality’ amidst a range of disparate yet strangely compatible approaches to the
body and somatic awareness encountered over four decades of work in the field of live
performance in Australia, this exegesis seeks to contextualise my new body of creative
research.
Framing the presentation of my studio-based and written research under the rubric of a
(small m) museum aligns with both the sense-making process I saw and experienced in
action at Paphos, and also with the nature of the performance as a form of exhibition.
However, the transitory, ephemeral nature of performance itself inevitably elides
notions of what historically constitutes The (capital M) Museum as institution.
In The Birth Of The Museum: History, Theory, Politics 1995/2013 Tony Bennet cites
Michel Foucault’s The Order of Things (1966), discussing the role of museums in
presenting the achievements of ‘man’. Following Foucault, Bennet describes the
traditional museum, functioning as a site which:
... constructs man (and the gendered form is historically appropriate) in a relation of
both subject and object to the knowledge it organises [and] this mode of representation
constructs for the visitor a position of achieved humanity, situated at the end of
evolutionary development (1995, p.7).

As Foucault and Bennet propose, it is in the ordering of things and in the way they are
defined and situated that the museum visitor construes a progression of ideas and
achievement. The ‘order of things’ stems from an imposed logic that bends the display
to its own (often aggrandising) purpose and determines its value. Performance and
performing bodies are a fluid medium, and perhaps not so easily contained as the
historicised objects of the Museum. Yet in both cases connection through memory is
fundamental, and as Amelia Jones’ writes in her introduction to Perform, Repeat,
Record: Live Art in History:

14
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Live and/or performance art enact and engage bodies across time and, as such,
insistently remind us that, as Henri Bergson pointed out over a century ago, it is through
memory (as enacted through our cognitively and emotionally driven bodies) that we
connect with the world around us (2012, p15).

Understanding the Museum as context, as with most performance, tells us where to look
and from what distance, but again like most performance, the museum affords us the
space to ponder notions of lived time and beings or lives other than our own. This
exegesis argues that it is in this way an exhibition may be considered performative, and
conversely a performance may, as in the case of relics #1-10, be a type of deliberately
impoverished exhibition: of a body, of sound, of an atmosphere, of a succession of
shared lived moments that are potentially an experience of otherness.
The series of performances created under the title museum of the sublime deal in a
taxonomy of discarded objects that have surfaced on a personal and cultural periphery.
Rather than celebrate or ‘position’ human achievement in an orderly way, objects are
displayed in a bare, unsystematic manner. They obliquely present the whimsical and the
abject as they relate to both the feminine and to the animal forsaken along the timeline
of human evolutionary development. In ambivalent relation with the function of the
capital M Museum, museum of the sublime seeks to upend the usual hierarchy of
evolution and achievement. This museum’s objects are more aligned with human failure
than with triumph, and therefore in the display of absence and loss are perhaps, in JeanFrancois Lyotard’s terms, teetering between the modern and the postmodern.
[Lyotard] calls that art modern which uses its ‘technical expertise’ ‘to present the fact
that the unpresentable exists’ (1982: 78). For the ‘modern’ this ‘unpresentable’ figures
in terms of absence or loss. By contrast, for the ‘postmodern’ sublime absence is not
loss, nor unreachable excess. The postmodern aesthetic denies itself ‘the nostalgia for
the unattainable’ and instead revels in ‘the unpresentable in presentation itself’ (81)
(Battersby, 2007 p.38).

Literature and Contextual Review
The starting point for the museum series arose from the necessity to address an
intensification in my own underlying state of anxiety and discomfort about performing
15
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and the presentation of my body: about being ‘looked at’ and all the complexity that
arises around vulnerability and artifice. I wanted to shift my position in relation to how I
inhabited the space of performance, how and what was being shown. I wanted to rethink
the relations between bodies and acknowledge that the performers body is, as far as the
audience is concerned, an object that nevertheless experiences and responds from a
position of subjectivity. Consequently, I took myself to the studio loaded with the
helpful thinking of others, including: scholarship in Performance Studies and the body
(particularly the enteric nervous system and gut feeling); feminist philosophy; research
undertaken by other artists and performers; writings on animals; and used my studio
practice as a means of thinking through the body in order to make more explicit what
has previously been implicit in my creative practice. This section seeks not only to
provide a rationale for the scholarship that informs this research project, but also to
understand artists, training methodologies and key performance works as necessarily
informing the museum series, and the evolution of my thinking as a performance
practitioner over time. In this context, feminist thinkers and writers have been essential,
ranging from Gender Studies and Philosophy to theatre scholars and dance and
movement artists.
For instance, interdisciplinary, feminist thinker and author, Christine Battersby’s
publication, The Sublime, Terror and Human Difference (2007), which charts the
history and shifting philosophical tendencies associated with notions of the sublime,
challenges the historically masculine aesthetic of the ‘boundless’, ‘transporting’ nature
of the sublime (p.3), inspiring a feminine retrieval of sublime apprehension. Her
reframing springs from an engagement with:
… the way that those socialised in our culture as female negotiate the sublime…. which
has been, since the eighteenth century, a zone of potential transformation of the
borderline between self and not-self (2007, p.137).

This interest connects with the indeterminate nature of identity within performance and
with the charter of the museum. In the museum project’s cosmology, discarded ‘things’
invoke the sublime of the borderline. With seemingly insignificant remnants presented
in a disorderly fashion within the performed presentation the whole project becomes a
series of acts of undoing. In this museum, the sublime is situated as a reclamation:
16
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retrieving that which is at the edge of disappearance – that is the ‘unpresentable’
harking back to the body, it’s perception and intero-ception, woman, animal and a kind
of music; rendering the sublime in presentation of the ‘unpresentable’, without
‘nostalgia for the unattainable’ (2007, p.38), and yet with an undertone of lament.
In the introduction to her work on linguistic structures, To Speak is Never Neutral
(2002), French feminist philosopher Luce Irigary (b.1930-) argues for the voice of the
subject within research, positing this voice as an alternative to the existing traditional
frame that she describes as:
... [a] tribunal of discourse [which demands] an encoding of the world [where there are]
no feelings apparently [but instead we are subjected to] … a language divested of
pathos, absolutely neutral and detached, …transmitted by someone to someone else,
who has no acknowledged origin or source either’ (Irigary 2002, p.1).

As such, in a language neither ‘absolutely neutral’ nor ‘detached’ Undoing Discomfort
is an explication of ‘origins’, digging around, retracing steps to one ‘source’ or another,
be it a discipline, a practitioner or an experience (p.1). In every case ‘I’ was present,
thus the source of research is entangled with my own subjectivity and perception; hence
as Irigary proposes, ‘...“I” is sometimes truer than “one” or than “it”. Truer because it
admits its source’ (2002, p.2).
Like the archaeologist, drawn to hidden beginnings and what it is that compels us to
make ‘things’, and in particular art, this exegesis also seeks to address questions of
inchoate impulses: for instance, what is the incipient bodily drive to action? In chaos,
territory and art, Australian philosopher, Elizabeth Grosz, speaks at length about the
forces that generate art, suggesting that:
… [A]ll works of art share something in common… materiality becoming-sensation...
sensation is that which is transmitted from the force of an event to the nervous system
of a living being and from the actions of this being back onto the world itself
(Grosz 2008, p.71).

17
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To extend Grosz’s proposition of ‘materiality becoming-sensation’ this exegesis
suggests the co-existence of the inverse: sensation becoming-materiality. It is this
synergistic movement back and forth, between the ‘thingness’ of things - including the
body - and their perceptual impact, that offers the basis for my acts of art making in the
museum series. In Chapter Five, which notates selected details from relics #1-10, both
the enquiry and the museum are presented in a system that records the fabric of the
objects and influential art works, the feelings they evoke, and the means by which these
sensations are transposed into performance. In the cycle proposed by this exegesis, of
‘materiality becoming-sensation’ leading to sensation becoming-materiality, the
privileging of sensation and perception also stimulates inclusion of the sensing role and
capacity of the enteric nervous system and gut feeling as a vital site of perception and a
driving force to generative action.
The pivotal ideas revolving around creative and somatic systems that both make and
unmake the body of the performer, undoing and reshaping a performer’s self-perception
and discussed, primarily in Chapters Three and Four, will elaborate how these systems
are applied within a productive process of performance making. Intrinsic to these
diverse practices is their common focus on both ‘processes of embodiment and the
phenomena of presence’ (Lichte 2008, p.77). Of central interest is their application to
the creation and the act of performance, alongside the imperative of enquiry as a
methodology.
Without explicitly demarcating between different modes of writing, this exegesis
employs the historical, the critical and the reflective voice, which are interwoven
throughout. This multi-vocality speaks about my practice and its context, spanning
different perspectives, proximities and registers that are concordant in tone with the
particular nature of the material to be discussed.
For the purpose of this exegesis, the historical mode details key practitioners, and the
ways in which their approaches have been directly or indirectly significant to my
training and subsequent performance making. In Chapter Three, a history of practice
locates my work within the field of contemporary performance and dance in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The training methodologies introduced by
influential Polish theatre director, Jerzy Grotowski and HIJIKATA Tatsumi have been
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seminal for many artists and performance makers around the world. I have trained in
differing degrees of intensity and time-scale with practitioners in Australia, Japan and
Europe who have first hand experience of their teachings, including Igor Persan,
TANAKA Min, Tess de Quincey, ASHIKAWA Yoko6, and Frank van de Ven.
Reflecting on their different approaches to performance training and embodiment, I
include a brief history of their origins, in a comparative process that investigates the
nature of their influence and its residue within my current practice and the making of
museum of the sublime: relic # 10.
After years spent during the late nineteen seventies, eighties and early nineties in
practice of Grotowski-based training and Body Weather, from the mid nineties on, I
sought out more subtle and sustainable ways to extend my practice, cultivate somatic
awareness, heighten perception and prepare my older body for performance. For
example: I was introduced to Authentic Movement by Paris-based, Australian dance
artist, Rosalind Crisp in 1995, and I have continued this practice with dancer Alice
Cummins and others since 2000. Authentic Movement is the name given to a movement
and witnessing practice originally developed as a therapeutic process by American
dancer Mary Starks-Whitehouse (1911-1979). The significance of what may seem to be
a deceptively simple process is related to the release of any reliance on pre-determined
or codified movement, and is useful in preparing for improvisational performance or to
deepen exploration of specific bodily and image-based states. The inter-subjective ethos
of this practice has become subtly influential to my performance-making methodology.
Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen’s system of Body-Mind Centering® (BMC), which is taught
in Australia by Alice Cummins has also been of critical importance in the evolution of
my practice. The approaches to embodiment, through insight into the complexity of the
human body’s interdependent systems offered within the experiential anatomy of BMC,
open new pathways for understanding the body. Bainbridge- Cohen’s Sensing, Feeling
and Action, The Experiential Anatomy of Body-Mind Centering (2008) is an insight into
Bainbridge-Cohen’s personal somatic enquiry, and the progression of her embodied
research through the detail of case studies, interviews, drawings and photographs. These
writings, together with Cummins’ Principles and Notes in Somatic Wisdom through
6

From this point on the names of Japanese practitioners will be in the Western form.
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Embodiment, provide a practical compendium for what could be called, following
Deleuze & Guattari, ‘becomings-elementary, -cellular, - molecular’ (1988, p.248).
BMC is complementary to the practice of Authentic Movement (AM) and both support
new ways of thinking about moving and performance. Likewise, the practices of
Deborah Hay, elaborated in her published writings such as My Body the Buddhist
(2000), lead to continued discovery through perceptual disruption within my creative
processes. Her idiosyncratic, philosophical approach reframes questions of perception
and performing presence, both of which are considered in Chapter Two, and along with
discussion of BMC and AM are expanded upon in Chapter Four.
Having undertaken my education and training as an artist primarily outside the
academy, by following my nose and interests in more experimental practices, in
hindsight it seems clear that it is these afore-mentioned artists and educators and their
integrated approach to the body and to art making, who have shaped my artistic lineage
and informed the current context for my own thinking and making.7
The second mode of writing employed in this exegesis explores relevant scholarship,
including dramaturgy and performance in the German tradition. The work of theatre
scholars, Erika Fischer-Lichte, who writes on the history of theatre and the performers’
embodiment, as well as notions of presence, and that of Hans Thiess Lehmann (b.1944-)
who theorises a wide range of performance and theatre-making strategies in his seminal
2006 publication Postdramatic Theatre, have been influential in the evolution of my
thinking around my own performance practice, and its relationship to the contemporary
field.
The contribution of American performance theorist and director Richard Schechner
ranges across a broad spectrum of critical history and scholarship, including an
expansive anthology on Grotowski in the Grotowski Sourcebook (1997) as well as
writings on cultural anthropology, shamanism and ritual in Performance Theory (1988).

7

In this context I should also mention the important roles played by practitioners, such as Andrew
Morrish and Tony Osborne, with whom I have trained and practiced in performance improvisation since
2000. While, however, improvisation is undeniably important in my work, this aspect of my practice is
only briefly touched upon in this exegesis.
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Schechner’s contributions to contemporary publications such as Senses in Performance
broach performance philosophy and aesthetics. His article ‘Rasaesthetics’ was pivotal to
my early research, introducing me to the ‘mind of the gut’ that is complementary to the
field of somatic practice and ongoing research on the inherent intelligence of the body.
Schechner writes about the Enteric Nervous System (ENS) and neuro-biological
research on the ‘mind of the gut’ as documented by neurobiologist Michael Gershon in
The Second Brain (1998). As Schechner conveys, Gershon’s work is well summarised
by New York Times writer Sandra Blakeslee:
The gut’s brain...the [ENS]... is located in sheaths of tissue lining the oesophagus,
stomach, small intestine, and colon. Considered a single entity, it is a network of
neurons, neurotransmitters, and proteins that zap messages between neurons, support
cells like those found in the brain proper and a complex circuitry that enables it to act
independently, learn, remember, and, as the saying goes, produce gut feelings.
(Blakeslee 1996: C1 in Schechner p18)

Schechner connects these findings of the gut’s autonomous consciousness to the seat of
bodily emotion and instinct, particularly as understood within the traditional Indian
rasic system, at play within the staging of epic dance and theatre and in the distinctive
‘partaking’, rather than spectating exchange in rasic performance that by engaging all of
the senses is ‘more a banquet than a day in court’ (2007, p10).
In his introduction to the anthology Of the Presence of the Body: Essays on Dance and
Performance Theory, Andre Lepecki addresses the contested concepts of ‘presence’ and
‘body’, reflecting that in current thinking about dance ‘neither concept... is a stable
entity’. Indeed ‘dance as critical praxis may draw its force precisely by a creative, if not
altogether subversive, occupation of that gap’(2004, p.3). Within the anthology and
writing into that perceived gap between body and it’s presence Peggy Phelan’s ‘notion
of the body’s self-erasure in time to define an “ontology of performance” in which
presence resists reproduction by embracing the realm of absence’ (2004, p.5) is
important to my thinking. Phelan’s essay on choreographer Trisha Brown’ Orfeo
elucidates one form of erasure, being the problem of ‘remembering dance ... such
memories often seep into other recollections of embodiment... especially entangled’
(2004 p.14). Writing between the choreographic and personal experience, Phelan’s
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intertextuality incorporates love, death, mourning and haunting. She highlights ‘the
absence of women in our persistent myths’ (p.15) - an absence I have attempted to
address in my work - and Phelan’s approach is exemplary for my aspiring narrative of
subjectivities.
One cannot speak of presence without absence, and Lepecki speaks again about absence
and erasure in his essay Inscribing Dance, after considering a series of ‘Derridean
problems’ on “the joyous disturbance of certain women’s movements”(1978): ‘For
Derrida ... dance must be improvised, must move before writing.... the dance writes and
erases itself as it forgets itself, unpredictably unfolding (at a distance)’(2004, p.135).
Whilst the gender politics of Derrida as the source for these musings requires further
interrogation, the allusion to improvisation at the centre of dance aligns with my
approaches to choreography and a type of writing through the body, a writing that has
no permanence and no stable proximity.
Lepecki’s investigation, entwined as it is with concepts of disappearance, agency,
poetics and aesthetics, resonates with ‘the realm of absence’ (2004, p.5) that I associate
with the ‘unpresentable’ nature of the feminine sublime, a concept that is intrinsic to the
museum as my sphere of research. I return to Lyotard in my struggle to reconcile my
modernist tendencies to present the ‘unpresentable’ in terms of absence or loss. In The
Postmodern condition: A report on Knowledge Lyotard further interrogates the
ambiguous ‘sentiment of the sublime’, which is:
… according to Kant a strong equivocal emotion: it carries with it both pleasure and
pain. Better still, in it pleasure derives from pain. Within the tradition of the subject,
which comes from Augustine and Descartes and which Kant does not radically
challenge, this contradiction, which some would call neurosis or masochism, develops
as a conflict between the faculties of a subject, the faculty to conceive of something and
the faculty to “present” something (1984, p.77).

Lyotard’s line of writing here is serpentine and psychologically complex. It seems to
touch on the fallibility of desire, the wheel of ‘pleasure and pain’ that spins within the
creative procedure. Inside the written Undoing Discomfort and the performed museum
series this ‘equivocal emotion’, and the exposition of the primacy of feeling - as well as
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the shifting ground between conception and presentation - are addressed but not in order
to reconcile them. As a performance maker I find Lyotard’s assertion: ‘it must be clear
that it is not our business to supply reality but to invent allusions to the conceivable that
cannot be presented’ (p.81) connects with a fundamental drive to make work to find
things out, or at least approach and tangle with something preposterous or unknowable,
not to show what is already evident.
This exegesis also considers thinking about visual art by writers whose reflective work
alludes to the sublime in terms of Lyotard’s ‘unpresentable in presentation’ (p.81) and
denotes more of the in-between voice. French writer/philosopher Hélène Cixous’
(b.1937-) poetics of interiority, and her writing, particularly the essay Interior Bible
(1998) on the paintings of Rembrandt, has been inspirational in the making of the
museum series. Writer and art critic John Berger, whose reflections on visual art history
and affect, in particular his essays on Rembrandt and the body, and on the Paleolithic
drawings in Chauvet Cave (2001) have informed my ‘ways of seeing’ and receiving
painting and its capacity as ‘materiality becoming-sensation’ (Grosz 2008, p.71).
Likewise, scholar Linda Kalof’s Looking at Animals in Human History (2007)
‘deploy[s] the notion of ‘looking at animals’ as a way to trace how animals have been
represented (re-presented) in a wide variety of human cultural texts, both visual and
narrative’(vii). Kalof’s writings on the art of prehistory ‘before 5000BC’ (pp.1-10), the
‘spectacle of suffering’ of the Middle Ages (p.63) and what she terms the ‘dead animal
portraiture’ of the Enlightenment (pp.99-108), all engage with the multiple ways in
which humans affect and are affected by our relationship with animals.
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Figure 5: Bathsheba Bathing Rembrandt van Rijn (1654) Louvre Museum

These writers have helped to reinforce my loyalty to my own visceral responses to
particular Rembrandt paintings: Slaughtered Ox (1655) and Bathsheba Bathing (1654),
(figure 5) and to early European cave art, and along with George Bataille’s The Cradle
of Humanity: Prehistoric Art and Culture (2005) have influenced the emergence of my
becoming animal and the introduction of objects that relate to animal, feminine and
cultural histories, that are integral to the museum of the sublime.
The trajectory of my research has entered a realm where Animal Studies meets
embodiment, philosophy and activism. The question(s) of ‘the animal’- itself a
contested, anthropocentric term - and our human relations with and responsibility
toward animals, is an increasingly ethical, political and creative minefield. While the
interdisciplinary field of Animal Studies is beyond the scope of this exegesis, it does
nonetheless, draw on the inter-relation of animality and creativity as discussed by
writers such as the afore-mentioned Berger, Kalof and Bataille on the one hand, but also
philosopher, Georgio Agamben on the other. In The Open: Man and Animal, for
instance, Agamben addresses the legacy of Linnaeus’ early taxonomy ‘which places
man among the primates’ (2004, p.25), and the precariousness of the separation of
humanity from our animality based on the emergence of language and the metaphysical.
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Agamben’s opening passage provides an image from a thirteenth century Hebrew Bible,
asking readers to consider why, in a scene that ‘represents the messianic banquet of the
righteous on the last day... the representatives of concluded humanity are depicted with
animal heads?’ (pp.1-2). His conjectures are relevant to the figure of the animal-headed
human in the museum series, while his considered grief for what we have done to
animals takes the form of an inventory through which he lists the ‘provisional results of
our reading of the anthropological machine’ (p.79) in a litany of absence and a kind of
mourning: ‘...precisely because the world has been opened for man only by the
suspension and capture of animal life, being is always traversed by the nothing; the
Lichtung [opening] is always already Nichtung [nihilation]’ (pp.79-80).
Similarly, Jacques Derrida’s The animal Therefore I am, challenging Cartesian thinking
and questioning Jacques Lacan’s idea of the animal as, ‘characterised by an incapacity
to pretend to pretend or to erase its traces, an incapacity that makes it unable to be a
“subject”...’ and without an unconscious, ‘unless that be as an affect of the human
unconscious, as if the domesticated or tamed animal translated within itself the
unconscious of man by some contagious transference or mute interiorisation...’(2008,
pp.120 & 121). Lacan’s notions of an animal’s incapacity seem to me an attempt to
measure the scope of an animal’s faculties that is unmeasurable, and read together with
Derrida’s reply, provides the museum project with an irritant and a counter argument. I
propose the animal as a subject with feeling and interiority that responds rather than
reacts to their worldly conditions. Derrida’s transcribed lectures also broach stories
from Greek mythology and Genesis that offer dramaturgical impulse and flights of the
imaginary (pp.15-47). They provide me with the courage to ‘tell’ the fractured creation
tale in relic #10, as do certain performances I have encountered.
On Animal (2000), a collection of essays in the Performance Research series, offers
many perspectives on the place of animals in performance, and ways that practitioners
have approached and thought about the presentation of animal figures within their work.
The English theatre maker and writer, Tim Etchells, accounts for numerous episodes of
Forced Entertainment’s8 adoption of ‘rented, borrowed and even made...’ pantomime

8

Tim Etchells is the artistic director of Forced Entertainment, a Sheffield based performance company
who began their long collaborative association in 1984. http://www.forcedentertainment.com/about/
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animal disguises, which have been useful for me to reflect on in the development of this
project. This implementation of animal otherness led to the performers horsing around
and doing a good job of lamely playing: ‘a whole menagerie of creatures. Apes. Cows.
Donkeys. Crocodiles. Dogs. Pandas. Bears. Rabbits. Lions’(p.57). In his essay, Etchells
describes seeing the performers in animal guise, in Who Can Sing a Song to Unfrighten
Me? as an impression of ‘a manger full of animals and the end of the world’ (pp.5960). During the performance these actor/creatures listen intently, ‘all quizzical stillness’,
to an array of recordings on vinyl including a Russian language lesson, a keep fit
program, a speech on justice by Orson Welles in the 1959 film Compulsion: ‘the whole
of man’s history has been one long slaughterhouse from beginning to end’, and ‘a
record titled A History of Man, [narrating]... “this is your story. A story of achievement
and passion. A story of struggle and suffering. The story of man.” Only beasts are left to
listen’ (pp.59-60). This darkly humorous vision whereby the animals stand in as mute
witnesses to the hubristic human project coolly distanced through the medium of
recorded dialogue, is an important reference point, making the pain of our affinity and
the chasm of our difference evident. Reminiscent of Agamben’s animal-headed
‘messianic banquet of the righteous on the last day’ (2004, p.1) Etchells further captures
the humour and the pathos of ‘dressing up’, when he depicts a scene back stage, with:
Actors on the way to transformation and at the same time a freak show of distorted or
incomplete beasts – foul rejects, comical experiments- men, women and animals mixed
in the parlour game consequences, the floor of God’s workshop. Perhaps some dread
primal horror underlies the banality of this scene – the ghosts of decapitation, animal
magic and massacre summoned in the simple act of dressing up (2000, p.57).

Observed by Etchells in their in-between state, these actors could be said to be on their
way to being deliberately ‘imitative’, ignoring warnings that ‘becoming animal does not
consist in playing animal or imitating an animal...’ ‘no art can be imitative... one
imitates only when one fails’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, pp.238, 304-5). However this
chapter argues that it is precisely in the company’s reflexive self-awareness, humour
and intelligence, playing - as much of their work does - along the tightrope of failure,

Etchells recounts a number of performances in On The Skids: Some Years Of Acting Animals, including
Showtime (1996), Pleasure (1997), and of most relevance here, Who Can Sing A Song To Unfrighten Me?
(1999).
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that their engagement with, and ‘as if’, animals is one that situates their affinity with
and their difference to animals. Nevertheless they are performing, as I too attempt in
relics, the ridiculous, ‘the joke of representing... the impossibility of being other’ (2000,
p.57), and at the same time wittingly or unwittingly conjuring the ‘primal horror’ that
underlies our human history, the combination of ‘magic and massacre’ that defines our
regard for, and treatment of animals.
This ‘precariousness’ of representing animals in contemporary art practices that ‘take[s]
on the guise of the animal’ (Baker 2000, p.74) is discussed further in Steve Baker’s
essay Sloughing the Human (2000, pp.71-81), where he discusses several artworks. Of
particular interest to me in this context is his discussion of Edwina Ashton’s video
performance Sheep (1997) not simply because of her representation of animal but also
because of her reluctance to appear in her own work, even from behind the mask of a
sheep:
‘I don’t want to be in them’ she said of all her video performances. A long time was
spent ‘trying to get the faces right’ on the hand-made costumes, to achieve ‘a sufficient
degree of blankness’ while nevertheless creating for the animal what she calls a kind of
‘haphazard’ look (p.74).

That sense of reluctance is familiar to me, and while her performance is of an entirely
different nature, like her I strategise my reticence to appear, in part, by adopting a
provisional animal ‘disguise’ in many of the relics #1-10. It is inevitably an unstable
strategy, for while an animal mask maybe a ‘playful’ covering, it also suggests
complicity in the human/animal saga, raising difficult questions.
Baker qualifies the question ‘what does it take to be an animal?’ and the much discussed
‘becoming animal’ of A Thousand Plateaus:
Nevertheless they [Deleuze and Guattari] warn against rather than suggest it to be an
impossible undertaking... Whether or not it is done in the spirit of becoming, forms of
what are most readily described as imitation seem central to art’s exploration of the
animal...being both outlandish and preposterously transparent... they make no claims to
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the ‘nature’ of the imitated animal...they suggest playful exchanges between the human
and the animal... (p.78).

Again, the emphasis on ‘exploration’ and ‘playful exchange’ (p.78) remains central to
the place of animal ‘dressing up’ (Etchells 2000, p.57) in the museum project, alongside
a curious encounter with concepts of becoming aligned with ‘fields of intensities’ and
acts of sorcery, ‘... and even becomings-imperceptible’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1988,
p.248).
Among the multiplicity of possible readings offered by becomings - animal, elementary
or imperceptible, it is possible to ask the questions: are the performers and artists
described by Etchells and Baker ascribing significance to difference and affinity with
animals? Are they generating visions and forces in a type of 21st century ceremony of
both disavowal and mourning? Though knowingly ‘outlandish and preposterously
transparent’ (2000, p.78) are they perhaps participating in a contemporary form of
shamanism? In her opening discussion of the depiction of animals in cave art before
5000BC, Linda Kalof speculates that:
Palaeolithic representations of animal are part of shamanistic ritual. [One] theory
suggests that the images, particularly deep cave paintings, are attempts to make contact
with spirits or a quest for spiritual vision... the artist/shaman might have... represented
the life force of an animal or imparted life force to it.... most scholars agree that the
prehistoric art work is linked to ritual and ceremony (2007, pp.2-3).

Imagining that the shaman/woman were the first performers to attempt the material,
visual and tactile representations of animals (p.3) and, as Etchells writes, to try ‘the
impossibility of being other’ (2000, p.57) I too make a feeble effort to impersonate one.
In relic #10 I momentarily take the shape of a dishevelled, reluctant sha(wo)man when I
don the animal head in reverse, before literally turning my back on the idea to instead
sit, as the performers Etchells describes, in ‘the ruins of representing’ an animal, a
different kind of improbable other (p.57).
Taken together the writings of these practitioners and theorists have been useful to
elucidate key concerns of my research, and to situate, and disrupt the context of my
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practice. For this practitioner the value of critical theory is not only to challenge my
thinking but to articulate what is already implicit or understood intuitively, as well as
illuminating what is unknown and yet to be explored within my work.
Beyond the art historical and the critical texts, this exegesis also employs the subjective
voice, drawing on my journal notes and reflective texts that encompass the poetic and
the autobiographical. This subjective voice conveys personal experience and situated
knowledge, both essential elements underpinning a research enquiry grounded in artistic
practice. This exegesis proposes that an understanding developed through somatic
practice is often beyond the reach of linguistic logic and definition, hence the notations
recorded here are necessarily heuristic and codified, and most often, written in the first
person. Generally the less formal of these passages appear in italics, and comprise
writings such as: Field study from Lake Mungo introduced in the Foreword; an account
of the Body Weather farm in Japan in Chapter Two alongside discussion on the
observation of animals. Studio musings and poetic writing from somatic processes are
interspersed throughout, and much of the description of the relic performances is also
italicised in Chapter Five.
While developing this writing, at least in part from subjective experience, it does not
necessarily follow that the more personal observations are private and cannot therefore
be shared. Indeed the practice of an artist may be understood as existing in a littoral
space, where what is personally perceived or apprehended is transmitted to an audience
through the production and presentation of an artistic artefact, in order to create a shared
–although not identical – experience, which potentially contributes to a body of cultural
knowledge. This approach is evident in Chapter Five, which notates the relics #1-10 in
a curated, though deliberately haphazard, archive describing actual performance events
amidst reflective formulation and other material that is directly relevant to the creative
process.
The intent of this exegesis is to introduce the poetics of subjective experience into the
weft and weave of historical and critical discourse toward an articulate document of
body based practice, one that is fractured and polyphonic. All three modalities, the
historical, the critical and the subjective voices contribute toward a larger score, a
methodology that might be described – using Ellis, Adams and Bochner – as ‘auto
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ethnography’, by which they mean, ‘an approach to research and writing that seeks to
describe and systematically analyse personal experience in order to understand cultural
experience’ (2011). The exegesis therefore seeks to contextualise the performance
project museum of the sublime: relic # 10 by creating a framework that recognises the
diverse approaches that inform this research. As a consequence this document may be
understood as accompanying, rather than explaining, the creative research.9
This opening chapter has briefly introduced my motivation as a performance-maker;
sought to establish the broad field of research and conceptual range of this practice
based doctorate; and included an introduction to the literature, by which I mean the
artists, training regimes and approaches to performance, as much as the books and
articles that inform the writing of this exegesis. Chapter Two will extend this discussion
with the contextualisation of key terms, referring to the problem of presentation and
representation and outline key recurring themes that are the starting points for the
performance project museum of the sublime: relics #1-10.

9

Archaeologists sometimes work with ethnographers in an effort to correlate [anthropological and

cultural] behaviour with material remains.
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CHAPTER TWO

being real/becoming other: a maker’s midden
In the question‘What if’ my body is an animal?
And ‘what if’ as a performer I play that out? 10
How then do we (audience and performer) look at and listen to and between
a (female) body and an animal?
Where does this looking/listening between the two, from one to the other, meet?
When does looking/listening become touch?
How are we touched by looking? By listening?
How are we touched by a body, by an animal?
Perhaps for touch, read empathy. Or something that moves inside the body
(Heywood, 2010).

The development and realisation of new performance work has been critical to the
writing of this exegesis and is the primary case study on which this research is
grounded. This chapter outlines the key themes, philosophical and practice-based
starting points, a sometimes fragmentary collection of influences – hence the title
‘makers midden’11- that have led to my arrival at the museum project. Employing
concepts such as ‘discomfort’, ‘being real’, ‘becoming other’ and ‘presence’ as starting
points for performance, these terms serve as a frame to the thinking methodology of an
embodied creative process and its relevance as a ‘case study’ for auto-ethnographic
writing. They may be understood as keyholes or portals for explicating the subjective
field of self-referential research, useful terms to think with rather than definitive
absolutes. They have the potential to put the flesh of practice onto the bones of critical
thinking. One such starting point is articulated in the journal entry above (2010). These
questions of the animal and perception, and more particularly the ways in which I have
approached them creatively, define a shift in orientation from previous work undertaken
10

‘What if?’ is precursory to many of Deborah Hay’s propositions, and has also been used extensively by
Australian theatre artist, Margaret Cameron in her writing and performance practice. When spoken, Hay
raises the pitch of her voice, opens her arms and shrugs her shoulders with ‘what if?’ The physical
invoking implies a lightness of touch, or another of Hay’s favoured phrases -‘No big deal’.
11

Midden: A deposit of occupation debris, rubbish, or other by-products of human activity, such as shell,
bone, or debitage, found close to a living area; a trash heap or pit.
Introduction to Archaeology Glossary https://www.archaeological.org/education/glossary
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since the early nineteen nineties. Two examples of earlier work will be briefly discussed
in this chapter before considering the ways in which the thinking of practitioners such
as Hay, Grotowski, Tanaka, Romeo Castelluci, as well as Lehmann and the post
dramatic alongside philosophical approaches to art, such as that of Grosz, have to
varying degrees been synthesised in this shift toward the museum and work with
animals and objects. These considerations will be gathered under the rubric of the key
terms.
My body is an animal refers to hidden phenomenological affects... this means that the body
responds to unseen forces, under the conscious control, beneath logic and cognisance.
Creatively this operates by forces of attraction and repulsion... things... are drawn into the
energetic field... things appear that are right, that fit, that are later connected in ways that are
beyond any deliberate manipulation... the gut is the sensor for safety and danger... the body
responds not only to positive attractors but also responds to negative input at the level of its
own survival... it enters the realm of the abject... a ‘poverty of world’... somatisation arises in
sickness and instability... at times in a spiral of affect that is beyond conscious control,
registering dysfunction or threat... (Heywood, journal 2015)

The reflection above introduces the notion of discomfort as a force of repulsion that is
experienced before cognition, at the level of the gut, registering as a threat to survival.

Discomfort (as residue and marker)
The exploration in this exegesis proceeds from the recognition that each of my past
performance works (briefly summarised in Appendix Two) has within its origin, or its
realisation, a subjective and shifting association with a condition of discomfort. In some
cases the discomfort is symptomatic of the specific themes that led to making the work,
reliably telling of a bodily manifestation of disturbance or anxiety borne of the subject
matter itself, a visceral anxiety that I have come to trust as a kind of marker or a
warning. Anxiety often operates like a canary in a coalmine, whose sensitivity is a
signal for trouble or a situation that needs attention, it can also be crippling to creativity.
A pattern has become evident, namely that my self-imposed charter is to move towards
the trouble and to work with what is pressingly necessary and subjectively current,
either in the shape of an emerging theme in my life, observed or reflected in the world
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around me, or present as an uncomfortable, but as yet inexplicable embodied
experience. Here the notion of discomfort is significant: it is often only through a kind
of subjective chafing or sensation of irritation that one becomes aware of certain bodily
states. Most often we are unconscious of our own embodiment until the time we
experience a lack of wellbeing. As American philosopher Drew Leder asserts in Absent
Body (1990), writing on the concealed phenomenological structures of bodily depth: our
self awareness spikes due to the absence of ‘a desired or ordinary state and of the
body’s unproblematic unity with self…’ (Leder 1990, p.103)
Insofar as the body tends to disappear when functioning unproblematically, it often
seizes our attention most strongly at times of dysfunction; we then experience the body
as the very absence of a desired or ordinary state, and as a force that stands opposed to
the self (1990, p.4).

Such feelings are in themselves often useful signals of disease or, more relevantly here,
the body’s intelligent markers of a dysfunctional situation, an anxiety most often
registering ‘in the gut’ before reaching the conscious mind. In this sense discomfort
refers to one’s bodily response to an external condition when it penetrates the deep
interior, the enteric visceral mind, our ‘second brain’ as described by American writer
Michael Gershon (1998), causing pain or anxiety.
This exegesis argues that physiological absence of wellbeing, or problematic disunity
with self (to reframe Leder) often accompanies, or is symptomatic of, an encounter with
a recurring and complex situation that is translated as material for an artistic theme.
Nature’s (especially human’s) brutality and the place of the animal, the female body and
the slippage of identity, gender power play, captivity, aging, isolation and psychological
trauma are all themes that via direct experience or as a close field of interest, have made
their way into my creative research and production of previous and current performance
work.
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Figure 5: Burn Sonata, Claire Hague, Dean Walsh, Benjamin Grieve TPS 1996

photo: Heidrun Lohr

In the solo or group works I have made since 1993 the specific nature of discomfort has
often precipitated the subject of the work itself, and my emphasis has been to maintain
and transform the originating integrity and subjectivity of the performer’s contribution.
Often accessed through somatic processes that open doors to memory, dream or direct
perception, their/my subjective material may be drawn from personal history, such as
the domestic violence of my childhood that provoked the making of the dance theatre
work Burn Sonata12 (figure 5), which dealt with atmospheres of tension and the ways in
which children bring their imagination to bear in coping with abuse, and which was
described as ‘capturing the poetics of brutality’13. The performance material was
generated through blindfold exercises, somatisation of dream images, memory and
power play.
12

In Burn Sonata, (1996-2000) the original performer/collaborators were Clare Grant, Benjamin Grieve,
Claire Hague, Tony Osborne, Dean Walsh, with later contribution by Regina Heilmann & Benjamin
Winspear. Sound by Garry Bradbury, Design by John Levey, Costume by Gillian Thomas, Lighting by
Simon Wise.
13

Dr Patricia Brennan (1944-2011), an audience member who had worked in forensic medicine and also
dealt closely with women and children affected by sexual violence, said she felt we had perfectly
captured the ‘poetics of brutality’ and that, for her, the performers’ physical language of damage and
abuse was devastatingly accurate.
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Similarly, but not so brutally, the performance work Language of Loss14 (2007)
explored transformation through reinhabiting spaces and sensations of memory and
loss. In this work, the material developed by the performers and collaborating sound and
video artists evolved from generative processes including a variation on Frank van de
Ven’s Body Landscape exercise: ‘go to sleep, in place, and wake up as another creature,
begin to move from there’, and extension of an exercise derived from Goat Island
Company of Chicago: ‘remember a moment when you noticed someone or something
was missing’ leading to writing, diagram making and a three dimensional choreographic
score.15
In some instances discomfort arises during these memory retrieval processes or when
dealing with the underlying content once it is accessed. By its often raw, highly charged
nature, this dark material can be unsettling and difficult to embrace within a creative
process, and also later, provocative for an audience to encounter. Of course the task of
crafting a performance score is to distil and reconceptualise these personal findings into
a more objective and repeatable gestural vocabulary that nonetheless colours the
resulting choreography with authentic intensity.
The discomfort I allude to may operate on a number of other, less clearly elucidated,
levels. Referring to the original painful primary experience that inspired a creative
response, discomfort may also literally refer to: the aches and pains endured within a
demanding training and/or rehearsal regime; the challenge to recognise and overcome
entrenched habits; logistical difficulties and personal irritations within some
collaborations; anxiety and wavering trust in self and material during early creative
development and again at the stage of presentation, particularly when bringing one’s
nascent work before an audience. It also includes the discomfort of certain aftermath,
such as doubt or disappointment in one’s artistic choices, or in the event of partial or
full-blown critical failure. Articulating these numerous hazards makes me wonder if
‘discomfort’ is a strong enough word for the navigation of a creative minefield. The
14

In Language of Loss (2007), performer/collaborators were Costa Latsos, Siobhan Murphy, Michelle
Outram, Matt Prest and Lizzie Thomson. Sound by Jason Sweeney, design & video by Sam James.
15
In 2005 I participated in an intensive led by Lyn Hixson and Matthew Goulish of Goat Island Company
of Chicago at Triskel Arts Centre, Cork, Ireland, where they transmitted this generative process.
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residue of accumulated discomforting events in my own personal and professional life
led me toward the strategising of undoing discomfort through un-doing, or being, and
being real. However this throws up questions of the real, troubling notions of reality
itself, here within the context of performance and its affect.

Being real
Maybe there are two quite distinct mythical origins of the idea of ‘reality’. One is the
reality of representation, the other, the idea of what affects us and what we can affect....
We shall count as real what we can use to intervene in the world to affect something
else or what the world can use to affect us... (Hacking 1983, p.146)

Notions of ‘the real’ are highly contested in broader philosophical terms, and natural
scientist Ian Hacking offers another perspective in the debates that rage within the
philosophy of science concerning truth and representation, knowledge, certainty and the
value of experiment and observation. To borrow Hacking’s turn of phrase, in the
context of this exegesis ‘being real’ describes the subjective phenomenon of embodied
experience of ‘what the world can use to affect us’ (p.146), particularly as encountered
by practitioners engaged in generative processes designed to ground the performer in
the ‘present’ of her own skin and surroundings, and expand her awareness of the
world’s affects.
Practices such as Body Weather and BMC feature experiential anatomy and detailed
observation of one’s micro and macro environment, and are designed to increase the
participant’s perceptual acuity. By extension of such observation, where the body and
its environment are the subject of an artist’s research and experiment, the ‘real’ also
includes the nature of the tangible material observed and its incorporation into
subsequent performance making: it manifests as presence and, as Hacking suggests, is
used ‘to intervene in the world to affect something else’ (p.146). In the case of
presenting public performance, the ‘something else’ is the audience and the cultural
corpus. This notion links the ‘real’ back to Grosz’s art generating ‘forces’ and the
transmission of ‘materiality becoming-sensation’ ‘to the nervous system of a living
being and from the actions of this being back onto the world itself’ (Grosz 2008, p71).
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In Postdramatic Theatre (2006) Hans Thiess Lehmann contrasts the tangible, yet more
lightweight immateriality of new technologies and media which produce a ‘marketable
commodity such as a video, a film, a disc or even a book’, with the relatively
cumbersome nature of theatre as a form, distinguished by the ‘materiality of
communication’, and marked by the ‘especially heavy weight of its resources and
materials’ (p16). He argues that it is materiality and existence in time that frames the
‘realness’ of theatre and performance as:
The site not only of ‘heavy’ bodies but also of a real gathering, a place where a unique
intersection of aesthetically organised and everyday real life takes place… here the
aesthetic act itself (the performing) as well as the act of reception (the theatre going)
take place as a real doing in the here and now (p.17).

Lehmann posits that all of the ‘behaviour’, whether onstage or in the audience, becomes
integral to a joint ‘text’, and that the theatre arises from the reading of this total text
incorporating word and gesture, including everything that is said and all that is unsaid.
This implicates audience and performer in the mutual embrace of shared time, held in
the progression of moments. It is materiality and existence in time that frames the
‘realness’ of the body itself, its weight and substance. Hence I emphasise the primacy
and purpose of somatic practices that lead the performer to a deeper experience of their
body’s weight and substance, literally their ‘heaviness’ and potential lightness, and
consequently to develop their capacity to shift and play the nuances of these physical
and energetic qualities. As a desired outcome, the performer’s enhanced sense of
‘realness’ enables the audience to a possible experience of the weight and depth of their
own bodies.

Presence
According to Lehmann, theatre as the site of ‘a real gathering’ requires, along with
qualities of realness, the requisite staging of an ‘aesthetic act’. For such an act to take
place the performer must prepare in some way. Fischer-Lichte’s discourse in The
Transformative Power of Performance: a new aesthetics on the so-called ‘magic’ of
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presence provides a frame for the more detailed discussion of a performer’s preparation
that follows in Chapter Three:
When the actor brings forth their body as energetic and thus generates presence, they
appear as embodied mind. The actor exemplifies that body and mind cannot be
separated from each other…. Through the performer’s presence, the spectator
experiences the performer and himself [sic] as embodied mind in a constant state of
becoming- [s]he perceives the circulating energy as a transformative and vital energy
(2008, pp.98-99).

Lichte’s ‘circulating energy’, generating what she names a ‘radical concept of
presence’, is descriptive of both the imperative and the result of much of a performer’s
dedicated somatic practice: a practice, or combination of practices, that have the
potential to connect a performer to the vital forces that are summoned in the heightened
event of art making. The generation of presence in the performer, and the performer’s
embodied experience of presence may also be enhanced by the attentive presence of the
spectator, thereby manifesting presence in a transactional dynamic, a ‘relational field’
(Cummins 2015).
The open-ended question confronted by the performer is - how to achieve and maintain
a state of heightened or open attention, and what does that actually look like? In seeking
a state of elevated awareness should their art making be better served by drilling down
into a generative ground of being? By what means does the body bring forth
‘transformative and vital energy’ or indeed sustain a ‘state of becoming’ or ‘becoming
other’?
This chapter begins with one question, among others - ‘How are we touched by a
body’? To briefly focus on one example from a contemporary theatre genre, the
question of bodily presence is discussed in an interview16 with Socìetas Raffaello
Sanzio’s director Romeo Castelluci, who says:

16

Jonathon Marshall in interview with Romeo Castelluci when staging Genesi: From the Museum of
Sleep, Melbourne International Arts Festival 2002.
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Every body is worthy of being on stage […] there are no deformed bodies, but only
bodies with different forms and different beauties, often with a type of beauty that we
have forgotten (Castelluci in Marshall, 2002).

Having seen a number of works by Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio, it seems clear that
diversity of physical form is emphasised: ‘the age of an actor is important, as is how
much actors weigh, how they twist their neck one way or the other, what their hands are
like: these are all fundamental elements, much more interesting than the actor’s
profession or professionality’. It is evident from the potency of this Italian company’s
performances that the defining characteristic, which possibly comes about through a
process that entails Castelluci and his collaborators ‘sharing problems of art with these
people’, is the untrained actor’s capacity to ‘let themselves be truly seen […] and in this
respect they represent the only possible form of performance.’ (Marshall, 2002) Having
said this, the company does also work with ‘trained’ dancers and actors.
The power and visceral disturbance that an audience can experience in performances by
Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio’s also depend on the use of lighting, often ‘granular’
electronic sound and highly inventive object related and scenic design. In the work of
Socìetas the well-chosen bodies of the actors often do very little but exist, intensely and
with great presence, in the constructed context of the charged scenic, sonic
environments. 17
Herein lies a fundamental paradox and the reason many somatic approaches attempt to
‘undo’ the trained body, to ‘unfix’ what is presumed to be known, as a performer’s
training can become a type of cellular armour or barrier, one that conceals qualities of
porousness or vulnerability. Often the attributes that are lost or buried in the
professionally trained actor/dancer/performer, namely attributes Castelluci describes as
capacities ‘of surprise and naturalness’ and the ability ‘to let themselves be truly seen’,
are the very qualities that a sustained and enquiring performance practice may have to

17

The same could be said for the work of Belgian performance-maker Kris Verdonck and his company
Two Dogs, whose oeuvre crosses theatre, dance, visual art and installation and whose highly produced
and technical work employs bodies, text, objects, devices and video with dramaturgical finesse. In
Verdonck’s work, performers’ bodies are often acted upon: suspended, dropped, dragged or projected
upon choosing to present the human as bereft of agency.
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strive to find or develop; or in fact recover. Leaving aside Castelluci’s claims for ‘the
only possible form of performance’, it is ironic that the same quality of ‘natural’
unaffected presence of an untrained performer is unattainable for a seasoned practitioner
without lots of training and a degree of un-doing.
The fundamental principle that I am led to consider is that one simply makes work with
what is at hand. In terms of what is already laid down in my body’s history and
experience as a performer, the next questions to address are: how does a regular somatic
practice meet or lead to conceptual creativity? What is the surface of contact between a
somatic, perceptually based practice and the generation of ‘material’? In this sense
material equals gesture, sound, sequence, subject matter, the matter of performance and
the manifestation of form that sometimes suggest becoming other.

Becoming Other
The fluid state becoming other disrupts the usual order of things, inviting a reconception both materially and philosophically of the performer’s potential for
transformation. Marvin Carlson in ‘Performance: a critical introduction’ (2004)
discusses performance studies theorist Richard Schechner’s term ‘restored behavior’
(1985, p.35). This term:
… emphasizes the process of repetition and the continued awareness of some “original”
behavior, however distant or corrupted by myth or memory, which serves as a kind of
grounding for the restoration… [this sometimes involves] behaving as if one is someone
else or even oneself in other states of feeling or being. (Carlson 2004, p.47)

It is precisely the movement or flux between ‘behaving’, ‘being’ in ‘other states of
feeling’ and a more Deleuzian notion of ‘becoming’ other that is of interest to this
program of research. Deleuze & Guattari speak of becoming in terms of alliance rather
than as an act of the imagination, or one of imitation; in particular ‘becomings-animal
are neither dreams nor phantasies. They are perfectly real’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1992,
p.238). For the performer, certain processes of repetition and embodied image making
evoke heightened sensation and perceptual shifts that lead not only to the emergence of
‘other’ unfamiliar human qualities but also, through ‘repetition and the continued
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awareness of some “original” behavior’ (Carlson p.47), allow a transition toward the
temporary affinity of becoming with another species altogether. One could say these
processes create the conditions for an alliance, or confluence, to occur. Bonding to
otherness, not only ‘as if one is someone else’ but some thing or more accurately, some
being else, for example entering an alliance with the ‘vocabulary of the animal’ as
French choreographer Xavier Le Roy suggests.18
Body Weather image-based exercises, based on observation and entering a vocabulary
of otherness, produce for example what Grosz might call a ‘fluid body’, a chaotic,
unmade body. A becoming some thing/being that for Australian performance scholar
Rachel Fensham might also be the contemporary performing body that unmakes itself,
‘broken into fragments that allow for experimentation’ (p.292) and simultaneously
remakes notions of being human. The bodies that Fensham contemplates include those
of my collaborators in the performance work Burn Sonata, describing them as:
Subject to a multiplicity of external forces and capable of emitting and discharging
energies in a non binary sequential conception of desire and corporeal difference... it
resists overcoding and organisation… The performing body unleashed from the
obligation to divide inner and outer, or to reproduce social type or stylized gesture,
becomes animate matter, alive on the stage. (2005, p.291-2)

In practice this progression of ideas on the unmaking of the body illuminates the
paradox at the heart of being real /becoming other. We are authentically ourselves and
yet simultaneously more than ourselves. In ‘becoming other’ in performance, our
somatic imagination is engaged in a realisable ‘fiction’ based on a hyper extended real,
so that rather than it being a supplementary act, we extend our (always subjective)
experience of reality at a perceptible cellular level, to see, taste, touch, smell, intuit
more of what is actual. In effect we expand, through all our senses, to perceive more of
reality and allow ‘otherness’ to permeate our sense of self – to ‘other’ us. Or even to
venture over to the far side ‘... on the far side, we find becomings-elementary, -cellular,
- molecular, and even becomings-imperceptible.’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1988, p.248).

18

From discussion in the rehearsal room where Le Roy and performers shared their work on durational
piece, Temporary Title, for Kaldor Projects in Carriageworks venue, Sydney 2015.
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One version of an expanded self is described in a further reflection on my experience in
1992 at Lake Mungo, at this point by applying the lens of experiential somatic practice,
Body-Mind Centering. In BMC close attention is given to the ‘porous, enveloping
capacity of membrane’ (Cummins, 2011) and provides a new system of thinking for the
sensing body:
… the membrane of self, the closed entity that I had considered ‘I’, was softened, opened,
expanded through the touch of the large and small elemental forces and of my fellow humans
and animals, to embrace an ‘isness’ where the body enters the landscape and the landscape
enters the body. This tangible undoing of the ‘idea’ of self is liberating and life changing…
rearranged at a cellular level, my whole attention brought to a sense of primeval
interconnectedness with, in, and of the world of the surrounding landscape and the historic and
pre-historic expanse of time it occupies.
Within this most primary experience, where ‘place’ offered up essential material for somatic
memory, my task as a Bodyweather performer was to ‘re-member’ in detail, to re-embody those
sensations or primary experiences of an elemental state of existence, the minutiae of a closely
observed patch of earth and sensed microbial life, an insect’s intricate body patterns and
physiognomy or the vast expanse of sky … And for this ground of being to become the canvas
for a palette of more detailed images and impressions of place which were to be ‘restored’,
played across the folded depths and surfaces of the dancing body, alternating as subtle or more
exaggerated movement pathways within a choreography of atmospheres.(Journal entry 2011)

19

Perform(ance)
What then does it mean - to perform? Using the simplest definition, to perform not only
means: ‘to present (a form of entertainment) to an audience’, the verb perform is also
defined as ‘to carry out, accomplish or fulfil a function’7. It is this second definition,
akin to carrying out a task, that is most commonly held to describe much post dramatic
performance and conceptual and performance art, more so than ‘to entertain’. Does a
performer, fulfilling a function or series of tasks, within the context of being witnessed,

19

rd

This text was written for Symposium ’Where the image meets the body’ at Monash University 3 /4
November 2011.

th
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create a useful by-product of audience contemplation and reflectivity? Or something
else of value?
In this sense to perform seems to be about doing. Although to ‘accomplish’ implies
succeeding at something, and 'fulfil' implies finishing something, whereas a
performance may neither succeed or even finish in any cogent sense, yet still ‘do’
something.
What if to perform was simply to make use of an arrangement of time and space?
To place a body/ bodies into an arranged space that is an event for shared attention, a
shared experience... a context for the body to perform, ‘to carry out, accomplish or fulfil
a function’ and to fulfil that function in front of others? To fulfil a function for others,
for the sake of self and others. What can happen then? What if instead of an emphasis
on doing the artist attended to their state of being? And then the question:
For who or what are we, am I, performing?
If I was to, if I can, if I were to, when I do -- stand before you -- I stand before myself.
I stand with the potential history of the human animal body on show.
I carry it all, or as much as I can. I am present. Do I fulfil a function?
Am I doing? Am I being? Or, as Meg Stuart20 says - ‘are we here yet?’
(Heywood 2011, journal)

In 1992, I observed the performers in Tadashi Suzuki company’s version of Bacchae
direct their attention to the empty chair in the centre of the audience, and was later told
that they were offering their performance to the 'god' who sits there. That dedication I
understand as a reference to the god associated with the ‘matsubame (pine tree painted
as the only permanent décor of a [Noh] performance)’ (1995). The pine tree:
represents for some commentators the famous Yogo pine at the Kasuga shrine in Nara
beneath which, according to tradition, the god of the shrine was seen dancing in the
shape of an old man.... the iemoto [master of the art] of the Komparu school still stands

20

Meg Stuart is an American dancer and chorographer, working predominantly in Brussels and Berlin
with her company Damaged Goods. Are we here yet? is the title of a book by Jeroen Peeters which
includes articles, interviews and details of Stuart’s practice and creative process.
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under that pine with the understanding that he will become a kind of kamigakari or
receptacle of the local god ...
According to others, the painted tree is a remembrance of the time in which sarugaku
[the medieval origin of no] was performed outdoors against the background of pines...
(Benito Ortolani 1995, pp. 144-5)

Dedication to an outside force, it could be contended, heightens the actor's concern to be
present and to reveal their role and thereby reveal something larger than their role’s
individual history: a cultural, or even universal ‘story’, or perhaps the state or condition
of being human. It is an act of humility, where they as individuals are not important,
their identity disappears or is temporarily released and it is the role and function of
cipher between god and humanity that they fulfil, and that is paramount to maintaining
the culture. A performance with and beneath a tree, by Min Tanaka in Prague (2014),21
sees him ‘dancing in the shape of an old man’ (1995). Whilst not overtly proposing
himself as a kamigakari, the dance echoes the cultural history of remembrance and
dedication, bearing Tanaka’s ongoing commitment to performing outdoors in dialogue
with the environment and unseen forces.
We western performers forget. We perform for the fans or the critics. We forget, or never knew
in the first place, to perform for that empty chair in the centre of the audience, the natural
presence that doesn’t judge or fawn or critique but rather reflects us in our humanness. Is the
(non human) occupant of the empty chair, that which truly sees, perhaps the nature of nature
herself, that living force of which we are a part? Therefore we might witness ourselves, or
surrender our self as a living part of everything and thereby enter a state of being? (Heywood
journal, 2011)

Thinking whole body at once (is an animal)
To enter a ‘state of being’ or being real in performance, experience tells me I must
surrender, or embrace, anxiety and discomfort. This exegesis proposes that a state of
open curiosity is integral to observation and my trust in my own creative process, and
this is informed by performance and studio based research that engages a range of
perceptual practices, including the near impossible challenge of American
21

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AT44Vf2RlRA
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choreographer Deborah Hay’s directive to move with an awareness of: the ‘whole body
at once’:
The whole body at once is the teacher… I imagine the whole body at once has the
potential to dialogue with all there is… What if my whole body at once has the potential
to perceive Here spatially, including everything I see and everything I can’t see, now,
now and now? What if Now is my past, present, and future here, here, and here?
(Hay 2000, p.104)22

If Hay’s thinking and perceiving both disrupts and yet simultaneously allays my anxiety
about performing, Grotowski’s assertion, that ‘one mustn’t forget, our body is an
animal’ (in Richards 1995, p.66) also assuages over-thinking, demanding trust in my
gut instinct. Thomas Richards, who worked closely with Grotowski in his later years,
writes helpfully about the ‘organic’ movement of an animal noting that:
If I observe a cat, I notice that all of its movements are in their place, its body thinks for
itself. In the cat there is no discursive mind to block immediate organic reaction, to get
in the way. (1995, p.66)

Read in combination, Hay’s ‘what if’ perceiving and Grotowski and Richard’s ‘organic
movement’, inspired close observation of my own cat’s quality of playfulness and
instinctive response to her environment. This has been instructive, stimulating me to
enter an enlivened state of curiosity and open-ended play with objects in the studio,
guided like my cat, by what attracts my attention; seeking to encounter things as if for
the first time, or at least without pre-judgement; going beyond what makes an object
functional, to instead notice textures, weight, sound, reflectivity or the quality of
potential movement.

22

Deborah Hay initially developed her choreographic practice in New York during the 1960s, and has
continued to evolve her ideas from her base in Austin, Texas since 1976. As a young artist, Hay trained
and danced with Merce Cunningham and was also influenced by John Cage. She was one of the early
members of the Judson Dance Theatre, ‘a community of artists whose work challenged the foundational
principles of modern dance… to the very notion of what constitutes a dance’ (Hay 2000, p1). Hay’s
postmodern dance philosophy is discussed further in Chapter Four.
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As discussed throughout this exegesis, the activity of observation and expanding ‘ways
of seeing’ (Berger 1990) is important in terms of witnessing performance (my own and
others) with a less conditional way of looking and listening. My research questions have
led me to observe animals, in particular various neighbourhood dogs at play, witnessed
by their human companions. Such animals at play or encountering new situations
embody curiosity and acute observational awareness, the very qualities that this
exegesis argues are essential for creative exploration.
This behaviour proposes a way in which an audience may watch, or ‘witness’ a
performer, and begs the question of whether the open receptivity and interest of the
witness is in direct relation to the uncomplicated nature of the animal’s movement and
its instinct driven and unpredictable attitude. Is it the qualities that we share with
animals as much as the traits that differentiate us that sustain our interest? Connection
between species, in particular the links via shared developmental patterns, is further
explored in Chapter Four’s discussion of Body Mind Centering.
The potential for empathic connection to movement that is ‘authentic’, or truly
embodied, is expanded for the performer through practices that connect us to our animal
selves. This suggests a performer in affinity with an animal: ‘being both outlandish and
preposterously transparent... they make no claims to the ‘nature’ of the imitated
animal...they suggest playful exchanges between the human and the animal...’ (Baker
2000, p.78)
To share what Xavier le Roy calls ‘the vocabulary of the animal’ and thereby to what
we have in common with other species, allows us to play in a mutual, present space. It
is in crossing the gap between the real and actualised human and the inhabitation of the
animal other self that an uncanny transformation of presence takes place. The potential
‘coming into being’ described by Canadian writer and curator Chantal Pontbriand
(1982, p.155) within the context of performance is also a potential becoming other that
is not the representation of the other:
If we seek in performance something to help us understand the meaning of a
reactualised presence, what first comes to mind is the here and now of performance....
its incidental or situational character. Presence is temporality.... coming into being: the
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characteristic presence of performance.... performance actualizes time and place... [it]
presents; it does not represent (1982, p.155).

For philosopher Elizabeth Grosz on the other hand, representation is a notion that can be
reframed, even re-temporalised. Grosz asserts that the body, and indeed identity, is fluid
and ‘continually emerging as new’ (2007), and thus our approaches to representation
need to change:
Once we have a dynamic notion of nature, we don’t need representation to dynamize
the world, the world is already dynamized. What we need are representations to slow
down the world, to make the world temporarily comprehensible, to cohere it... to make
outlines of things that are continually blurry (Grosz in Kontturi et al. 2007, p248).

As a performer, many of the practices described in this exegesis serve the purpose to
‘slow down the world’ (2007, p.248). When I am able to consciously inhabit the here
and now through an intrinsic given-ness of body-mind connection, like a cat, the body is
self-organising and thinks for itself literally at the site of sense organs, skin, muscles,
bone or with the sense of internal vascular and visceral rhythms and cellular vibration.
This deep embodiment brings its own coherence; it helps to reduce cerebral prejudgment, to allow a trust in the body’s own instincts and impulses, while both making
and performing my work. This ‘whole bodied’/’body is an animal’ strategy has been
useful in dealing with anxiety and the discomfort caused by the usual over thinking or
pre-judging that can creep into a lonely studio space, or before the gaze of an audience,
reducing self-conscious considerations that interfere with presence in the here and now.

Fragmentation
Finding fragments - of thought and experience, as discussed here - and reconfiguring
them and/or their context is an archaeological, sense-making process. The display of
fragments is the job of a museum, or in this case a performance and its dissertation. The
fragmented body in question refers as much to the task of assemblage of this
practitioner’s cumulative but disjointed body of work ranging over four decades – a
body firstly ‘made and unmade’ through submission to different training regimes and
their schools of thought and then constituted by the performances discussed, as it does
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to the various different bodies inhabited in the making of, and represented within, these
works. As French choreographer and dance theorist Geisha Fontaine indicates, the
dancer’s (or performer’s) body:
... is plural and combines different dimensions: pedestrian, expert, organic, aesthetic,
sensitive, perceptive, creative, thinking … This body arises from a society, a time, and
it reflects them. It is their product. And sometimes it disturbs them … like the
phenomenon … Giles Deleuze describes as ‘minor literature’ where, for him, the
fractures constitute the power of the work. (Fontaine 2013)

Describing the plurality of dimensions at play, Fontaine suggests that the condition of
fracturing is a given or inevitable consequence of a dancer’s embodied engagement that
may, through the discourse that is performance, generate disturbance in ‘a society, a
time’ (2013). This disturbance, the propensity for disruption of the society one reflects,
may be a consciously used and powerful constituent of a contemporary artist’s work.
Likewise, in the two-way transaction of social space, the emergence of fractures and
fragmentation may further disturb the performer/the body in question. It is in these
cracks and uncomfortable spaces of schism, the spaces of incongruent intersubjectivity,
that I begin my research.
In drawing apart one’s already fractured work for examination, another fragmentation occurs
when during the unravelling process a type of ruthless dissection is necessary to separate one
part from another. Overlap and intertwining occurs between works and disciplines, between
personal memory and professional practice that are inevitably intricate, as is therefore a
certain amount of ‘bleeding’ at points of incision. (Heywood journal, 2012)

Midden as museum
Since 2010, the enquiry of my performance work has shifted its focus somewhat, from
the production of work with and for others, toward a more open-ended research into
process and performance, to include questions such as: where is the defining edge
between ‘presence’ and ‘representation’? When is experience shared more than
communicated? How can one keep the process as open as possible up to and including
presentation? These are questions that are also sometimes addressed in the broad field
that Lehmann has termed ‘postdramatic theatre’:
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[P]ostdramatic theatre is not simply a new kind of text of staging – and even less a new
type of theatre text, but rather a type of sign usage in the theatre that turns both of these
levels of theatre upside down through the structurally changed quality of the
performance text: it becomes more presence than representation, more shared than
communicated experience, more process than product, more manifestation than
signification, more energetic impulse than information (Lehmann 2006, p.85, original
emphasis).

Each of the performance works that comprise museum of the sublime: relics #1-10 has
involved an open ended choreography of, and with, a collection of objects that extend or
articulate my body in some way, and which I associate with concepts of time, the
wound and the animal. The accompanying images of various presentations in the series
serve as visual references and show the consistently spare aesthetic of the work. The
simplicity of the supporting scenography creates a link to Grotowski’s ‘poor theatre’
and to Hijikata’s ‘theatre of poverty’ (Viala 1988, p14) to be discussed in Chapter
Three.
museum of the sublime: relic series is asking (inter alia) ‘how do objects move (us) and perform
(me)?’ and ‘how do I/we propose the conditions for a work that allows an ‘other’ to simply
witness in empathic relationship with performer, animal and objects?’ Listen for the work itself
to ask questions, or bring questions into view... such as the fundamental question of the
performers presence inside and outside the work and the problem of the’ actual’ versus the
‘representation’ of an idea through the performer. (Heywood, 2012)

Since beginning the museum series in 2010 the question has arisen, over subsequent
years and iterations of the material, of how to continue when the initial subject seems
exhausted? When the collection of objects that may already be considered abject, has
over a span of six years become truly exhausted and emptied of appeal, how does one
continue with honesty, which may mean incorporating that exhaustion?
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Figure 7: relic #3

Io Myers studio UNSW

photo: Heidrun Lohr

My usual approach in these works is ‘curatorial’ where the context of the performance
site influences the choreographic frame that is constructed in relation to the collection of
objects. I have suggested that these objects, metaphorically at least, relate to the
archaeological dig in that they are sniffed out or stumbled across, or have risen to the
surface among other discarded paraphernalia. I allow the gathered things themselves to
speak, to move, to look back at me, to move me, and to speak to each other; to
accumulate meaning by association, to co-create context.
Shifting between poles of curatorial intent on one hand and surrendering to their (the
objects) thinking on the other, my role as maker and performer oscillates between that
of being curator of objects to becoming one of the objects on display.
The accumulated cache of objects range from the banal and everyday: such as a rope, a
glove, balloons, a mirror, a stick, an empty box for instance; to the more elliptical,
including a small wooden bear, a desiccated fur coat, an animal mask, assembled texts,
spanning the Biblical Proverbs to more contemporary works that approach the classical
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understanding of the sublime, such as Cixous’ writings on Rembrandt and George
Bathaille on figures and animals on the walls of Lascaux. These texts and objects have
all found a place inside the work, they offer up their particular qualities and textures to
the museum, and as their ‘curator’ I am at their service. I situate them in shifting
contexts where their 'meaning' is not entirely stable; I am performed by them and their
qualities, or by the logic of their proximity to each other and to me as performing
subject inside the unfolding space and shape of performed time.
While the first eight works in the museum series were shown as live performances in a
variety of contexts (see Appendix One) some with live sound and some with recorded
sound, relic #9 was the title given to a paper delivered at a London conference How
Performance Thinks (2012)23. The paper offered both an abbreviated account of an
audience’s possible experience of relics # 1-8 and a record of my thinking around the
making of the work. I invited the conference audience to be remote witnesses to some
imagined moments of live performance, to sample the remembered remnants of these
relics. I tried not to pre-empt too much ‘meaning’ so that the listener was free to listen
and possibly connect the individual images, just as the audience of the live works
discussed might have done. That account suggested itself as a blueprint for a larger
textual recording of an inside/outside sense-laden experience of the spaces and of the
conceptual grammar of the museum performances.
Discussion with writer/director and collaborator Margaret Cameron on the ‘thinking’
behind the work of performance, ways of framing generative processes as emergent
thought, and the intelligence of the body that enacts performance, elicited many mutual
insights. Her posthumous publication I Shudder to Think is subtitled ‘Performance as
Philosophy’ and in her writing about her own work she quotes the challenging question
of one of her peers: ‘ I dare you to say you are the body of knowledge’ (my emphasis),
‘This provocation is a dramaturgical lever – begging the question it raises’ (2016, p.10).

23

How Performance Thinks conference was co-organised by the PSi Performance & Philosophy working
group and Kingston University’s practice.research.unit in London Studio Centre in April 2012.
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Cameron goes on to say:
Now she has irony, she has time and space to play with time. She observes and
experiences at the same time... the reciprocities between art, theory and philosophy are
relevant for the artist seeking to contextualise her self through spaces of thinking, and in
this complex interface uncertainty is a useful tool to engage and leverage vital spaces.
(p.11)

The key terms and ideas in this chapter seek to describe transitional, uncertain states,
and though providing temporary markers they are not structural or binding. It is my
contention that they have allowed my thinking to move more fluidly between, around
and underneath any fixed notions of embodiment in performance. They do not
constitute a solid theory or ground of being; rather they leverage an ongoing subjective
exposition of practice, obliquely intersecting contexts for the whole museum project.
Having introduced the conceptual and contextual thinking that informs museum in
Chapter Two, the evolution of museum of the sublime: relics #1-10 will be elaborated in
Chapter Five, presenting the relics as artefacts through selected recollection of moments
and images from the series (2010-2016).
The following, chapter will provide theoretical and historical detail of two pivotal
approaches to performance training that provide grounding for an embodied practice.
The purpose of entering this terrain of the past and its influence has been a
consolidating process providing a substantial context for the evolution of ways of
thinking and articulating the transformative potential of performance.
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CHAPTER THREE

Transmitting Embodiment – Grotowski To Body Weather
This body, visceral matter as well as socio-political agent, discontinuous with itself,
moving in the folds of time, dissident of time, manifests its agency through the many
ways it smuggles its materiality into a charged presence that defies subjection.
(Andre Lepecki 2004, p6)

The premise of this chapter is that two distinctly different, formative training or more
accurately ‘preparatory’ approaches to a performer’s embodiment have, in overlapping
ways and in the ways they overlap, been foundational to my practice as a performance
maker. In the process of digging down to map the ground of this research, I find they
are embedded in the substrate of closely related archaeological trenches and as such
form essential context for my performance making.
Lepecki’s precept of a body’s discontinuity with itself applies to this somatically based
practitioner navigating a labyrinth of distinctly masculinised methodologies to develop
her art form. ‘Moving in the folds of time’ guided by circumstance, serendipity and gut
instinct, this trajectory traces patterns more akin to segmented rhizomatic pathways, or
even ‘lines of flight’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1992 p9) than to a unified field of acquired
knowledge. Ruptures, interruptions and accelerations are emblematic of my body of
work, inbuilt into its beginnings; resultant gaps and seams have become rhythmic
memes I employ in the composition of performance and these are visible, audible and
tangible in museum of the sublime: relics #1-10.
As this exegesis proposes, there are manifold processes that function to generate the
desired ‘phenomena of presence’ (Lichte 2008 p77), enabling the body to ‘manifest its
agency’ (Lepecki p6) in live performance. Without aggravating dispute with
countervailing theories of presence, embodiment and liveness, this exegesis positions
the practitioner as fleshy researcher to articulate the findings of subjective and
professional experience. Throughout this chapter my findings are interspersed with
background histories of these practices, such as those offered by Australian dance
scholar, Jonathon Marshall and his interview with Tanaka, French writer Jean Viala’s
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survey of Butoh, performance studies scholar Edward Scheer writing on Grotowski and
Body Weather as well as practitioners’ commentaries.
This chapter also foregrounds those processes of embodiment that precede theory;
processes that provoke conscious states aligned to becoming along with the creative
capacity necessary to make and present performance. The approach to presence taken
here is that of an awakened state of existence, of being, being here, now, in the moment,
rather than presence as charisma, or a performer’s comportment of authority.

Mutable foundations
As a younger practitioner I was intent on asking existential questions as much as
looking for ways to build my craft. Like many of my generation becoming an artist is
not just about acquiring a raft of skills but entering an all-encompassing way of life.
Hence I sought out performance training regimes that demanded whole-bodied and
fulltime commitment. During periods of complete immersion I found that the margins
between personal practice and performance disciplines became slippery, even
‘discontinuous’ to use Lepecki’s term, particularly concerning approaches to what
Fischer-Lichte has called ‘processes of embodiment’ and resulting self perception. Yet
while the personal, professional margins have since grown more determinate, the
ongoing dialogue across and between practices continues to expand, and discovery
becomes cumulative in ways that allow the body to ‘defy subjection’, by developing a
praxis of receptivity and flow that seeks to resist fixed definition.
This chapter puts two methodologies in dialogue: the theatre-based, actor training of
Polish director Jerzy Grotowski, and the dance-based training Body Weather, developed
by Japanese choreographer Min Tanaka and his company Mai Juku. I was introduced to
Grotowski’s methodology through my work with French born, Australian director Igor
Persan between 1979 and 1982. My subsequent experience with Body Weather has a
longer trajectory, first informed by working with choreographer Tess de Quincey24

24

De Quincey and Van de Ven were both performers in Mai Juku. Both have established ongoing Body
Weather trainings and workshops, De Quincey in Australia and Van de Ven in Amsterdam and
internationally.
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between 1989 and 1992 and with semi-regular immersions since then, consolidated
through work undertaken with Amsterdam based practitioner Frank van de Ven.
Tanaka was himself greatly influenced by Tatsumi Hijikata (1928-86), who along with
Kazuo Ohno (1906-2010) developed Butoh, a form of Japanese movement
performance, which rejected overly refined forms of dance and theatre, and from which
Body Weather is derived. The relevance of this comparison to my current research is to
uncover the implicit understanding of being real/ becoming other that is derived in
different ways from engagement with these intense practices.
Despite their very different cultural backgrounds, there are numerous points of
connection between the work of Grotowski, his Japanese contemporary Hijikata and
that of Tanaka. Both methodologies were forged through ongoing investigation into the
capacities of their performers’ and dancers’ bodies. Consequently both methodologies,
from their respective grounding in corporeal intelligence, function in different ways to
enhance and amplify the performer’s capacity for thinking through the body,
stimulating bodily ‘agency’, and by preparing states of creative readiness prior to
performance.25
In both trainings, bodily agency produced through embodied research generates an
intensity of presence in performance alongside a quality of radical ‘otherness’ as
evidenced by the bodies in archival photographs of performers in the work of
Grotowski, Hijikata and Tanaka’s work, which share strikingly similar attributes,
particular in the extremity of their often grotesque attitudes, including my own Body
Weather inspired photographs.

25

These observations underline my conviction of the vital importance of the performer’s contribution
to the building of a practice that is often ascribed to a single leading practitioner. Whereas the work of
both companies is linked only to the name of director, in each case the key performers made
contributions that were integral to not only the creation, but also the reception of the work. Performers
associated with Grotowski: Ryszard Cieslak, Rena Mirecka, Zygmunt Molik; and with Min Tanaka: Hisako
HORIKAWA, Yasamura TAMAI, Sei NAGATSUKA, Naoyuki OGURI, Fuyuki KODAMA, Tess De Quincey,
Frank van de Ven, Katerina Bakatsaki,
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Figures 8 & 9: Square of Infinity Lake Mungo 1992

photos: Heidrun Lohr

Utter animal
Concentrated as they were, the periods of immersive training I undertook in the early
and late nineteen eighties have had a lasting effect on my work, as have particular
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phrases spoken by Grotowski and Tanaka, which continue to resonate in my somatic
practice and current work. For instance, Grotowski’s declaration that: ‘... my body is an
animal’ (Richards 1995, p66) bespeaks a distilled principle of organicity that connects
in my own body-as-animal with the searing imprint of Min Tanaka’s 1991 instruction to
purely ‘exist, be in existence, like a creature...’
These phrases propose a ground of being that informs the current research and the
thinking/doing/being behind my performance project museum of the sublime in a direct,
experiential way. On the one hand they introduce a notion of being that is other than the
everyday, rational self in the form of an animal nature or creature-ness, as a state we can
choose to embody or invite to inhabit us; the phrases also reinforce the value of giving
over to the innate knowing of the body as intelligent organism, the mind of what poet
Mary Oliver calls the ‘soft animal of your body’ (2005, p110), or what I have described
in a past journal entry:
The already animal that is... that is concealed, buried... that we unearth and allow to be.

The iterations above situate the ‘soft animal’ of my body as the pre-existing
consciousness that is dual: my most primal state of survival or being, and a multi
dimensional creative source, becoming. It is in the gap, the transition between being
real/present and becoming other/ animal that I posit the earthy, more carnal version of
the sublime hovers, close to the ground. By drawing us into recognition of the ontology
of existence, these phrases are reminders of our most elemental nature, a realisation
often only reached in heightened states of affect: for example fear, joy or even illness or
dysfunction.
The centrality of the performer’s body as responsive intelligence in a state of heightened
affect is foundational to Grotowski and Tanaka as well as Tanaka’s predecessor,
Hijikata, as they describe the body becoming other as animal, as creature, or at times as
broken corpse. Their use of the abject body inhabits a knife-edge of being/becoming, of
pure existence and it’s disruption. As Drew Leder attests in The Absent Body, it is at
times of dysfunction that we ‘experience the body as the very absence of a desired or
ordinary state, and as a force that stands opposed to the self’ (Leder 1990, p.4). Yet it is
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in this experience of absence of the ordinary, of a force sometimes in opposition to the
self, that embodied presence may be subjectively felt or manifest for others to perceive.
An affinity with the abject body may have an historical and/or circumstantial link. The
work of both Grotowski and Hijikata emerged simultaneously, circa 1959-60,
precursory to the revolutionary 1960’s, and in the still reverberating aftermath of World
War 2. This force of erosive dysfunction in the development of their work, its proximity
to both their cultural and personal memory is audible in Hijikata’s choice of language:
When one considers the body in relation to dance, it is then that one truly realises what
suffering is: it is part of our lives… We are broken from birth. We are only corpses
standing in the shadow of life. (Viala 1998, p.187)

It seems feasible that Hijikata used ‘we’ and ‘our’ to denote the suffering of the
Japanese people in the aftermath of World War Two, whilst Grotowski’s Teatr
Laboratorium also drew on recent history and Poland’s close encounters with war and
suffering in their 1962 adaptation of Stanislaw Wyspianski’s play Akropolis (1904).
Dramaturge Ludwik Flaszen suggests that their version of the play was ‘conceived as a
poetic paraphrase of an extermination camp’ and could be ‘interpreted as a call to the
ethical memory of the spectator’ (Schechner 1997, p.65). He goes on to say that:
Trapped at its roots, this image of the human race gives rise to horror and pity…
Humanity has been reduced to elemental animal reflexes… there is no hero, no
character set apart from the others… there is only the community, which is the image of
the whole species in an extreme situation (1997, pp.65-66)

The above quotes reveal awareness of the shared condition of broken humanity from
which their art forms emerged, with the body often manifesting itself in extremis,
sometimes as corpse or as animal. ‘No hero, no character set apart...’ their work speaks
to a universal condition, but not one of transcendence, and nor do these artists aspire to
be making overtly political theatre, or to be avant-garde. When asked whether his
‘confrontation with myth [was] the key to avant-garde theatre?’ Grotowski’s response
was:
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I am looking for other values... [not] for avant-garde art but for art... it is impossible to
create if we destroy the bridge to the past. Myth or archetype links us to the past. The
past is the source of our creative efforts. To be sure our life is individual and personal;
we live in the present, but we are the result of something larger - a greater history than
our own personal one - an interindividual and interpersonal history (in Schechner 2001,
p.85)

Earlier in the twentieth century, creative antecedent Antonin Artaud (1896-1948),
understood as one of the most significant figures in the historical avant-garde, wrote in
his First Manifesto for a Theatre of Cruelty:
Without an element of cruelty at the root of every spectacle, the theatre is not possible.
In our present state of degeneration, it is through the skin that metaphysics must be
made to re-enter our minds. (Artaud 1958, p.99)

Artaud conceived of theatre as a rite of passage, a ‘yearning for dream, magic and myth’
(Lichte, 2002 p.296) yet on the other hand as a plague, an infection, and called for an
altered state of consciousness for both the actor and the spectator. Both states imply
radical disruption of not just the performer’s everyday perception of their own bodies,
‘through the skin’, as preparation for their meeting with spectators, but transformation
of the whole society.
In his seminal publication Towards a Poor Theatre Grotowski laid out a manifesto of
sorts, demanding that his actors strive for ‘self penetration, exposure … a mobilization
of all the physical and spiritual forces ’, that they enter ‘a state of idle readiness, a
passive availability ... this means the actor must act in a state of trance’ (1968, p.37), in
order to generate what this exegesis proposes as a state of ‘becoming other’. As a
consequence, Grotowski and his actors developed a high-energy training method
informed by yoga and Bio-mechanics26 to prepare themselves for the encounter with

26

Bio-mechanics is the actor training developed by Russian director Vesevolod Meyerhold during the
1920s and 30s in order to integrate physical ‘biomechanical’ training for balance, agility co-ordination
with principles of acting; to develop ‘kinesthetic, spatial and relational awareness’ and purported as a
way to ‘teach the body to think’. http://kjbaum.mysite.syr.edu/meyerholdsbiomechanics.html
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their audience. From 1959 until the mid nineteen seventies,27 Teatr Laboratorium made
theatre that became world-renowned for its confronting physical intensity.
Developed by men in post war Poland and Japan, both training methodologies demand
submission to an almost militaristic form of psychological and physical endurance that
in my experience calls on deep reserves of will. Their shared masculine heroic stance of
self abnegation perhaps harks back in Grotowski’s case to strong Catholic Christian
upbringing and for Hijikata and Tanaka, to the valorised place of the Samurai warrior
class in traditional Japanese society. While both are alien ideologies to my liberal
Australian upbringing, and while I encountered the second wave of these practitioners’
methods necessarily with some dilution of intensity, I nonetheless committed myself to
endure a degree of physical and psychological submission that demanded a form of
personal surrender:
One must give oneself totally, in one’s deepest intimacy, with confidence as one gives
oneself in love. Here lies the key. Self-penetration, trance, excess, the formal discipline
itself (Grotowski 1968, p.38).

It is my experience that giving over to physical rigour does in fact serve to still the
mind, make a shift in self-consciousness, as well as sublimating the personal, egoistic
attachment uppermost in the primacy of self-identity. Along with the shared objective
of producing a ‘group body’, the daily regime and common physical vocabulary creates
intimacy and inter-connection within the group, whilst in each case the training’s
primary purpose is to ready the body-mind to serve the needs of the performance. Here
again margins between personal practice and performance disciplines become slippery,
disquieting and, for me, disruptive to my sense of self and what I regard as a personal
gestalt.28

27

Grotowski’s life long research into the phenomenon of theatre is usually understood as consisting of
a number of phases, each with a different focus. For further reading on Grotowski and the key periods of
his theatre practice, see … and give references.
28

gestalt: a set of things such as a person’s thoughts and experiences considered as a whole and
regarded as amounting to more than the sum of its parts. (online dictionary)
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Jonathan Marshall asserts that ‘for Tanaka and his peers, the body is the first site of
resistance against oppression, Orientalism, capitalism, militarism and other hegemonic,
logocentric discourses’ (2006, p.66). He further observes that paradoxically, Hijikata’s
methods were aggressive, with his ‘incessant drumming’ and constant stream of
‘alogically associative, non- grammatical terms’ used to ‘assault the body’ of his
dancers, ‘annihilating normal psychokinetic associations’ (p.66). In my observation
Tanaka used a variant of that, sometimes intimidatory, method.
Marshall counters that unlike Hijikata, ‘Tanaka nevertheless has comparatively little
interest in actively assaulting the body’ (p.66-67), however, my experiences at the Body
Weather farm in 1992 are at odds with his observations. These include being pushed to
train despite a painful ankle injury (that consequently took years to heal), daily threehour MB sessions in sweltering summer sun accompanied by repeated Bob Marley
tracks as relentless as Hijikata’s drumming. I also witnessed what I construed as
Tanaka’s verbal and physical power play with his performers. I suggest that my
experience illustrates the demand for a type of ‘obedience’ in these practices that was
not just about submission to the work, but also to the authority of the teacher.
As previously identified, in sharing a common emphasis on the ‘formal discipline itself’
(Grotowski 1968, p.38) both training regimes pushed the body toward some sort of
‘limit’. Each proscribed rigorous, physical procedures requiring stamina and aerobic
stimulation that at their best, function to quicken the pulse, deepen the breath, raise a
sweat, and to stretch and extend limbs and muscles. Whilst often exhilarating,
producing what can be perceived as a ‘transformative and vital energy’ in the
performer, meeting these demands and necessarily one’s limits can seem like a form of
torture. As in military training, these processes are designed to break down the old
(possibly corrupt) body in order to reshape or liberate it. Yet despite, or perhaps because
of, these rigours and the structures they enforce, these teachers and their work methods
attract an almost cult-like following and devotion, perhaps reflecting a mark of the
times for those of us in the West in search of ‘meaningful’ experience.
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Receiving Grotowski in Australia
Recently writer and my fellow performer in earlier times, Terry McArthur, remarked
that: ‘in the ‘70’s people were deeply interested in questions of personal identity... to
become an actor [in the Grotowskian sense] was to become an experiment where you
were the laboratory, the test tube and its contents all at once...’ (2015). Ironically, in
the search for ‘personal identity’, identity itself, or at least personal agency, is often the
very condition one finds one’s self relinquishing.
My introduction to Grotowski’s conviction that an actor could access unseen forms
already present ‘within our organism’ was via Igor Persan, a director who was
profoundly influenced by his exposure to Grotowski and company particularly during
their 1974 visit to Australia. Persan initiated his own Theatre Research Group (TRG) in
Melbourne in 1973 and in 1974 relocated to Armidale in rural NSW where the company
worked until 1979.
I first encountered Persan and TRG in Lismore NSW in 1979, when they toured a
memorably psycho-physical rendition of Jean Genet’s The Maids. Using their own
translation from French, they followed Genet’s original intention that the characters
should be played by young men. Staged in a bare community hall under a single
incandescent light globe, the three pale actors were clad in underwear or petticoats.
Persan and company followed Grotowski’s seminal credo with their sparse
scenography:
[We]... eliminated the scenery, everything, everything, everything, and we discovered
that, in the end the actor who uses only objects which are close, with which he can
operate, that he can arrange a much stronger transformation for the spectator with just
these simple means, these technical means
(Grotowski in Jean Marie Drot, video interview1969)

Stripped to the bone and embodying the essence of Grotowski’s ‘poor theatre’, the
febrile intensity of this performance of The Maids was magnetic.
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Yes, the poor theatre, the bare theatre ... There remains only the living man [sic] ... that
is the actor, who can transform himself for the others, the witnesses, and who can find a
sort of relationship with these others, with the spectators (1969)

The notion of a ‘bare theatre’ still retains immense appeal and relevance for my current
work, and not only because of the currently straitened arts climate. By paring back
anything extraneous, the aspiration is to remove barriers between the performer and the
space itself, and between performer and audience. This bare space promotes an intimacy
and haptic access that is impossible in most conventional theatres. Working in a smaller,
poorer, cheaper29 way is not only practical but enforces my choice of objects, which are
close, and of simple means, such as a cardboard box or piece of found rope for museum
of the sublime: relics.
In 1979, TRG’s production of The Maids seemed to confirm my hope that
transformation was possible through the theatre. It was an intimate ritual, a mystery and
a revelation to a young and emerging artist, and subsequently I underwent a lengthy
interview process in order to join the company for a 30 day and 30 night, monastic-style
residential workshop in a remote bush location.
The requisite level of concentrated immersion was evident in the rules of the workshop,
which forbade ‘small talk’ and the use of watches or mirrors30. There were all night
sessions of story telling and extensive questioning of our relationship to certain objects
and memories. When sleep became essential it was measured in short 20-minute cycles.
This short-term partial sleep deprivation was destabilising, a type of experimental mind
control, but I’m not sure that the potentially negative psychosomatic effects were fully
understood at the time. One of the daily activities emphasised concerted attempts at a
self-decided ‘impossible exercise’, a reference to Grotowski’s work strategy ‘to go
beyond yourself... when we find the courage to do things that are impossible, we make

29

Smaller poorer cheaper is the title of a work by Albury based company acrobat, whose mission
statement reads: ‘That desire to go against the tide of contemporary escalation [that] can be seen in the
anti-aesthetic of their productions - raw, without compromise, they are focused on the personality of
the performer and the body at work. It's the antidote to glamorous physical and visual theatre trends:
no pose, no decor, no costumes, going straight to the heart of what is essential.’
http://www.mpproductions.com.au/mpp/index.php?page=acrobat accessed 9/9/15
30
The equivalent today would be the banning of all electronic devices and social media.
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the discovery that our body does not block us’ (Grotowski 1968, pp. 248-9). There was
an arena where our ‘animal’ embodiments would meet in play and sometimes-fierce
confrontation; these encounters were intensified by the mood altering effects of sleep
deprivation.
Despite swinging between repulsion and attraction to these extreme methods, later that
year I left my college course in Lismore to join Persan and a newly configured group,
whom Macarthur named the ‘bastard group’.31
We worked together from late 1979 – 1983 in the small town of Bellingen, on the midnorth coast of NSW. 32We trained in different locations around the area, occasionally in
Bellingen’s Masonic Hall, but mostly outdoors on the grassy flats by the Bellinger
River, a landscape easily transfigured to the outskirts of Thebes or the mountain springs
of Delphi, as we worked and reworked Ted Hughes’ translation of Seneca’s Oedipus.
We would meet in the early morning for long training sessions that included isolation
exercises to mobilise the large and small joints, a version of the plastique isolations
developed by Grotowski’s leading performer Cieslak, impulse transformation exercises,
Kendo training (Japanese martial art using a bamboo stick), blindfold work and
extended improvisations, all intended to build a different type of stamina and focus,
engaging the breath and sound and emotions that arose, to forge a common movement
vocabulary and, as described above, to push us beyond our preconceived limits.
During most sessions in that first year we would engage in the ‘spiral exercise’, moving
in a spiral formation embodying traces of ‘our animal’ selves. The impact of this
repeated pattern was to gather a kind of primal dynamic energy; circling on the outside
at mid speed, accelerating in ever decreasing circles and then diving into the centre of
the spiral often became a cathartic release. Taking on the embodiment of an animal
meant identifying with certain attributes and behaviours of that creature. It allowed an
‘othering’ to take place, an unhinging of normal human behaviour. My ‘animal’
developed particular characteristics through the process of the work, one of which was
31

The ‘bastard’ group members were Khia Mason, Joey Khonke, Nikki Heywood, Pierre Cunliffe, Frances
Zirkler, Peter Gailey, and Terry McArthur. This list corrects that published by Adrian Guthrie in his PhD
‘When the way out was in: avant-garde theatre in Australia 1965- 1985’ UOW 1996.
32
At that time, it was relatively simple to subsist on ‘the dole’, the unofficial artists’ stipend, especially
living in the country where rent was very cheap.
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being bare and skinless. Reflecting on this process I now equate this excruciating flayed
vulnerability with Rembrandt’s Slaughtered Ox and writings on the wound by Helene
Cixous (1998) as tropes that entered early versions of museum of the sublime, as
discussed in Chapter Five.
This idiosyncratic method for ‘becoming animal’ was understood and experienced as a
short cut to qualities such as savagery or innocence, enabling the performer to venture
into the unknown or to find a bloodful earthiness. The sounds we produced were
memorable. The howling, yowling and celestial singing of beasts and angels were not
simply a by-product of physical effort but an intentional means of extending vocal
capacity and what Grotowski called ‘vocal imagination’ (1968, p.166).33
Most of the Bellingen group’s training and rehearsal work took place in the outdoors.
Notably in his later phase Grotowski also took his work outside. He moved his
experimentation from the production of theatre based performances for the public
toward group experiential encounter, regarding the natural environment as a new kind
of laboratory, with the conscious intent of awakening something dormant and primal in
his participants to engender a more personal rather than artistic transformation.
The shift to work in the environment also became a significant element in the approach
of Min Tanaka and Body Weather. In the move away from the controlled confines of a
rehearsal room or theatre into an engagement with the landscape, something of the
artifice of theatre drops away. Stepping outside the interior comfort zone, one is faced
by the unpredictable elements of cold, heat, wind, rain, dust, unstable ground and the
occasional creature. I have found working receptively in natural terrain over an

33

Always interested in the possibilities for vocality, and recognising the voice as a culturally determined
resource, I have pursued an investigation of extended voice over a number of years and histories: learning
classical, operatic techniques initially during the 1970s and then between 1986-96; practising Bulgarian
singing techniques with Martenitsa choir 1990-92; singing in a gospel choir Café of the gate of salvation
1985-1997; making explorations into Siberian overtone and shamanic singing as well as Roy Hart’s
methods for sounding in the ‘cracks of the voice’ variously since the early 1980s. Some of my artistic
reference points include singers such as Cathy Berberian, Meredith Monk, Sainkho Namtchylak and
Diamanda Galas, all of who have used the female voice in experimental ways. Also during the 1980s, I
came into contact with John Cage’s graphic scores that continue to influence my approach to performance
and vocal scoring in a number of recent works, including relic #10.
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extended period has a powerful impact on the sensory and nervous system. One’s
perceptions intensify, unsettling a familiar codified sense of self, and even, as indicated
in Field Study in the Foreword, undoing the sense of what it is to be human by blurring
the boundaries between self and other, between our inner and outer selves, the matter of
our own body’s composition.
Our ‘bastard group’ imploded in 1983 and the members dissipated across the globe. The
loss of both the group and the intensity of this cult-like experience inclined me during
the mid 1980s toward another rigorous training method that had emerged from Japan.
Tadashi Suzuki’s Actor training involves stomping and other highly controlled
movement sequences in an almost martial style of training. Ultimately, despite this
training’s rigour and its prevalence in the Sydney performance scene, the Suzuki regime
did not meet my yearning for a more subtle and imagination filled contemplation of the
body’s capacity34. I sensed there were other ways to cultivate what I would now call
nuance and porosity in the performer. I searched and found that these perceptible
qualities appeared to be present in the bodies of Butoh and Body Weather trained artists.

Min Tanaka and Body Weather
From the sphere of Butoh and its expression of the ‘fundamentally chaotic’ Japanese
body evolved the articulation of Body Weather, a research-based approach to
performance with its own somatic paradigms and vocabularies.35Min Tanaka began his
investigation of dance in a series of spare solo performances in the late 1960s:

34

Suzuki’s approach, outlined in The Way of Acting (1993) is discussed in depth in Yana Taylor’s 2007
PhD thesis: Doctors of Presence: Tadashi Suzuki's Training Methods in Sydney Contemporary
Performance, a record of the Sydney performance scene in the 1980’s and ‘90’s, and the influence of
Tadashi Suzuki’s Actor training. While Taylor’s account locates the beginnings of Suzuki’s influence in
Australia with theatre practitioner Nigel Kellaway’s introduction of it, it was not the Sydney Front who
originally trained in that methodology. Kellaway initially introduced Suzuki to a group of performers,
including John Baylis, Stephen Champion and myself, working with Mike Mullins in 1985/86 who were
the first Australian ‘group’ to encounter Suzuki’s work through intensive daily training with Kellaway
over a number of months.
35
For a comprehensive history of Bodyweather and its originating choreographer, Min Tanaka, see
Jonathan Marshall’s 2006 interview with Tanaka ‘Dancing the Elemental Body: Butoh and Body
Weather: Interviews with Tanaka Min and Yumi Umiumare’ in Performance Paradigm 2. Further to this
first hand account, members of Mai Juku and in particular Tess de Quincey and Frank Van de Ven have
engaged in extensive dialogue with Performance Studies scholars at both Sydney and Monash
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From the beginning I found that I had to use nothing. No music, no costume, no stage,
no seating for the audience—and no beginning, no ending. So I used to start suddenly to
dance, and to finish just as suddenly. I danced for eight years like this: naked dancing.
At that moment, from early 1970 through to 1977 I did over 200 performances every
year (Marshall 2006, p.58).

In dispensing with stage, costumes and accompaniment Tanaka discloses an anti
aesthetic that correlates with Hijikata’s ‘theatre of poverty’ and with Grotowski’s ‘poor
theatre’. 36
Australian performance academic Edward Scheer also makes a connection between
Body Weather’s somatically charged intensity and Grotowski’s. He suggests that:
... approaching Body Weather from the Western side might be productively done
through what Grotowski ... called the "total act"... which does not "hold back before any
obstacle set by custom and behaviour." It is "modelled in a living organism, in
impulses, a way of breathing, a rhythm of thought and the circulation of blood"...
In this way it is possible to learn to "respond totally, that is to begin to exist. For each
day we only react with half our potential" (Scheer 2010)37

This striving for the ‘total act’ is a performance conundrum, requiring both effort and a
falling away of effort. Attending a five-week summer intensive in Hakushu, Honshu,
Japan in 1991, I heard Tanaka call upon his Mai Juku dancers. After working all day
since dawn, training intensively and farming, they were in a long late afternoon
rehearsal for an outdoor performance. The dancers were close to the ground, dispersed
in a field among rows of corn, when Tanaka gave a choreographic instruction to: ‘...
just exist, like a creature, just being ... [long pause] ... just existence’.

University. For further reading on the phenomenological and philosophical aspects of Body Weather see
also Peter Snow, Ian Maxwell and Stuart Grant.
36

Interestingly, Tanaka’s austere presentation and the practice of spontaneity also aligns with the refusal
of spectacle adopted by many contemporary adherents of post modern dance and improvisational
performance such as those influenced by New York’s Judson Church movement of the 1960’s, including
choreographer Deborah Hay.
37

http://dequinceyco.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Scheer.pdf
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I observed the dancers register those words and in response become vibrantly still. I
witnessed the falling away of any effort and a new ‘rhythm of thought’ settled in time
with the ripening crop and soft wind, resulting in something approaching pure presence.
Their training and the exhausting rigours of the day were factors in their lack of artifice.
The profound simplicity of both the instruction and the performer’s reception continue
to resonate with me.

Meeting De Quincey
Tess de Quincey was among those dancers in the field of corn, and she was also the
reason I was in Japan. She worked with Min Tanaka and Mai Juku from 1985 until
1991. She initially came to Sydney to perform in 1988 and began teaching intensive
workshops in Body Weather from 1989.38
In the late 1980s and early ‘90s Body Weather was regarded as somewhat ‘other’ in
Sydney’s contemporary dance scene, or even ‘anti-humanistic’ (Miller, 1990) a term
that reinforces the de-centering approach of Tanaka, that doesn’t rely on the dancer
expressing their personal identity:
Rigorously anti-humanistic in conception, de Quincey presented an alien body, the body
as phenomena. The performer moving in space appears as a dynamic web of
inseparable energy patterns. The act of performance, the experience, becomes primary.
This chameleon body, perceived and rendered as a site of desire, displacement and
fluctuation… The spectator too is required to relinquish his or her everyday mode of
interpreting experience, for the performance through its rejection of representation and
logical sequences in favour of the sensorial body and of a perceptual space...
(Miller, 1990)39

Watching De Quincey I too experienced an unfamiliar shifting of energy and the
ignition of a new perceptual potential. Her slow movement stretched time and space.
My senses became elastic in the restricted light, drawn to tiny gestures and attenuated
38

De Quincey made a powerful entrance onto the Sydney scene when she presented her solo dance
Movement at the Edge at The Performance Space in 1988 and followed with Another Dust in 1989.
39

http://dequinceyco.net/performances/previous-work/tess-de-quincey/another-dust/
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sound. Her body was sculptural, shape shifting and offered a contemplative immersion
in ‘otherness’.
Until meeting De Quincey my feet had been planted within a theatre/ performance
genre, albeit movement-based and determinedly body-centric. After seeing her perform,
the attraction of the subtly inherent, image-based aspect of Body Weather convinced me
to join De Quincey’s training intensive. Thus in 1989 I began a long association with
Body Weather practice and a subsequent sidestep into a slippery on again, off again
identification with the world of dance, perhaps because this is how Body Weather is
classified by Australian funding bodies.

The Training
As described by de Quincey:
Mai-Juku's Body Weather training, ... comprises a set of provocations to the body and
the mind of the performer. It is an attack on the organism's inertia to release its
potentials in terms of "sensorial understanding of space and of body" and to promote
the "observation of the body as an environment within a greater environment"
(Scheer, 2010)

Body Weather training has three strands. Each strand has different qualities and purpose
to function together in a cohesive and complimentary way. The usual flow of a fullscale training session begins with high-energy work called MB, which stands for
Muscles/Bones and/or Mind/Body. This is followed by partner stretching and ‘energy
exchange’ called Manipulations, and graduates to a third stage of concentrated
exploration under the umbrella term of Ground Work.
The description of MB and Manipulations in Appendix 3 has been written in part for
my own reckoning and unfolding of memory and is intended to explicate the value and
effect of this training for the performer. Offering the detail, the nuts and bolts of actual
practice and the ways in which it operates has the potential to illuminate one of the
edges between practice and theory.
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The third strand of training and preparation, Ground Work, encompasses ‘a wide variety
of exercises to develop sensorial focus, sensitivity and scope of expression’ (De
Quincey, 2015). With explorations ranging from perception sharpening/shifting
exercises, durational observation of macro and/or micro environments, the isolation of
body parts including micro movement of individual muscles and nerves and sensory
heightening tasks such as the extension of peripheral vision by softening the eye’s
central focus. There is an emphasis on receptivity and the body being moved from the
outside, as well as the engagement of body memory where the replay of states observed
or experienced requires intense concentration without tension.
Developing the performer’s somatic imagination through the Ground Work enables
performance modes such as Hijikata’s ‘omni-central imaging’, described by Melbourne
based performance maker and theorist, Peter Snow, as a process which ‘allows many
different and perhaps overlapping images to be placed in different parts of the body at
the same time’ (Snow 2002).
As well as cultivating body memory, omni-central movement and nuanced access to
speeds and textures, many of these exercises have been developed to foster detailed
observation and a different way of being and participating in an environment. They
enhance perceptual acuity and provide new ways of seeing and navigating through
space and time. They encourage a less personal or subjective identification with one’s
body, where in a sense the body becomes the site of experimentation. In some ways this
links back to McArthur’s reflection on the Grotowski training where: ‘to become an
actor was to become an experiment where you were the laboratory, the test tube and its
contents all at once...’ (2015). Unlike Grotowski’s Laboratorium however, Body
Weather practices when taken into performance are untethered to text or story, are
devoid of any obvious psychology or emotive content and hence, as this chapter argues,
generate a stronger sense of one’s body as mutable material.
The range of this aspect of the work is vast and in many ways reflects the association
with open-ended research. I qualify this notion of open-endedness, in as much as certain
of the more established ground work exercises are transmitted with exacting parameters
that do not necessarily allow for individual ‘interpretation’.
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With his company, Mai Juku, Tanaka developed a suite of training and generative
practices to which past members of the company still adhere, while some such as
Sydney-based De Quincey and Amsterdam based Frank Van De Ven continue to
expand upon the paradigm with ongoing research, each with their own particular
emphasis.
Apart from the practice of ‘omni centrality’ (Snow, 2002), one of the most distinctive
and commonly shared emphases is the body and its movement being stimulated from
the outside, by wind, by touch, by material qualities and elements of the environment,
or by ‘invisible forces’ of the imagination. The training is structured to develop
receptivity to these stimuli, fostering the body’s porosity and what French
phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty would call inter-corporeality (1962). As
noted, the quality linking Tanaka and Body Weather to the work of Grotowski is the
primacy of their work practice as experiment. Both consider performance itself to be a
form of research. As Marshall writes:
... much of Tanaka’s performance constitutes a form of detailed, minute by minute
research into feeling, expression and bodily awareness. The shifts and forms of the body
are the subject of the work. For Tanaka, even the extreme facial expressions and
grimaces common within butoh are partly a consequence of butoh performers
attempting to access various bodily memories, such as the body at the time of birth or in
pain. (2006, pp.66-67)

Whilst concurring with Marshall regarding the ways in which ‘bodily memories’ are
accessed, ‘feeling’ and ‘expression’ are not words that resonate with my experience of
Tanaka and Body Weather. My early training with De Quincey instead encouraged
participants to be as ‘objective’ as possible, and not to give way to emotion, feeling or
‘self’ expression, certainly not to the extent that feeling is fostered in Grotowski’s work.
Rather this exegesis counter proposes an understanding of Body Weather performance
as seeking a moment-by-moment interchange of sensation, stimulation and observation,
thereby eliciting an embodied state that generates movement and gesture. This
heightened corporeal awareness manifests in ‘shifts and forms’ (2006) that emerge from
a vocabulary of images, a vast library created through observation; a type of cellular
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recording that can be replayed with compositional immediacy; memories and images
reshuffled in an act of somatic DJ’ing, played across a heightened ground of being.
After, or in some cases alongside, the training described above, comes the creative
process of choreographic accumulation, the research that may lead to performance. The
progression from MB (Muscles/Bones, Mind/Body) through Manipulations to the
multiple possibilities of Ground Work provides a coherent framework that grows from
the structural muscle and bone work toward a more cellular and environmental
consciousness. That framework allows the performer to access deep reserves of physical
stamina and embodied imagination in her dance, to be ‘othered’ by place and image.
As de Quincey details there are definitive conditions for being ‘othered’ by place, and
for being both inside and outside of the image:
It's the weather of the body, the temperature, the climate: external climate meets
internal climate. This work is about finding where the borderline exists... the skin being
the breaking point is not at all where Body Weather philosophy places the delineation.
You can be far outside your skin just as the outside can be received far inside ...
Hijikata used to speak about walking outside down the stairs of the body, to turn the
body inside out. (Scheer, 2010)

Figure 10: Square of Infinity Lake Mungo 1992

photo: Heidrun Lohr
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Square of Infinity, walking the landscape: this photograph was taken in 1992 after a two
month immersion in the powerful landscape of Lake Mungo in south western NSW, in
the context of a landscape specific project unfolding over two years (1991-92) with de
Quincey. As introduced in the Foreword’s Field study/ body memory, this project’s time
and circumstance brought about a challenging evaluation of my own subjectivity, and of
my body’s habits within social and environmental parameters. The sustained daily
practice of Body Weather in this isolated and captivating place, the embracing bowl of
the ancient lakebed, brought about a paradigm shift at a phenomenological level,
heightening awareness of atmospheres and physical scale, sharpening all of the senses
including my sense of time. Extended periods of time spent alone, and miles from our
camp, engaged in tasks of perceptual awareness such as spending one hour blindfold, or
moving at only one millimetre per second, had a profound effect on my sense of
mortality, raising questions about the place and consequence - or lack thereof - of a
single human being within the vast geological scale of such ancient land, sensing the
ghosts of its original people.

Where The Image Meets The Body
In the practice of Body Weather, becoming other is related to the taking on of an image.
The notion of ‘image’ here extends beyond the understanding of an image as purely
visual. Useful definitions of image are employed across different disciplines: for
example in psychology, the image, particularly when associated with trauma, is seen as
the reliving of a sensation despite the absence of the original stimulus, while in dance
according to the teaching manual, Harnessing the Wind, ‘an image is a direct
communication between brain/imagination and the nervous system’ (Eckert 2003,
p.129). Combining these definitions affirms my experience that image equals sensation
as memory, made manifest through the body. In Body Weather this direct connection
between imagination and nervous system is translated into movement with a
multiplicity of potential starting points, speeds, qualities and intensities.
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As Min Tanaka said of Tatsumi Hijikata:40
He used about a thousand images from nature applied throughout the body, and I had to
remember every one. Each day he changed the order of the movements. The images
were of such elements as wind or sunshine, and he used them not to provide form, but
to provide the inspiration. The movements were natural. No personality was involved in
this choreography... (Bergmark 1991)41

A thousand images visualised and transformed into choreographic material conjures a
simultaneously poetic and structural activity. So what is happening here? Informed by
Antonio Damasio’s The Feeling of What Happens, American theatre scholar, Shannon
Rose Riley demystifies the physiology of image:
Perceptual images are formed from three sources— these include the perception of
touch and the movement of muscles and joints, called proprioception; the perception of
the state of the organs and viscera, or interoception; and the perception of one’s
relationship to their environment, or exteroception. Recalled images are formed from
stored neural patterns, or memory, and can be formed intentionally or triggered in
response to other perceptual or recalled images. (Riley 2004, p. 453)

Following Tanaka, it seems that the body is both a surface and a site; a surface to which
thousands of images, attained via observation (exteroceptive) then recalled as memory
can be ‘applied’. The body is also a site of multiple locations or entry points where
images may be ‘applied throughout’, experienced as proprioceptive locations able to
receive and transmit the subtle and nuanced relay of nature’s qualities. This provokes
questions regarding the task of the performer: is it to carry or ‘display’ these images on
the surface, or to have them pass across the skin’s surface like wind on water, or is it to

40

As noted earlier Body Weather, as a field of phenomenological research has entered the academy,
particularly in the Performance Studies departments of Sydney University and Monash University,
Melbourne. In November 2011 a two-day symposium of papers, presentations and performances,
Where The Image Meets The Body (Performing images in butoh and other dance forms) was convened
by Monash University. The quote from Min Tanaka was a central provocation for submissions.
41

http://www.surrealistgruppen.org/bergmark/butoh.html
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provide entry and exit points into specific locations of the body that may be
independently activated?
Tess de Quincey describes her own image based work as being initially ‘just around
sensation’. She goes onto say, ‘but then that started to develop into a wider concept of
environment’ (Grant 2006, p.257) whereby sensations, elicited from immersion and
observation of a specific environment such as the Australian Central desert, evolved
into what she terms a ‘dictionary of atmospheres’.
... some images go up and out (I think of Kazuo Ono’s recurring image of a blossoming flower)
and are visible in the light; and some image threads, like rhizomes, spread horizontally as tree
roots or blind creatures, burrowing in and down to a dimmer place into the body.
(Heywood 2011, journal)

This chapter argues that language, this specific naming, is intrinsic to the way we
imagine: where the poetics of their phrasing give form and intensity to the image. The
quality of the language is the music; it is the score that the body sings. In the liaison of
the body, the imagination and the ‘natural’, the fleshed skin is the permeable membrane
where these three are actively in play.
The key practitioners and training methodologies discussed in this chapter, who so
influenced my earlier performance-making practice, provide context for my live
performances and video work made since the early nineties; artworks that map a
territory with porous borders between performance, post dramatic theatre, dance theatre,
music theatre, live art and contemporary dance. As Wolford has described, Grotowski’s
intensely physical actor training emphasises ‘the performer’s obligation to daily
training’ as preparation for ‘the encounter between actor and spectator’ (in Schechner
1997, p.1). Body Weather also demands ongoing training and body conditioning, with a
focus on the somatic imagination in constant exchange with the environment. Both
approaches could be described as gruelling and self-sacrificial. Grotowski ‘takes the
actor repeatedly to the edge of exhaustion’ (Lichte 2004, p.337) in order to ‘break
control of the mind’ (Grotowski 1975, p.204) much like Body Weather’s underlying
drive to radicalise, shift, change even at times escape the body, by harnessing
environmental intensities. Nevertheless these bodily practices facilitate potential for the
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performer’s ‘state of becoming’, the state Lichte refers to as presence or ‘embodied
mind’. The generation of a fluid ‘state of becoming’ is one of the vital attributes that I
seek to highlight as essential to the processes of embodied performance making.
This thinking through of Body Weather has led me to ask: what happens when what is
perceived as ‘natural’ and external permeates the surface membrane, meeting the
‘natural’ internal contents of the, body? When exteroception triggers interoceptive
perception, a subjective cellular response is awakened, and so too potentially are the
forces that generate the kind of art that Grosz describes as ‘materiality becoming
sensation... transmitted from the force of an event to the nervous system of a living
being and from the actions of this being back onto the world itself ’ (2008, p. 71). Do
the ‘actions’, or images generated in transmission either include or edit the personal
history of that body? Or might this process generate something hybrid that we don’t
recognise? Perhaps notions of ‘personality’ should be refused, but the personal
subjective matrix of memory and the individual body’s history surely has a place in the
inspiration and the expiration, the reception and transmission of the image as ‘action’?
Questions such as these prompted my more recent interest in the detailed experiential
anatomy offered by Body Mind Centering to be discussed in Chapter Four, where
encountering the material complexity of the systems of the body as distinct
environment/s has the potential to create a cellular meeting with the nature of place,
with a subjective feminised embodied access to the sublime quality of the real.
The following chapter resumes the discussion on somatic approaches that I have
practiced from the late 1990s to the present. It emphasises strategies that enquire into
ways of seeing and of keeping the project of experimentation alive, focusing in
particular on Authentic Movement, Body-Mind Centering, the perceptual practices of
Deborah Hay and improvisation, strategies that this exegesis understands as more
feminine, sensory and responsive than the trainings initiated by Grotowski, Hijikata and
Tanaka respectively, while still allowing me to draw on the experiential and embodied
learning acquired through my early practice.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Philosophical Multisensory Body
A performer is someone who has many perspectives of themselves in space....
Methodology is continually invented so as to think up whatever opens possibilities and
delays closure (Cameron 2012, p.16).

A catalyst for beginning this doctoral research was my profound sense of artistic and
philosophical fragmentation. After a decade occupied mostly with assisting others to
make their work, either as a director or a mentor, provocateur, dramaturge or a codevisor across a range of performance styles, dance, dance theatre, music theatre or live
art, I had lost touch with what might constitute ‘my own practice’; notwithstanding that
of course I was present and accountable, with my own tastes and inclinations, within all
of those other projects, those projects with others.
Following the strong desire to return to my own work, to dig down into self -determined
process and research for an extended period, I returned to position myself as both
creative agent and performer. In this shift however I entered a problematic schism in
moving between my role as director - that is one who offers provocation and makes
shape from outside the action - and that of performer, as the subject or the body in
question. I encountered the discomfort of thinking between these two very different
perspectives to make a self-directed solo work. Underlying these concerns is the
existential problem of art making, where, on one hand performance is often an extrinsic,
constructed display of sorts, but on the other hand asks the performer to dive in without
self consciousness, to make a ‘risky jump’ and in doing so, as Russian philosopher
Mikhail Bakhtin (1895-1975) recommends:
When one has to perform a difficult and risky jump, it is extremely dangerous to follow
the movements of one’s own feet: one has to collect oneself from within and to
calculate one’s own movements- again from within. The first rule of any sport: look
directly ahead of yourself, not at yourself. (Bakhtin 1990, pp.44-45)
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Bakhtin, writing in 1921-3 on ‘outward actions’, qualifies the external focus when he
‘look[s] ahead’ with his admission that ‘during a difficult and dangerous action’, and for
the purpose of this exegesis I propose performing in public as a dangerous act, he will:
... contract and concentrate all of myself to the point of becoming a pure inner unity, I
stop seeing and hearing anything external, I reduce all of myself and my world to pure
self-sensation... The anticipation of a future actualization permeates the entire horizon
of the action-performing consciousness and dissolves its stability (p.45)

Bakhtin goes on to say that the ‘artistic truth’ of such an action, ‘the organic wovenness
into the outer fabric of what exists around’ which I will frame as the mis-en-scene and
the dramaturgy of a performance, ‘is actualized only by a consciousness situated outside
such a person, by a consciousness that takes no part in the action with respect to its
purpose or meaning’ (p.45). Ultimately for the performer, this outside ‘consciousness’
is the audience.
Herein lies the kernel of the problematic simultaneous intrinsic and extrinsic relation to
a self-devised and self- performed work. The instability of position is a constant
negotiation, and one develops strategies for such a high-wire act.
Whilst performance making with the body as primary material is not a sport, it entails
discipline and ever shifting rules of engagement and self-examination. This chapter
looks at an array of different practices and modes that have entered my work since the
late 1990’s. I propose that each one could be called an integrating practice, whilst also
offering ways to continually keep ‘open possibilities’; each offers ways to remain
consciously embodied and simultaneously able to ‘delay closure’ and to develop ‘many
perspectives of oneself in space’. (Cameron 2012, p.16)
Throughout this research project, not only Authentic Movement and Body-Mind
Centering (BMC), but also the perceptual practices of American dance artist Deborah
Hay have each in different and complementary ways expanded my appreciation that the
body’s philosophical and multisensory intelligence exists as dynamic process. Foremost
in my work on the museum of the sublime: relic series, these intersecting approaches
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have shifted the ways in which I practice in the studio and my methodology for making
performance; they inform the mind of the work.
Practice-based doctoral research has afforded me time to experiment between the
practice of BMC, and the employment of Hay’s perception-shifting propositions. After
working intermittently over a four year period with two Australian artists: the writer/
performance maker Margaret Cameron42, who adapted Hay’s choreographic questions
to her own spoken word based performance, and in workshops with dancer Ros Warby
whose teaching is based on Hay’s work, I finally had the opportunity to work with
Deborah Hay herself at Melbourne’s Dancehouse in 2014, a seven day encounter which
enhanced my understanding of her apparently quixotic choreographic approach.
The practices described here have offered new ways to make a risky jump. BMC has
brought me to my feet: literally to an understanding of their bone structure, their blood
and tissue and nerve connections, of ways of coming to standing and balancing and
falling through space. Hay has provoked me to contemplate, ‘what if where I am is what
I need?’ even in the space of difficulty, and opens new possibilities for experiencing
time. Authentic Movement likewise, grants agency to be, and releases any residual selfimposed or historic dictates of how it, that is the ‘dance’ or the ‘moving’, should look.
What I learned through making choreography in the absence of any pre-existing
blueprint, what the work itself then and now continues to produce, is a direct experience
of what could be considered a condition of postmodernity, recognisable from French
theorist Jean Francois Lyotard’s The Postmodern condition: A report on Knowledge:
A postmodern artist or writer is in the position of a philosopher: the text [s] he writes,
the work [s] he produces are not in principle governed by pre-established rules, and they
cannot be judged according to a determining judgement, by applying categories to the
text or to the work. Those rules and categories are what the work of art itself is looking

42

Cameron and I participated at the invitation of Julie Robson and Dawn Albinger (Ladyfinger
Productions) along with musician Linsey Pollack, singer/performer Annette Tesereiro, video artist Sam
James and photographer Lisa Bukovski in a series of developments of Falling Like a Bird, later Falling
LAB, experiments in music theatre, 2009-2013. In this extended laboratory we shared creative processes
and philosophical concepts of performance.
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for. The artist and the writer, then, are working without rules in order to formulate the
rules of what will have been done.

(Lyotard 1984, p.81)

Consequently this chapter seeks to address the following questions through an analysis
of the key aspects of what this exegesis argues are key trainings towards undoing
discomfort in an embodied performance practice. How does one, as Bakhtin insists,
collect oneself from within and simultaneously look and sense ahead of yourself,
toward whatever is in the visual and kinaesthetic field, or toward an object or even the
audience? How can the performer remain situated inside, really wholly in the conscious
intelligence of the body? How is it possible to have vision/perception within and
vision/perception without simultaneously, precluding the problematic focus on the
image of one’s own external body except as a compositional element? Is it not only the
physiological body but also the philosophical, social, psychological, multisensory body
that is in play?
The constant determinant is my own body, which like philosophy is a frame through
which to think, and write, or think through writing; my receptive and ‘actionperforming’ body (Bakhtin p.45) as a context from which to unearth artefacts of lived
experience and of the imagination; where imagination and the entire body’s history are
inseparable as active moving agents. This assertion may beg the question, what is
important about the body’s history, and by implication about cultural history?
John Cage offers an expanded perspective on this question, which he both asks and
answers, in Silence, Letters and Writing:
Why, if everything is possible, do we concern ourselves with history (in other words
with a sense of what is necessary to be done at a particular time)? ....
In order to thicken the plot. (1961, p.68)

Bearing this in mind, Hay’s directive to consider ‘the whole body at once [as] the
teacher’ is as inclusive, and plot thickening, as I can possibly imagine. As an affective
mantra for performance practice, it is useful to attempt to understand the nature of the
underlying psycho-physical systems of which we are comprised. What matter is this
‘whole body’ that we are within? Attempts to engage, perceive, the ‘whole body at
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once’ are enhanced by BMC’s deep investigation of the body’s substance and
intelligence and these have become somatic and philosophical laboratories for the
dissection and re-integration of my fragmented artistic practice.
Considering the whole body at once usefully counteracts feelings of discomfort and
exposure when the performer’s body is by necessity also the object of performance
stripped bare by the demands of the work itself and later the seemingly all-seeing eyes
of the audience. This is especially highlighted in dance, where most often the performer
seeks to draw the eyes of the audience toward their body as an object, yet
simultaneously conflates the individual body with the artwork. This tendency to see the
body as both an aesthetic surface and as ‘somebody’ typically locates the audience’s
reception of the performance in the ‘skill’ and/or visual appeal of the performer, a
condition of engagement problematised when watching an older, non-virtuosic (in the
technical dance sense)43 performer.
In the making of the museum: relic series I have been cognisant of these tendencies and
have experimented with strategies, arguably more aligned with contemporary visual art
practices, whereby I draw the audience’s attention to consider an object, sound or
atmosphere through, alongside or together with me. Not discounting that I, as a subject,
am also aware of my own body and presence as a compositional element alongside or
equivalent to the inanimate objects in the museum.
I do not expect to arrive at a determining method that has a reliable and recognisable
style, or even to develop hard and fast rules on how to create and stage this or any other
work, but to work with as few boundaries as possible, except of course the inevitable
boundaries of my own physical and imaginative capability. Though I am cognisant that
as Lyotard attests: ‘those rules and categories are what the work of art itself is looking
for’ (1984, p.81)
Here Lyotard seems to reflect Cage’s position on the malleability and self-regulation of
‘rules’. Cage says: ‘One does not seek by his actions to establish a school (truth) but
43

By ‘technical’ I am referring to a dance lineage that includes classical ballet training, Martha Graham,
Cunningham, Release and other techniques that engender recognisable forms and modes of alignment
that are outside of my experience.
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does what must be done. One does something else. What else?’ (Cage 1961, p.68) What
else indeed? One answer to that open-ended question is that one works, as many
contemporary artists do, between the cracks of forms such as dance and theatre, music
and theatre, live art and contemporary performance. One gets on with it, with what’s
happening, with what arrives. This sometimes means being situated in a nowhere place,
with no choice but to embrace the discomfort inherent in that ill-defined space. In my
case dealing with that discomfort always entails going back to the ‘ground’ of the body
and movement.
The practices discussed in this chapter have opened pathways to access new ways of
thinking through movement, movement between bodily states and qualities, inviting
porousness and unfixing ways of seeing. Such unfixed bodily states might be equated
with an expanded line of thinking about the body as articulated by British philosopher
Christine Battersby, who speaks of:
The complex multidisciplinary field that comprises ‘chaos theory’ – forms are not fixed
things but arrestations in continuous metastable flows, potentialities or evolutionary
events… the boundary of my body can also be thought of as an event horizon in which
one form (myself) meets its potentiality for transforming itself into another form or
forms (the not-self). (Battersby 2013, p.52)

To move beyond concept and conjecture and to somatically conceive the boundary of
one’s body as a multivalent ‘event horizon’ with the capacity for ‘transforming itself’
requires an experiential paradigm shift that is consciously supported. There are a
number of pathways (even including shamanic procedures) with the potential to support
such a shift, by re-patterning for the potential of becoming other. This chapter argues
that the practices discussed here function in this way, and are described from the
perspective of my extensive background as an artist trained, as this exegesis has sought
to demonstrate, in a range of diverse but nonetheless linked somatic methodologies.

Authentic Movement
The very name ‘Authentic Movement’ can make people cringe. Even the concept seems
impossible. While acknowledging that the term is contentious, it is necessary to
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recognise that Authentic Movement is simply the name of a movement practice
originally developed as a therapeutic process by American dancer Mary StarksWhitehouse (1911-1979), who explains her use of the word:
When the movement was simple and inevitable, not to be changed no matter how
limited or partial, it became what I call ‘authentic’ --‐ it could be recognized as genuine,
belonging to that person (in Pallaro 1999, p.81).

It might be suggested that the ‘authentic’ movement belonged ‘to that person’, at that
time, in that place, and as such reflects a ‘genuine’ passing embodied moment. Used
therapeutically, however, it offers a way to contact states of feeling and imagination.
My introduction to Authentic Movement was via Australian dance artist Rosalind Crisp
with whom I worked in studio-based exploration between 1995 and 1997. It provided
the basis for a dialogue between our very different approaches to performance. From
1998 until 2004, I engaged in a semi-regular improvisation practice with dancer and
BMC practitioner Alice Cummins, where we began or ended our sessions by
‘witnessing’ each other moving with eyes closed in Authentic Movement. Crisp and
Cummins were both originally trained in classical ballet going onto expand their
practices through a variety of contemporary techniques including Contact
Improvisation. For such highly trained dancers, Authentic Movement is a way of
finding another source for movement beyond technique, which is more spontaneous,
sensory and internal. These significant encounters led me toward a rethinking of my
entire approach to the body in preparation for performance. Was it really feasible to
prepare through relaxation, waiting, softening and listening rather than the extreme
exertions of Body Weather or Grotowski?
A practitioner begins the (usually timed) session of Authentic Movement by simply
entering a cleared space and closing their eyes. There is no demand to move at all but
purely to wait and listen for the body to initiate an impulse toward moving. The practice
is to follow whatever movement arises in whatever way is chosen, or wait until another
impulse interrupts and to follow that. It is not advisable to charge about rapidly, and risk
running into walls, objects or other people. This process may be likened to a form of
stream-of-consciousness moving, or a kind of automatic writing with the body, and can
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lead one to uncover urges, images, forces or feeling states. It allows the practitioner a
form of access into body-mind, to notice what is of interest and to find or explore
previously uncharted modes of experiencing time and space. John Cage suggests
something similar ‘when he describes, borrowing from Zen, the condition of “nomindedness”’ (Miller, in Waterlow 1994, p.10).
The witness’s mode of watching authentic movement is as essential to the practice and
to the quality of attention in the room, as the role of the person moving. The ‘witness’
attends outwardly to the safety of the mover, but more importantly directs their
awareness to their own felt interiority in response. Developing witness consciousness as
a watcher, is a process that pays attention to the nature of affect, our own shifting states
of being, and encourages ways of articulating the inner/outer experience through
writing, drawing or speaking. Both mover and witness are given time to discuss and
reflect on their experience, with the mover always being the first to speak. This
intersubjective mode of seeing and articulating carries over when the roles are
exchanged, eliciting simultaneous immersion and observation in both the witnessing of
one’s own movement and the articulation of one’s witnessing.
This way of seeing also allows changes in the way one views another’s performance,
whether from the perspective of an audience member, or in the role of director or
dramaturge, by enabling ease in shifting attention between detail and overview with a
soft yet penetrative focus. Being witness by paying attention to one’s own subjective,
felt experience, rather than interpreting or predicting meaning in another’s moving,
becomes the first reference point for offering feedback. The truly radical aspect of
authentic movement is that it provides the simplest possible way for the body’s
energetic states to effortlessly arrive and flow from one manifestation to another
through a multiple of forms.
This way of moving privileges the daily and momentary shifts and impulses of interior
life made manifest in large and small movements- twitches, stomps, slow held gestures,
turning, spreading, sighing, groaning, singing, hissing, standing, lying… in endless
variation and possibility.
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After years of pushing my body through intensive ‘training’ regimes, to come upon
another way of eliciting sensitivity, porosity and new modes of movement is liberating.
It allows me to begin moving in any state of preparation without, or with less, of my
usual self-judgement or censure.

BMC
The expansion of perception and interoception that Authentic Movement offers
becomes infinitely more layered with the insight of Body-Mind Centering® (BMC), a
practice that proposes: ‘ an ongoing experiential journey into the alive and changing
territory of the body’ (Cohen 2008, p.1). American practitioner Bonnie Bainbridge
Cohen founded the School for Body-Mind Centering in 197344 ‘as a means to formalise
and articulate [her] ongoing research and as a vehicle for the continued exchange of
information and discovery’ (p.1). Her comprehensive somatic approach has continued
to evolve over the ensuing forty years. As previously noted, my study of BMC began
with Alice Cummins in 2007 and has become more intensive with engagement in her
Professional Development program since beginning my doctoral research in 2010.
In the foreword to Cohen’s publication Sensing, Feeling, and Action, writer Susan
Aposhyan emphasises:
BMC is a study. Its subject is movement. By watching the movement of the body, we
can see the movement of the mind. The “mind” of a physical form is the moving quality
of that form, its inherent intelligence down to a cellular level (Cohen 2008, p.vii).

BMC is not a performance practice, but a deeply researched method and a process, a
way of bringing our awareness to the interconnected systems of the body mind. This
work of integration emerges through at first focussing in depth on each distinct
44

‘...originally located in New York City and later in Amherst, Massachusetts. The School is currently

located in El Sobrante, California’. For further information on the intensive four-year Practitioner
Certification Program, which requires ‘experiential and academic studies in anatomy, physiology,
kinesiology, touch and repatterning, movement, psychology and counselling’, as well as other training
programs go to: https://bmcassociation.org/AboutBMC/AboutBonnie accessed 31/12/15)
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physiological system of the body. Through a sophisticated methodology of experiential
anatomy, BMC invites an intense engagement of ‘the relationship between the smallest
level of activity within the body and the larges movement of the body – aligning the
inner cellular movement with the external expression of movement through space’ (p.1).
Engagement is enhanced by the proximity of a community of likewise curious
participants who learn through observing our own and other’s bodies in a field of
biological understanding and intersubjective enquiry.
The effective premise of the BMC approach draws upon an immersion in anatomical
information and the practitioner’s unfolding understanding of the tendencies and
structures underlying the development of the body mind organism. These structures
include the skeletal system, the organs, the nervous system, muscles and ligaments, and
the fluids of the body. Our body mind tendencies are revealed through awareness of our
own unique and simultaneously universal, underlying patterns such as embryological
development and early movement patterns. Sharing and discussing richly visual and
detailed scientific information feeds a personal imaginative process, which is then
further expanded through guided visualisations of the system studied, or more
accurately ‘somatisations’. As Cohen explains: ‘through somatisation the body cells are
informing the brain as well as the brain informing the cells... the body and mind are not
separated but are experienced as a whole’ (p.1). Here there are parallels, though
differently expressed, with Hay’s cellular awareness in the proposition of the whole
body at once as the teacher.
The content of the guided somatisation is designed to take the practitioner deeply inside
the experience of the subtly nuanced qualities of each different system; the many
dimensions of these qualities are further explored through movement. More information
is gleaned and transferred through partnering and specifically instructed hands-on work.
With an emphasis given to developing the cellular intelligence of our touch, we learn
deeply through the modalities of both giving and receiving touch. This hands-on
relationship could be considered another mode of witnessing, whereby the dynamic
exchange is received and observed by both participants.
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In prolonged study of BMC, each module or system is initially considered in-depth and
independently, as each are experienced within the distinct integrity of their function and
the specificity of ‘mind’ with which they are imbued. Much of the exploration and
discovery within BMC relies upon the eyes, the touch and the imagination. However it
is the interoceptive sense within the body that locates a specifically interior perception,
assisted by directing breath and attention to different parts of the body, enabling
experience of the weight and quality of organs, of bones, the movement of blood and
marrow, and which can sense the discrete layers of the skin as membrane. It is through
the interoceptive sense that we become aware not only of our structure, but also of the
residual developmental processes that Cohen attributes to our experience of the
spacious aspect of our being:
So I feel that when people go into meditative presence or participate in subtle inner
movement forms... we connect to that primitive sense of space – lightness, ease, and
flow... in the place of the space (Cohen, 2008, p.167).

While Cohen’s observation may sound somewhat ‘new age’, the implicit memory of
developmental topography is experientially ‘real’. Before ‘embodying space’
particularly through ‘embryological structures that don’t exist any more but whose
processes still inform us’ (p.167), it is customary to begin the work of BMC by
awakening awareness of our cellular structures. In the experience of the porous, fluid
filled membrane of the cell, breathing, exchanging, synthesising and pulsing with life,
we are taken to the basis of our own origin and the origins of all animate matter. As
Linda Hartley in Wisdom of the Body Moving describes:
In going to the cellular level of awareness, we simultaneously contact the “mind” of
every cell of the body in its essential state of neutral potentiality, simplicity and rest …
before differentiation into systems… the activity of the cells of every system needs this
grounding in simple presence (Hartley 1989, p.13).

From this ‘ground of being’ the exploration may continue towards what is arguably the
first perception, that of touch. Touch is considered to be the foundation of all
movement and other senses, particularly hearing and vision in turn, and begins in utero
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alongside the development of the ‘complex sensitivity of the nervous system’ (p.16). In
Job’s Body: A Handbook for Bodywork, somatic practitioner Deane Juhan purports:
Touch is the chronological and psychological Mother of the Senses. In the evolution of
sensation, it was undoubtedly the first to come into being… All the other special senses
are actually exquisite sensitisations of particular neural cells to particular kinds of
touch: compression of air upon the ear drums, chemicals on the nasal membrane and
taste buds, photons on the retina…touch, more than any other mode of sensation,
defines for us our sense of reality (1987, p.29).

It could be said that touch and cellular consciousness are integral to all aspects of BMC
experiential research, where the modules of study follow an evolutionary progression,
switching between anatomical structures and developmental movement patterns, which
further supports the understanding that form is created by the patterns of movement that
precede it.
In heightening one’s awareness of, for example, skeletal anatomy through the study of
anatomical photographs and drawings, and through the experience of one’s own
skeleton and structure - by touching bone and moving bone - another mind comes into
play. One begins to pay attention to the distinctive porous mind of bone, the unctuous
mind of marrow, the flexible, protective mind of periosteum45 and by this attention, to
understand more fully:
The basic framework that gives form and structure to our body, contains our organs,
offers of ease and effortlessness, provides stability, leverage and mobility through
space, and supports our articulation of form in space (Cummins 2012).

In addition to the functional benefits of this embodied research, which includes ease of
movement and stability, in the mind of bone I experience the skeleton’s exquisite
architectural quality: my movement vocabulary, which is informed by my imagination
and somatisation, is experienced as being imbued with bone’s tensile grace, its lightness

45

periosteum is the sheath of connective tissue that surrounds, protects and nourishes all bones
except those at the joints.
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and spirallic immortality; at least this is the feeling of the movement for me, sensed
interoceptively.
The work with bone is accessible: bone is relatively easy to perceive through touch and
observation and hence is studied early in the Professional Development series.
Following the introduction of anatomical systems with their own distinct minds is the
study of organising developmental patterns. By recognizing developmental patterns we
are able to define our non-intentional movement and describe the ‘feeling’ of the
movement. One underlying mind within our ‘Pre-vertebral Neuro-cellular Patterns’
relates most directly to our evolution from a single embryonic cell to an organised,
locomoting, and upright vertebral mammal.
Each stage of early neuro-cellular development links us to the mind of animal life
forms, moving us from water to land: from vibrating single cell to collected cell tissue
expressed in stages analogous to qualities of pulsating sponge, to the pumping fluid
action of jellyfish, navel-centred radiation of starfish, the reaching mouth of sea squirt
and the pre-spinal central nervous system and digestive tract of the lancelot amphioxus.
Our vertebral development after birth leaps onto shore with evolving movement patterns
resembling inchworms, then frogs and eventually from reptilian crawling to upright
warm blooded mammal.
In bringing this developmental awareness of the panoply of evolutionary movement
patterns into a somatic practice, this chapter argues that the benefits are not only
personal but also professional. These experiential understandings are useful
therapeutically in re-patterning movement and neural pathways that may not have fully
developed in infancy, but for a performer they have the potential to expand her range of
movement and her ability to inhabit vastly ‘other’ bodies. As a human they enhance my
feeling for animals, my capacity to be touched by and connected with other sentient
species whose qualities I share.
In a later unit of study the focus of our enquiry was the experiential anatomy of
Embryological Development. Here it is proposed that in the somatic memory lies a
recoverable embryonic imprint: a schema of becoming, of the formation of systems, of
coming into being as cells divide and discern their purpose; their function in the once
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nascent organism now identified as self; this, here, my body; forged from a universal
blueprint.46 Another insight offered by this work relates to the rhythm of the autonomic
nervous system (the ANS governs the vital organs), possibly the body’s foundational
rhythm (Cohen 2008, pp.165 & 166).
Cohen’s notion of the body’s fluid rhythm relates to a tidal movement, forward and
backward at a subtle level, a movement or flow that can be felt and followed in an
effortless way as a subtle starting point of attention for Authentic Movement. It could
be proposed that this inherent cellular rhythm connects us directly to the foundation of
music making, that as organisms, rhythm is inherent. Mapping the mind of
embryological memory opens pathways between inner and outer space, between
individual patterns and the development of culture. Thus the embodied learning from
BMC invites the practitioner to experience the intelligence of the body from a cellular
level through to awareness of its evolution, offering insights for practice and body-mind
thinking, and appreciation of the poetics inherent in the substance of our corporeal
existence.

Deborah Hay
1980-1985 ‘The whole body at once is the teacher’ (Hay 2000, p.103)

Drawn from ‘a chronicle of performance practices’ undertaken between 1970 and 1999
as recorded in Deborah Hay’s my body, the buddhist, this is one of Hay’s key phrases
and encapsulates something essential in my research, in correlation with my
understanding of BMC, and which calls for further investigation in my current
performance making work.
Hay’s dedication to this proposition in her own research from 1980 to 1985 leads her to
expand on this phrase in the years that follow, also recorded in her ‘chronicle’:
1995: I imagine the whole body at once has the potential to dialogue with all there is…
1996: What if my whole body at once has the potential to perceive Here spatially,

46

More detail of this embryological system is included in Appendix 5
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including everything I see and everything I can’t see, now, now and now? What if Now
is my past, present, and future here, here, and here? (2000, p.104)

The impossibility of perceiving ‘everything’ through the whole body at once operates as
a multifaceted proposition for somatic practice. One possible interpretation suggests
perceiving the whole body as one united co-operative organism, contained by a
membrane of skin and activated through a unitary impulse. As a mover it immediately
highlights an opposing tendency, which is to lead through isolated systems or limbs and
extremities (e.g. with the head leading, the rest of the body follows, or movement
beginning at the feet ripples up through the body) or at times losing awareness of
sections of the body while focussed on detailed gestures. There are many ways of
dividing and instructing the body and its parts.
In a parallel, seemingly contradictory provocation, Margaret Cameron, inspired by Hay,
asks ‘what if I break down time into parts and parts of parts?’ (2012, p.19) Cameron’s
temporal breakdown of ‘parts of parts’ is a philosophical proposition that corresponds to
Grotowski’s more technical direction, derived from Stanislavski, of the necessity to
break known sequences down into greater detail in order to keep them alive:
[Stanislavski] realized that when an actor knows a score of physical actions very well...
instead of letting it simplify, become more general, one should work in the opposite
direction ... the more an actor repeats a line of physical actions, the more he must divide
each action into smaller actions; every action becoming more complex (in Richards
1995, p.88).

Australian dancer Ros Warby elaborates her own Hay inspired provocation with the
observation that: ‘complexity arises from playing havoc with how I perceive time and
how I perceive space.’ (Personal journal note May 2010) This seems to be where the
nuance in attention and movement arrives – through the breaking down of perception of
time and space into ‘parts and parts of parts’ rather than breaking down the body and
gesture. As Warby describes it, this strategy is to practice the choreography of time and
space rather than the choreography of movement.
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In an echo of Bakhtin’s directive to ‘look directly ahead of yourself, not at yourself,’
Warby says that ‘ watching my own movement reduces the potential of what is
possible; paying too much attention to where I am shuts down what happens next...’
(2010), and hence the focus in her practice is on the continual relation to the visual field
and what is outside the body, whist ‘every cell is noticing time passing’. It suggests that
she is in a constant dialogue with the space around her, with ‘no need to search for it or
to be creative’ and ‘no self commentary’ (2010). In Warby’s case, as with Richards’ cat,
her ‘body thinks for itself ... there is no discursive mind to block immediate organic
reaction’ (Richards 1995, p.66).
In my experience moving, or attending to movement, with the ‘whole body at once’
brings an essential undivided quality to the energetic intent, or in fact moves ahead of
thought, so that the body is guided by an instinctual somatic intelligence. This energetic
continuum has a profound effect on my whole system because it does away with a
tendency toward hesitation or holding back, placing my awareness into the centre of my
moving body. It does not mean that the whole body moves constantly as an
undifferentiated block, but rather that the body’s own intelligence comes to the fore in
partnership with the cognitive system; moving before the mind recognises where or
what it is. More particularly, it moves before the mind edits and makes judgements
about where or what it is, how it looks, or what it is looking at.
Psychologist Susan Hart, writing on the brain, resonance and synchronicity, attests that
‘focussed attention requires that a large number of neurons connect at the same time
whilst remaining in constant motion’ (2008, p.73). Embodied attention has an affinity
with movement and is therefore fluid and un-locatable; this notion serves the performer
in the act of becoming, to ‘delay closure’ (Cameron 2012, p.16) and sustain oneself in
the place of the question, or as Hay says, ‘what if I invite being seen remaining
positionless?’ (2012, p.18)
To ‘invite being seen’ is a mode or mind of performance that also, intersubjectively,
invites potential for the one who is seeing to enter a fluid state of attention, an unfixed
state of flow. This may manifest as a feeling rather than a thinking experience for the
‘see-er’, who may themselves also become (temporarily) positionless, although this can
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never be guaranteed. In psychotherapeutic parlance this potentially mirrored experience
might equate with the qualities of shared feeling or ‘affective attunement [that allows
us] ... to communicate internal states’ without language (Hart 2008, p.94). Shared
attention and shared intention together denotes a concordant inter-subjective
relationship between people. In my experience these qualities can co-exist in the
practice of ‘whole body at once’. Body and mind attuned with shared attention and
intention creates the conditions for expanded awareness, focus and energetic flow, for
the mover and potentially the watcher or audience.
This expanded awareness exists when, as Hay says:
I dance by directing my consciousness to the movement of every cell in my body
simultaneously so that I can feel all parts of me from the inside, from the very inside out
moving. I dance by feeling the movement of space simultaneously all over my body so
that it is like bringing my sensitivity to the very edges of my being from my head to my
toe so that I can feel the movement of the air around me...
(Cited in Foster 1986, pp.9 & 10)

As discussed, cellular consciousness is also a paradigm for BMC, a starting point for
awareness of the body’s systems. To perceive through the whole body as Hay suggests
rather than through one’s dominant sense organs is also a practice encouraged in Butoh
and Body Weather as previously discussed. Yoko Ashikawa for example,47 invites
dancers to place eyes all over the body, to see from one’s elbows or spine or the soles of
the feet. When I first came across these ideas I read them as surreal images, disruptions
to the usual sensibility or logic of movement. Through practice I began to recognise that
the sensation of eyes or ears perceiving the environment from one’s armpits or genitals
or shoulder blades opens the body to an exquisite sense of multidimensionality. Having
prior experience of Butoh’s ‘omni-central imaging’ and BMC’s cellular awareness
affected my access to Hay’s impossible proposals and all of these practices considered
together coalesce into a vocabulary with endless potential for recombination and
capacity to improvise movement.

47

I participated in a two-week master class circa 1994 at The Edge, Newtown, with Yoko Ashikawa,
Hijikata’s leading dancer, and herself a virtuoso of transformation.
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Improvisation
My experience suggests that improvised dance and performance offer a space of
synthesis for the somatic and philosophical proposals discussed, where like any practice
the particularities of technique that are foremost in the studio become a background or
sub stratum to support one’s presence and awareness in the unfolding moments of
performance.
For example, in 2011 I watched a performance at Melbourne’s Dancehouse by Rosalind
Crisp.48. Having neither practiced with her since 1997, nor seen her perform for some
years, nevertheless I could recognise afresh the richness of Crisp’s commitment to a
form of improvisation borne of her continuous engagement with a number of perceptual
strategies. Among those I have gleaned from personal communication are ways of
‘noticing’ that Crisp herself describes as: noticing her body in space, noticing the space
around her, noticing the sensations or feedback from that; disrupting, repeating,
extending, shifting levels or tone, undercutting or abandoning her logic or line of
movement mid gesture; and not knowing what is to come next or what it looks like.
These practices definitively create the uniqueness of her idiosyncratic, signature style of
performance and the tenuous fragile strength that she exhibits. Watching her I had the
sense that every decision was being made in the instant, with nothing premeditated. The
availability to the moment that Crisp so deftly and seemingly effortlessly demonstrates
is a manifestation of years and years of ‘preparation’ and interrogation of her own body
in practice in the studio and in performance. This preparation is not detectable in the
foreground of Crisp’s dance; instead what is witnessed is a complex and unpredictable
experience of the body’s intelligence.
Although arriving from entirely different directions and with their own distinct
languages there is something in Crisp’s intent that is evocative or parallel to aspects of
Hay’s work. Like Hay, Crisp is devoted to developing strategies for constant

48

Australian dance artist, Rosalind Crisp has been primarily based in Europe since 2002, returning

regularly to Australia to teach and perform.
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incremental change and the invention and reinvention of her own linguistic and
movement vocabulary. These observations are borne out by her commentary:
My practice is about bringing attention to every single part of the body, so that every
part has the potential to be available to move at any time.... We are human beings doing
this. I'm in it, I'm living it.... My performance practice is about taking audiences into
that world, which is very visceral, intelligent and imaginative, and often very funny and
personal (Crisp, 2014).

Crisp’s performances range between the entirely improvised and works that are
structured with agreed meeting points with her various collaborators that set a
framework for improvisation. The strategies described here which date from 2011 and
Crisp’s own account from 2014, have no doubt already been superseded by new
thinking and ongoing investigations into her own embodied research.
While improvisation has been a long term, foundational practice for me, not only as a
performer, but also as a generative process, my work has been more consistently
concerned with devising structured performances, although like Crisp, often developed
with an expansive framework that affords mutable internal content. This kind of flexible
scaffold is the blueprint for museum of the sublime: relics #1-10, meaning that every
performance has variable emphasis, textual, movement and sound content and
fluctuating timing. A commitment to a relatively unfixed choreography, staging and text
is a strategy to keep certainty at bay, to allow new material to emerge and to sustain
emphasis on the present potential of being/becoming.
Paradoxically much somatic practice and studio based training, while based in the
matter of the body, of course often doesn’t produce anything material except effort; it is
ephemeral yet necessary and can sometimes lead to insights that become the basis for
generating performance. Akin to the endless practice undertaken by musicians or the
groundwork undertaken by painter preparing the gesso base for a canvas, laying texture
and multiple coats to deepen the surface, and sketching details before applying paint,
the performer prepares. Performers like Hay, Crisp, Warby, Cummins, Cameron, de
Quincey, Hijikata, Ashikawa, Tanaka, Cieslak, Van de Ven, all prepare - over and over
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again - just to be ready, and to maintain their elasticity of thought as much as their
suppleness of body.
In my own practice and methods of preparation, I am a bowerbird. While no longer
attempting the ‘impossible exercise’ or Cieslak’s plastiques, I have nevertheless taken
from Grotowski, the concept of our body (my body) is an animal, as a method of
collecting oneself from within. This inculcates (in my own subjectivity at least) a sense
of body mind integrity that is not experientially in opposition to ‘being real’ (i.e.
rational) but does put me in a state of otherness and flow in the process of ‘becoming
other’.
I only occasionally engage in the exhausting practice of a Body weather MB, however
Tanaka’s call to ‘be in existence, like a creature’ shifts my perception of myself in the
world and in relation to others and confers a verity to instinct and the senses. Indeed it is
in this meeting point of human and animal that the senses are heightened and the
imperative to act on instinct becomes the primary and trusted impulse. To follow
another way of knowing oneself in the world, or perhaps not knowing but following
‘the gut’ without hesitation or self-control, knowing, this is not the same as losing
control.
Viewing these practices – Grotowski and Body Weather - through the expanded lens
offered by BMC, Authentic movement and Hay has allowed me to have more choice in
that legacy of somatic interrogation and to hear these propositions afresh, in a new
context. Hay’s performance preparation, her use of ‘what if...?’, both questions and
supports expanded perception of the real, while constantly and with good humour
‘refreshing attention’, in order to detach oneself from any thought process that may predetermine movement or which makes movement habitual. Both BMC and Hay’s
approach gently invites the practitioner into a full experience of the real body/ the real
environment and enhances capacity for improvisation and investigation of the body
moving that this exegesis argues allows for endless inventiveness.
Reflecting on these combined experience led me to the writings of Elizabeth Grosz and
her rethinking the theories of Charles Darwin, who Grosz claims, ‘develops an account
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of a real that is an open and generative force of self-organisation and growing
complexity, a dynamic real’:
Darwin managed to make this dynamism, this imperative to change, the centre of his
understanding of life itself and the very debt that life owes to the enabling obstacle that
is organized matter. This dynamism of life is the condition of not only cultural existence
but also cultural resistance. While presenting an ontology of life, Darwin also provokes
a concern with the possibilities of becoming, and becoming-other, inherent in culture,
which are also the basic concerns of feminism and other political and social activists.
(Grosz 2004, pp. 20-21)

Through the integration of the practices of Body Weather, BMC and other somatic
approaches the performer actively examines and harnesses the complexity of one’s own
‘organised matter’, directly engaging with nature’s dynamic forces, consciously
engaged, ‘with the possibilities of becoming other’.
This chapter has sought to describe the transition from the rather more masculine and
even militaristic practices discussed in Chapter Three towards a decidedly more
feminine, sensory and responsive approach. This exegesis argues that in BMC, the
body’s empathic materiality connecting us in a relational field, is foremost and leads the
practitioner, via experiential anatomy, to a transformative rethinking of the human
organism, a multi dimensional experience of the gut, and the whole body’s intelligence.
The following chapter is a detailed account of selected moments from the museum
series and provides a background for the thinking behind the various tropes and
recurring images that occur in the museum series. The underpinning influences of the
trainings and more theoretical understandings communicated in previous chapters are
made evident in the reflection on the development and practical application in museum
of the sublime: relic #10.
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CHAPTER FIVE

museum of the sublime: relics #1-10
In relic #1 a heavy stone mortar and pestle grinds and grinds … rhythmic, stone on stone,
pounding down on black, white and red peppercorns... until a sneeze is imminent.
But it never... ah... ah... ah... it never arrives.
In relic #2 the woman, dressed in fur, passes along the furthest wall of a large concrete-walled
room as though along a jetty to the sound of a lamenting solo trumpet, and calls to the sea birds
In relic #3 the audience gather outside the room ... the woman, her index finger pointing
upward, attention skyward, gives a kind of framing talk…. Then she disappears...
Moments pass. A male attendant stands before the big door as it opens a crack for you, the
audience, to be admitted, strictly one by one. The doorway is narrow, a threshold to squeeze
through, and you are quietly instructed by the attendant to 'mind the gap'.

This final chapter speaks as the instrument of the practitioner. It accompanies the new work,
relic #10 by shuffling it’s recollection among selected moments from the other relic
‘exhibits’ that I have presented in Sydney, Melbourne, London and Wollongong between
2010 and 2016. These accounts of museum of the sublime: relics are a partial record;
capturing incomplete instances, testing the usefulness of memory and the conjecture that has
allowed some new thinking toward the emergence, and now framing, of relic #10. Thematic
threads that encapsulate the somatic and critical research discussed throughout this exegesis
are woven amongst descriptions of key moments in the museum series in order to convey
intersubjective and intertextual context. As a kind of auto-ethnographic survey, they strive to
address the conceptual and imagistic generative starting points, and demonstrate their
actualisation in the practice of performance.
Body-mind thinking, or thinking through the body, is the desired state that arises in
varying intensities through all of the somatic practices discussed in Undoing
Discomfort. In addition to this training, I have found that trusting my own gut and body
instincts is the key to quelling anxiety and entering creative flow in the studio.
Scientific findings that were revelatory to me in 2010, but have over the last few years
become more widely known, influenced the course of my doctoral project in relation to
gut instinct, and are discussed in this concluding chapter. These findings, along with
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thinking about and through becoming animal, have been pivotal in enabling a still core
of presence amidst activity and, in the case of the museum, for the engagement with
objects to become an open-ended investigation between performer, materials, sound and
space that has expanded further, into play with another performer. The fragmented
accounts in this chapter extend that play into the written context, and hence seek to do
what the performances do: ask the witness/reader to experience some uncertainty; to
suspend meaning making, or to notice the prevalence of signs; to put unlike things
alongside each other and allow contrapuntal dissonance to emerge.
Through discussion of the development of an accumulated score - one that incorporates
elements of rhythm, time, space, sound, light, improvised text and objects - this chapter
seeks to make evident the thinking and evolution of this series of performances,
culminating in the presentation of relic # 10. Many of the ideas discussed here in
description of previous works remain consistent or have been re-patterned in the making
of the final work.
She is right there, just inside, too close, slightly blocking your entry, forcing you into a further side-on
manoeuvre beyond the threshold...she is there, but elsewhere, in the task of untangling.

Figure 11: relic #3 Io Myers studio, 2010

photo: Heidrun Lohr
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Figure 12: relic #3 Io Myers Studio UNSW 2010

photo: Heidrun Lohr

She wears white gloves and is working on a puzzle, a mess of fine coloured paper threads, right there
at the door, by a mirror, and you pass by her and the mirror, so that you see yourself and her at the
same time as you hear her breath, her muttering, and you catch her eye and then she sees you in the
mirror too. Mind the gap'.
The coloured paper threads – contents of several party poppers- were the precursors of the rope in
later relics. They were flimsy, requiring close attention in a futile exercise of untangling.
You have entered a large curtained room that is completely empty but for a plinth somewhere close to
the centre that holds a scale model that you are drawn to look in upon. It is a model of the same room
that you are in. A room inside a room, and your location is marked.
When the others have squeezed through the crack - there are maybe 20 of you - you are small inside
the large near empty space, and even smaller in the model simulacra room. A pervasive droning that
you may not have yet noticed, abruptly stops, and the sound falling away empties the room further to
make space. Without the presence of the drone, the room is suddenly larger and emptier.

You turn back toward the door and she has moved the mirror at such an angle that she sees you all,
spread out and quiet... In her empty room.

The presence of the mirror in these earlier relics relates to a thematic thread I was
interested in pursuing, that of the gorgon or Medusa, entangled with the idea of the
dangers of looking directly into her eyes, and the woman beheaded as the ultimate
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disempowerment, or revisited as the opportunity for a new head. In relic#10 this thread
diverted to the plight of the ‘original’ (Biblical) woman - disempowered by shame,
made shame-faced, which is another kind of headlessness.
Then the lights go out and as your eyes adjust there is only enough light to see that she has gone... but
then you hear stumbling behind the heavy curtain, as she slowly and clumsily navigates the hidden
perimeter of the room. She mumbles and curses and hums to herself, opens boxes and intermittently
opens a crack in the curtain to insert an object into the space. Your curiosity draws you toward these
small exhibits. One of them being this wooden bear, with a letter attached. A cardboard box appears,
a lamp.... and so on

This kind of activity, clumsy and stumbling, comes easily to me and I wanted to play
out the sense that I was lost and had no idea what I would find behind the curtains. I still
wasn’t sure what the small bear and the empty box, singly or in conjunction, signified,
or refused to signify. Their rightness was a feeling, a scent to be followed.

Figure 13: relic #3

Io Myers Studio, UNSW 2010

photo: Heidrun Lohr

Not all objects have appeared in each relic, though perhaps like ‘embryological structures
that no longer exist’ (Cohen 2008, p.167) their absence leaves traces that still inform the
space and dramaturgy. I have compiled a table of signs or possible associations - the objects
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not as symbols but as evocations, enabling agents, ‘parts of parts’ that behave in different
ways in each relic’s changing context:
mortar and pestle = grinding stone/ chthonic rhythm maker/ heartbeat
gloves = hands as tools/ curator/objectivity and distance/ gentility/ clown
mirror = deflection/ reflection/ doubling/ distortion
balloons = creativity/ play/ organs removed from the body / bladder lungs stomach / breath/ viscera/
mortality/ bubbles/ orbs/ spheres of action and existence
rope = guts/ sinew/ thread/ riddle/ noose/ lasso/ restraint/ snake/attachment/ graphic line of infinite
possibility
shoes/stick = teeth/ nails/ purchase/ grip/ authority
stick = measuring device/ marker of time/ depth/ history/ prod/ instrument of control
fur coat = skin/ costume/ emptiness/ dead animal/ luxury/ ageing movie star/ sacrifice/ decay/
decadence / body of the Slaughtered Ox/ generic animal costume
animal head = eyes/ heart / fable creature/ donkey/ Bottom transformed/ Lascaux/ the invisible head
of Rembrandt’s Slaughtered Ox/ agent of empathy/ an absent animal/ disguise

Yet, while they are all in different ways ‘representational’, the objects also are what they are,
themselves, concrete and material. Performing together, they become an extension of my
organs and body parts.
When costuming my hands in white curator’s gloves, they become not entirely my own. They
are impersonal and practical hands that put things in place. Clothed rather than bare, the
hands tell pictorially, giving signs and signals as they become graphic outlines. They keep
things at a distance, neither infecting nor infected by what they touch.
The fur coat enfolds the body in a kind of embrace: the embrace of both the abject animal and
the illusion, from a distance and possibly only under low light, of glamour and luxury. In
relics #5& #6 I crawl under the coat to create the illusion of a headless body that stumbles
blindly around, directionless, until it finds and re-unites with the animal head.
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Figure 14: relic #6 FraserStudios 2011

photo: Heidrun Lohr

In relic #10 the animal head is more hunted than stumbled upon, wrested unceremoniously
from its archival wrapping and worn back to front.

Figure 15: relic #10 Readymade studio 2016

photo: Heidrun Lohr
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In some versions, the animal that appears with the wearing of the head seems to be a donkey,
perhaps evoking the fool of Proverbs, or Shakespeare’s Bottom in A Midsummer Night’s
Dream who dancing a little jig rejoices in finding a body, and the body a head, rejoicing in
becoming animate. On the other hand, the woman inside the coat rejoices in becoming/ being
animal, welcoming her donkey/beastly nature.
In other iterations the embrace, the letting go into animal, comes with a price. As before
mentioned, the use of balloons throughout the relic series was created after observing the
prevalence of slaughtered animals hanging in the domestic interiors of many Flemish
paintings from the sixteenth century. Balloons, made from the animal’s inflated bladders,
were placed as counterweight to the heavy presence of death. In the culminative sequence in
relic #5 the presence of death was highlighted for the audience by the context of the Global
Animal conference, when:
The woman as animal moves slowly - sitting, standing, sitting - along a row of empty seats that
mirror the seats of the audience opposite. Although her row is not really empty. Each seat holds a
clear glistening balloon, as markers of other animals, no longer animate.

She holds each balloon’s captive breath, the interior of interiors, before moving along the line,
awaiting her turn on a slippery trajectory where lightness, spirit, soul… each face the inevitable
weight of mortality.

As observed by one audience member ‘'[her] turn' in this case was imminent death - like
animals moving in a (human controlled and determined) line to slaughter’.
In the performance of relic #5 this reading runs back and forth, between the agency of the
female body and the plight of the vulnerable animal, in this work more deer or cow than
donkey, highlighted in the spoken, intoned use of multiple translations, variations on a theme,
of the misogynistic Proverbs 7:22:
He goeth after her straightway, as an ox goeth to the slaughter or as a fool to the
correction of the stocks:
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All at once he followed her, like an ox going to the slaughter, like a deer stepping into a
noose;
Immediately he follows her like a steer on its way to be slaughtered, like a ram hobbling
into captivity;
He follows her at once like an ox going to the slaughter. He was like a stag caught in a
trap.

The proverbs came back into use in relic #10 as the poetry written by the performing animal,
who asks the performing woman to sing the words. Here the ‘he’ who follows in the Proverbs
becomes ‘she’. I am as interested in the putting on and taking off of the fur coat and the
animal head as in the transition, the slippage between the human and the animal ‘other’, as in
any steady state or fixed reading that these objects suggest.
After the head and coat are taken off, the woman is released, again bare. The head and skin are
loosely reassembled (precariously on the frame of chairs or stairs) as relics, returned to objects in the
museum, the connection between human and animal remaindered as an unending question of
perception.

For me there is a sense of ricochet, where the costume becomes a quotation, a shorthand
reference for an elemental past, offering up its distilled contents. Just like art and nature,
costume can speak to us and therefore, as Margaret Cameron observes, costume extends
perception and thinking:
The costume is giving audience to her. What if the question is a costume? Other
questions follow. What if it is the costume of the question? (2016, p.19)

Clothing and costume are among many factors, including light, sound, surface texture, the
quality of atmosphere, and the attentiveness of audience that affect a performer’s perception
in performance. The fur coat and animal head together help to create feedback for me as
becoming animal and in effect enact what Grosz might call a ‘prehistorical allegiance’ with
the animal. Although, as Grosz contends in her discussion of sensation and the primacy of
materiality in art:
…art is not simply the expression of an animal past, a prehistorical allegiance with the
evolutionary forces that make one… but [is] above all the transformation of the
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materials from the past into resources for the future… to be unleashed on a people ready
to perceive and be affected by them (2008, p.103).

This work in the museum series taps directly and unashamedly into both past and present
human-animal relations and highlights our perverse allegiance to a taxonomic hierarchy
which disavows what Bataille identifies as the original indefinable significance of animals in
the world and places them on a dehumanized conveyor belt of despair.

Figure 16: relic #10 Readymade Studio 2016

photo: Heidrun Lohr

In this work desire and curiosity draw open the curtain onto the thinking interior. The animal
(with attendant ropes and sticks) offers a doorway into Cixous’ ‘immense limitless life
hidden behind restricted life’ (1998, p.18).
In relic #3: She later makes an appearance, pulls back a side curtain to reveal a row of empty seats
for the audience to seat themselves, and the event unfolds.... Later still, another identical row of empty
seats is revealed behind the opposite curtain, a type of mirror. At a mid point she appears in a
tattered full-length fur coat (looking like a tired Catherine Deneuve or maybe Gina Rowlands in her
later roles) with an exploding party popper.
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A faint remnant of the empty row of seats appeared in relic #10 with the empty pew at the other end
of the space, as another type of mirror, which became the repository for the EMPTY box.
Near the end, accompanied by a loud bang, the curtain opens in a corner of the room, and there you
see the fur coat that she wore earlier, suspended upside down by butcher’s hooks. Empty, arms
hanging, it’s smooth inside lining catching the light. The fur returned to 'skin', the animal hide.

Figure 17: relic #3 Io Myers Studio UNSW 2010

photo: Heidrun Lohr

The hanging fur of relic #3 took on a different quality in relic #10, emerging from the
‘archival’ box shrink wrapped in plastic, hung from a hook like a salami, before being
sliced open, and dangling from a single point to be less determined, or literal, but still a
reference to Rembrandt's painting. In 'The Slaughtered Ox' (1655), the hanging carcass
has no head, no entrails and no skin. In her essay ‘Bathsheba or the Interior Bible’
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Helene Cixous describes the animal’s flayed eviscerated body in an almost theatrical
context:
Before me spreads the agitated space with its sombre thicknesses of fatty haunted gold,
... of flayed scarlet stairs in the geologic matter, the ground sheer like a deep hanging,
past upon past, ...overflowing, ... with thoughts, with passions, with kin, before me my
personal foreign land: everything that in its night dough, I discern for the first time, I
recognise. The world before me so great, is inside, it is the immense limitless life
hidden behind restricted life. (Cixous 1998, p.18)

Figure 18: Slaughtered Ox, Rembrandt van Rijn (1655)

Louvre Museum

It is, in part, the memory of my own flayed animal body imagination from 30 years before
(introduced in Chapter Three) that draws me to Cixous’ essay. Likewise her ‘immense
limitless life hidden behind...’ connects to the museum’s project - to unearth hidden bodies of
other lives and species. For me, Rembrandt distils the savagery that is concealed beneath the
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civil codes of our existence. We kill things and remove their entrails. Mostly out of sight.
And here is the hidden sacrifice - the corpse beneath the stairs, or as Cixous would have it
‘our anonymous humanity… the portrait of our mortality’ (1998, p.15), a luminous exemplar
of Lyotard’s ‘sentiment of the sublime’ perhaps, pulsing with ‘pleasure and pain’ (1984,
p.77). In relic #10 this ‘sublime’ of the skin became the covering for the shamed woman.

Figure 19: relic #10 Readymade Studio 2016 (perf: NH & Mark Cauvin)
photo: Heidrun Lohr

In April 2012, I caught sight of the original Rembrandt in a dimly lit wing of the Louvre
Museum. For several years I had held the reproduced image of the Slaughtered Ox in the
cellar as some kind of borrowed memory or teleological totem, meditating on the mystery
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and carnality of this painting, especially as seen through the incision of Cixous' language, I
had been engaged in a personal myth making, a vaguely pagan idolatry... and here was the
real artefact. The original. Even though as the original it is already a conscious representation of the real slaughtered ox and, now for me, highly mediated by the writings of
both Cixous and John Berger.
As Berger himself has remarked, there it was, and still is, waiting for another visitor,
breathing, vibrating, as the eyes of Rembrandt in self portraits of all ages – youth to senex –
look on from across the room. And there is Bathsheba Bathing (1654), just as Cixous
promises, ‘luminous’ (p. 7) on the other side of the alcove, still holding the page in her
hand…
It’s dark here. We’re down below. We’re here.
In the breast. Immediately. Such an absence of exterior!
The country is a room of palpitating folds…She contains the light...
The Body: bread of light.
The source of the light is cut off. The light remains.
The secret fire that emanates from the flesh.
Of what secret lights are we made? Of what densities?
(.... before us, very near, very far from us.)
It’s about the discrete sensation of ‘revelation.’
We see a mixture of slowness and agitation…
(Cixous 1998, pp.6-7)

To close the performance of Relic #3, for over 2 minutes the woman moves from standing to sitting,
slowly, poised to read the small bear's letter. The words are difficult for her to see, she needs her
glasses and to move the page to a distance where they do not blur. She squints and mouths the
scratchy words of the animal in fading light. But she is (I am)(Cixous is) also remembering
Rembrandt’s Bathsheba and her letter:
That which wells up in Bathsheba, that which has poured into her body, into her organs,
into her brain, and which is working on her body, her face, her brow, from the inside.
She’s listening to this: this transformation in herself. Which is still new, mobile,
momentary. She doesn’t know who, shortly, she’ll be (1998 p14).
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In relic #10 ‘a mixture of slowness and agitation’ (p.7) manifested as an instant of
suspended time, sitting slowly with the letter from someone else in charge ‘management’ – in a playful self-referencing to Bathsheba’s letter from ‘The King’. The
measured sitting (in Body Weather this slow movement is called ‘bisoku’) was also
employed as a strategy to slow down our seeing and listening, for both performers and
audience, to shift gear into a more elastic perception of time.
In Stigmata: Escaping texts, Cixous’ poetics draw together the Slaughtered Ox and the
body of Bathsheba, folding the flesh of woman and animal, both suspended in darkened
rooms and framed within a kind of corporeal theatre. There is another folding unfolding
in relic#10 when the performer, referencing ‘Eve’ nonchalantly commits the ‘original’
sin. Like Cain, also in the ‘original’ creation myth, who in killing his brother, Abel, ‘falls into the trap: [s]he becomes prey to the evil lurking in the shadow like an animal’
(like a snake, a conspirator). Like Cain she ‘covers [her] self with shame and flees,
wandering, hunted, tracked in turn like a beast’ (Derrida 2008, p.44).‘She doesn’t know
who, shortly, she’ll be’ (Cixous 1998, p.14).
The woman in relic#10 hides in shame behind the church pew, briefly takes the shape of a
penitent and then clambers into exile. She finds at first some scant leaves and next the
bedraggled skin, taking sanctuary in the guise of animal/cave woman who then adds her
human hand to the ‘cave painting’ on the furthest wall. In the next moments she transforms
momentarily into a sham, reluctant shaman/woman who turns to become a provisional
animal. The bass player now turned carnival shyster prods the bedraggled but hopeful
animal to perform. Drably reminiscent of the more splendid winged horse, Pegasus, before
mythical Greek hero, Bellepheron - ‘who would say: I am (following), I pursue, I track,
overcome and tame the animal...holding him by the bit he makes him dance, he orders him to
do some dance steps... this choreography of the animal...’ (p.42).
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Figure 20: relic #10 Readymade Studio 2016 (perf: NH & Mark Cauvin)

photo: Heidrun Lohr

The ‘choreography of the animal’ has occurred in many forms since Palaeolithic
representations in cave art, and in most cases this choreography has been one of
subjugation. As Linda Kalof’s history of animals’ details, archaeological evidence
‘excavated from a rock shelter in France’ dating from the Early Neolithic (circa 6000
BC) demonstrates the tethering of a wild animal. In this case a ‘pair of mandibular
bones from a brown bear’ suggests that a ‘thong or rope was placed around the bottom
jaw when the animal was very young, and the mandible then grew around the rope as
the bear matured’ (2007, p.9). Kalof proceeds to the Middle Ages when, after the fall of
Rome in AD 476, ‘roving animal trainers and performers travelled the countryside ...
trading on the nostalgia for the Roman circus’ with ‘exotic animals’, ‘particularly bears
and apes... trained to imitate humans...’(p.64). Later still, during the Enlightenment, ‘in
Protestant London...talented animals were extremely popular attractions – dancing
bears, performing birds, ... horses... Spectators particularly enjoyed seeing animals
trained to perform human behaviours...’(p.115)
These histories crossed my mind in generating the human-dressed-as-animal-performinghuman in relic #10, and for me they are the absent animals that we meet in our past. The
presence of absent animals in museum of the sublime: relics have gathered as a gradual
accumulation. In 2005 whilst walking in forests in the Czech Republic with Frank van de
Ven and others in a Body/Landscape intensive I came across a tree stump, marked as the
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place where the last bear of the region had been captured and killed in the 1930s. A few days
later we were working in an old barn, spending time on simply being, relaxed and still with
the task to allow some new form to emerge and then begin to move very slowly; I found
myself becoming bear, lumbering and furry, with long, deep breath and acute sense of smell,
moving in the diffuse striated light with other becoming creatures. I later wanted to return to
that bear affinity.
A few weeks afterward, on that same trip, fossicking around a market stall in Zurich I found a
small, carved wooden bear originally made to stand atop a cigar box. A finely chiselled
animal form, made some 100 years ago with a block of wood, some sharp rhythmic tools and
a vision of a live brown bear.
Although the wooden bear was omitted from the display in relic #10, he is in fact a seminal
object, an absent presence. In 2010, in need of company, I invited the bear to join me in the
rehearsal studio. I unearthed a decrepit fur coat from my costume trunk and started to wear it
in kinship with the bear. To be more like the bear; furry, and possibly wild; or conversely,
perversely, to deepen the gulf of inconsistency, the space between me and the animal; our
affinity and difference. The fur, the unknown animal’s skin, and the ease with which I could
put on and take off the still luxuriant, yet disintegrating pelt, seemed to be asking its own
questions.
Of course, the phenomenon of the fur coat provoked vehement opposition in the late
twentieth century,49 with the fur’s historically perceived sophistication and glamour exposed
as emblematic of an ugly sense of entitlement. Entitlement wielded with savagery across a
history that allows us humans to take glistening skins from animals even when they are no
longer necessary for our own survival. In the 1980s and90s we began to use more synthetics
for warmth. But real furs seems to be making a come back. What do we become when we
wear them?
49

As historian Carol Dyhouse (2011) has detailed, fur lost its popularity partly due to the efforts of the
‘Animal Liberation Front, formed in 1976, PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) in 1980
and Lynx, the animal welfare trust, in 1984. Lynx mounted a high-profile advertising and poster
campaign in the 1980s, most memorably distributing an image by David Bailey which showed a model
trailing a fur coat oozing blood on the catwalk with the slogan: “It takes up to 40 dumb animals to make
this but only one to wear it.”’ Although, as Dyhouse and others have noted, fur has seen a renewed
presence in the designer fashion industry and on European catwalks.
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The uneasiness I feel in wearing the fur coat folds into thinking on the origins of human
consciousness articulated in Georges Bataille’s (1897-1962) writings on prehistoric art and
culture (2005). Tracing the thread of human/animal connection back to the early Palaeolithic,
Bataille passes in speculation along the walls of animal forms in the French caves of
Lascaux:
The apparition of the animal was not, to the man who astonished himself by making it
appear, the apparition of a definable object. That which appeared had at first a
significance that was scarcely accessible, beyond what could have been defined.
(Bataille 2005, p.135)

The inherently theatrical palimpsest of Lascaux’s animals, their creation and display, their
(disputed) sympathetic magic and the powerful and enduring presence of the bison, horses,
boars and stags continue to evoke awe, a movement of attraction toward these prehistoric
depictions, what I will call encounters with the sublime, even if for many of us (myself
included) they are only seen in photographs or on virtual tours50.
Descending like the eye of a surgical camera into the caves, in the virtual tour of Lascaux,
along the curving walls is to enter into a body, a giant undulating organ. The sense of touch,
conveyed across a distance of seventeen millennia, by the meeting of human hand and animal
form, opens a space for imagination as well as a space for empathy and visceral
intersubjectivity. Entering these arcane imaginings the observer is led, as was Bataille, to the
Shaft where the Panel of the Wounded Man holds the only human depiction in Lascaux, a
figure who lies dead or dying alongside a bison whose organs spill from its abdomen; the
bison, an ancestor of Rembrandt’s Slaughtered Ox. Bataille suggests that the human is the
figure of an early shaman, wearing the head of a bird, and the flimsy cardboard bird masks
that make an appearance in relic #10 are a passing reference to that figure:
The bird face reminds us of the bird costumes typical of sorcerers, the shamans of
Siberia. This kind of bird signifies the shaman’s voyage into the beyond, into the
kingdom of death. (Bataille 2005, p.172)

50

Virtual tours such as that on French Ministry of Culture, 2000 website.
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Richard Schechner proposes the idea of the shaman, often depicted wearing an animal head
and/or covered in skins, reshaping him/herself in animal form, and dancing, as the
predecessor of the contemporary performer:
One can only speculate, and many have, about the origins, structure, and functions of
totemism and animism. What is very clear is that people identify themselves with
animals, dress in animal skins and heads, and develop specific ceremonies and
observations to keep intact links connecting animal species to humans.
(Schechner 1988, p.96)

Figure 21: relic #10 2016 Readymade Studio

photo Heidrun Lohr
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Figure 22: relic #10 2016 Readymade Studio

photo Heidrun Lohr

In the often-serendipitous process of assembling objects for the museum of the sublime, I
found a mask like head in the props department of UNSW’s School of Performance whilst in
residence there in 2010. It is an animal head of slight indeterminacy. Is it a bear? Is it a deer?
Is it a donkey? When I wear this head, I find a deferral of my human self and another type of
looking from inside the mask. I gleaned from Jeremy James, an expert in Le Coq’s neutral
mask, that a mask demands something essential from its wearer, a certain stillness and
receptivity. No explanation to the viewer should be needed. The quality of this particular
animal head, perhaps it’s eyes, seems to invite empathy and connection with the onlooker.
The viewer also suspends or defers the human inside the mask, as something (what?) within
them is touched. The head has been a feature of the museum since relic #3, and like the
shaman I find it forms a connection between human and animal, albeit often one of pathos, of
pleasure mixed with pain.
In relic #4: 51
… a small gathering in an antechamber where the floor has just been washed, calling for a yellow
plastic sign – SLIPPERY WHEN WET.

51

Rex Cramphorn studio Performance Studies Dept., University of Sydney, 2011
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The ‘slippery when wet’ sign was used to present another kind of gap on entry. Here, in relic
#4 I am wondering about conducting an experiment: how to have the audience actively shift
their focal length and thus mildly alter their perceptual field; to move from our normal fixedpoint focus and perhaps in doing so, to shift from the position of passive audience to that of
witness/participant. To rethink their looking by becoming aware of the usually unnoticed
behaviour of the eye itself; to perhaps find a way to watch, as the dog owner in the park, with
a more open attention. I introduce the small audience to an old eye exercise chart that firstly
instructs the user to breathe deeply, to relax and soften the gaze. By focusing on their own
finger in front of two large dots on a page, then removing the finger but retaining the altered
focal length, it is possible for the 2 dots to become 4 then 3 and then one. There are also
exercises with 4 dots that become 8 that become 2 that become one. With some practice!

Figure 23: Gottlieb eye chart

I later decide (and even later reject the same idea) that this eye-focusing process is the perfect
model for my thesis as well as for the presentation of the performed material. Each dot as a
discrete image or conceptual thread that may be held apart or, by softening the gaze and
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shifting distance and perspective, the ideas blur at the edges, overlap temporarily and mark a
momentary synthesis.
After the eye chart my audience are given the description of a painting, the image of a small
boy standing with a balloon in the doorway of a 16th century Flemish house. The balloon is in
fact made from the bladder of the flayed animal shown suspended further inside the room.
And I tell them that it was not uncommon for painters of this period to place an air filled
bladder/balloon in their work as a counterweight to the heavy presence of death. It lightly
connotes the spirit, the immortal. For me the balloon is the held breath, the personal
exhalation captured and creating form, filling the membrane, a space within a space, a small
cell within the larger cell of the room... where one becomes two.

Figure 24: relic #10 Readymade studio 2016

photo: Heidrun Lohr

For somatic practitioner Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen, in BMC the bladder is the organ that
stores both that which is being eliminated and the instinctive essence of our creativity... the
creativity that Australian philosopher Elizabeth Grosz refers to in chaos, territory and art
(2008) as the excess of our being. This raises the question—why would we equate what I will
call ‘soul’ and creativity with excess? With what floats, transcends and/or leaves us… could
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this instead be called the ‘sublime’? Something that hovers beyond our necessity to purely
survive, again between pleasure and pain.
Back in the ‘slippery when wet’ room the audience, with their eye chart and their new found
flexible focal capacity, are asked to imagine an X in one dot and an O in the other, and then
to allow the letters to merge into one. They are given a lolly bag with sweets to eat and a
balloon for them to blow and fill and hold. A short time later they are led, one by one,
holding their balloon, up some stairs where, exhibited in a dim light, they briefly see the
curved back of a nude reclining on fur. She is looking out of her frame at them in the small
mirror she holds.
I conjecture that perhaps in a later museum, there will be only a flickering film of the
reclining woman's body, framed, partly revealed from behind a curtain. I imagine that this
may be at the beginning. Just her, larger than life, framed as a captive Rembrandt subject in a
darkened room.
She looks back at you as you read her contours,
her curves a country you remember visiting.
Perhaps you can go behind the curtain and it will be as though
you are seeing yourself.
As though from the inside. Or as though you see the world through her eyes.
It is possible. Even that her gaze detaches itself from her body
and floats around the room.
It is possible, with special cameras and things.... to confound the point of view,
to see through her eyes.
(Heywood journal 2011)

Or perhaps, with every other part dimmed, rather than revealing her back, your eyes will be
drawn to see only her navel, there at the centre of things. Again this is after Rembrandt, who
as John Berger observes, made Bathsheba’s ‘nubile stomach and navel the focus of the entire
painting… and painted them with love and pity as if they were a face.’ (Berger 2001 p.108)
Up the stairs in relic #4... she, the reclining woman had a rope around her ankle. Downstairs, the
rope later becomes its own moving exhibit... in a tightly focused circle of light, with the audience
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gathered close, the rope circles on itself, tangles, twists... and writhes.... in undulating rhythm,
snaking white on the dark floor, it scribes graphic lines.... an analogue/ virtual snake pit/
a twisting intestine

I want the viewer to focally cross two of the exhibits … the empty fur skin standing in for
Rembrandt's eviscerated corpse, and the writhing rope for a bond or tether / turned intestine.
In this way I begin to provisionally put the slaughtered animal back together.
relic #10 sees a return of the dancing rope, appearing out of a small cardboard box like
a failed rope trick. It becomes part of an abridged and flippant art lesson, and later a
crevasse, a pool, and then a tether.
Our bodies speak back to art and nature, art and nature also observe us, offering insight and
connection to something larger than our own limited imagination.
In relic #5: 52
The audience enters a room where they must pass a pale naked man53 who stands with a clothed older
woman in the narrow passageway.
The audience pass beside the woman who wears the white gloves of a curator and has a rope tied
around her ankle. Her face obscured by the mirror held in her left hand,
while her right hand hovers in front of the young man’s genitals.
The audience enters a theatre space to see an empty mirror and a woman with no head.
The shivering man wears dark sunglasses.
There is naked skin, and a rope, but as yet the only visible animal is human.
There is a smell of sweat and musk.
The spectators enter a darkened space, from the bright outside to the dim inside, and light flashes
from the woman’s mirror/face into their eyes, further into the room their eyes catch the gleam of
polished wood from the back of a reclining double bass.
Later, as the young man plays the double bass, the instrument’s prone shape will be revisited,
momentarily doubled/mirrored by the woman’s naked reclining back. The bare pale form could be a
crude painterly attempt at a semi-nude Odalisque by Velasquez or Ingres, but perhaps refers more to
the abject state of a skinned animal.
Or Bathsheba reclining.

52

University of Wollongong, Global Animal conference, 2012

53

The young man is double bass player Sam Pettigrew
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In this performance, relic #5, I once again invite the audience to look with me, or through me,
rather than at me, as I attempt to broach the tasks and the objects with a type of ‘truthfulness’
spoken of by Sylvia Plath (1932-1963), with few preconceptions and without sentimentality.
I am silver and exact. I have no preconceptions.
Whatever I see, I swallow immediately.
Just as it is, unmisted by love or dislike
I am not cruel, only truthful. (Plath 1971, p.34)

But what are we looking at? Or rather, what is touching (us) and being touched? Perhaps,
something more blood-filled than is indicated here by Plath, writing with icy candour from
the perspective of the Mirror.
My instructions to self whilst creating relic #5 were again concerned with looking, ‘to look:
at the eye itself and how it sees, how it touches and is touched by the interior and the animal’
(Heywood 2011). The question of seeing prompting feeling, sensation that arises from our
visual reception of an image doubles back to Rembrandt. Berger interrogates the evocation of
viscerality in Rembrandt’s paintings and how the lack of ‘spatial continuity’ can nevertheless
‘convince ... because details, parts, emerge and come out to meet the eye’ (Berger 2001,
pp.105-106), and through the entry point of eyes that, like Plath’s mirror ‘swallow
immediately’, the viewer tastes their own inchoate enteric memory:
Robert Kramer, the film-maker, defines it: ‘Behind the eyes and throughout the body.
The universe of circuits and synapses. The worn path where the energy habitually
flows.’ It can be felt by touch more clearly than by sight. He [Rembrandt] was the
painterly master of this corporeal space.... His best paintings deliver coherently very
little to the spectator’s point of view. Instead, the spectator intercepts (overhears)
dialogues between parts gone adrift, and these dialogues are so faithful to a corporeal
experience that they speak to something everybody carries within them. Before his art
the spectator’s body remembers its own inner experience. (pp. 107-109)

In the museum series, it is the infinite reordering of the objects, their textures and densities,
that potentially activates personal associations, the body’s ‘inner experience’. I suggest that
the objects elicit qualities named by Grosz as ‘materiality becoming-sensation’ (2008, p.71):
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the elemental quality of words such as those from Proverbs, utilised in relic #5 and also relic
#10, become sensation eliciting objects, assisted by the vibratory rhythms present with the
deep rumbling vibrations of the double bass, and my own interrupted rhythmic response and
punctuated interaction with objects such as rope or stick or balloons. These constitute the
work. Each object operates in its shared relation to multiple frames of reference, including
my body as a kinaesthetic frame, with its subjective and cultural history and related spheres
of interest. As a material intermediary each object produces sensations, or introduces a charge
into the gap(s) between me and it and the witness/audience.
One such sensation-based response to relic #5, particularly the phenomenology of the
fur coat is offered here, from Peta Tait’s Fleshing Dead Animals. I note that this work
was presented under low light in a black box theatre space, providing a particular
illusory atmosphere:
The patchy, aging fur lay discarded on the floor ... an amorphous shape beneath it.
Heywood’s limbs slowly became visible ... and the fur was no longer inanimate... A
loud sound score reinforced an impression of disorder and disharmony, so that Relic #5
generated sensory discomfort and unease and made the “skin crawl.”

In the viewing of Heywood’s crawling movement, a crawling flow seemed to double
back on the spectator... As the live body emerged from under the fur skin, the sensory
encounter repeatedly oscillated between seeing live action and fleshing dead animal....

... the cloak of dead animal remains had dried and aged, its link to the living obscured.
Her movement animated the pelt, but far from investing it with life, the movement
invested it with the qualities of death. Because death may be an end, but the dead
persist(s) (2015, pp.116-18).

Inside the work I wait for the animal to speak back to the woman. For us one animal can stand for all
the other animals of that species; one single bear, ox, deer, donkey, can hold the unwritten history of
its kind. A history folded in complex pleats into the fabric of human history, our history obsessed with
objects and their taxonomy. I assemble a small and exhausted array of objects that resonate with the
flesh, with a type of music, with the animal, the feminine and speechlessness, in search, in a clumsy
way, for those relics to find a voice through their appearance in an abject museum of the sublime.
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In relic #10, objects become stand-ins or reference points for much larger ‘stories’,
evoking intertextual references that are – as Kristeva describes it – divorced from their
origins (1980, p.65). A piece of rope may at first suggest a snake, then a tether or
restraint, but it may also become a purely graphic line subject to forces and wave
motion. A bag of leaves evokes raw nature, an entire forest, and the passing of time,
while later becoming detritus and a textural medium through which the body must pass.
A dilapidated fur coat is a dead skin, a covering or refuge, an ancient cloak, a woman’s
trophy.
Some of the principles with which I began studio preparation for relic #10 again
included ‘making do’ with materials that were found or easily available, in the tradition
of poor theatre, or in Yvonne Rainer’s sense of saying ‘no to spectacle, no to virtuosity’
(1965). Ironically, however, I also wished to contradict Rainer’s ‘NO manifesto’ which calls for ‘no make believe’ - by approaching performative states that are
indeterminate; by attempting animal, through the use of bird motif, fur, mask,
movement and sound; by attempting feminine, through the use of shoes, fur coat,
gloves, movement; and by attempting human, through drawing, a type of schematic
story telling, dance, language. Recognising these states as porous and permeable, the
animal, feminine and human coincide in ways that imply, as Slavoj Zizek paraphrasing
Jacques Lacan proposes, the impossibility of ‘totalising’ our reality (2011).
Nevertheless relic #10 is pre-occupied with creating resemblances that swerve between
the sublime and the ridiculous.
The acts of marking out the space, albeit with cardboard plinths, unearthing the objects
for display, playing with time and duration, all establish a context for an event that
hovers between the recognisable and the unknown, between visibility and darkness.
In the ‘staging’ of relic #10, among a number of unique features of the Readymade
studio are the church pews, and the windows running along both sides of the space.
With no proper hanging points for lights, no black out curtains and the necessity to
present the work in the early evening, I decided to ‘make do’ and perform in the
available daylight. This approach connects with an inclination to adapt for unfolding
circumstance, recognising that shifting contexts have an influence on the thinking
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around and the reception of the work. I wanted to sense the light changing, the passing
of time, hoping that it would get darker than it did in the evenings of the 18th and 19th
February 2016.
The two public showings proved to be two very different performance experiences.
Despite everything discussed in this exegesis, an unexpected sense of discomfort
actualised in a powerful anxiety on my part before Thursday 18th’s performance.
The combination of heat, time pressure, a severe headache and sheer intimidating terror
contributed to a lack of flow in the first part of the performance. There were unresolved
ideas that became awkward and overwrought, for example- with the text entirely
improvised and unscripted, I went down the blind alley of adopting an appalling (quasi
French) accent and spent too long with the ‘set up’. I spoke too much and apparently,
according to feedback, I was at times hard to hear.
Reframing this unwanted manifestation of disembodiment as a negative success,
particularly in the context of the entire Undoing Discomfort project, I spent the next day
in the studio with Cauvin having a rethink. I/we attempted to rectify this lack of ease in
the second performance for Friday 19th and, for my part, found a calmer more playful
state to proceed. Another salient factor in this shift was the opportunity to practice
performing during an afternoon photo shoot with my long-term collaborator Heidrun
Lohr. Lohr’s innate sensibility for the movement of and through a performance, the
generosity of her presence and the intelligence of her eye provided an outside perceptual
frame that had an unexpected effect, renewing my sense of the work’s flow. Besides
this, I had more time to prepare myself, to go to ground, to breathe and unsurprisingly
found more enfleshment, a stronger sense of inhabiting the material.
A few days after presenting relic #10 I woke in the middle of the night to find the
museum still actively working itself in my dreaming imagination, attempting to solve
practical problems and extend the potential that is still inherent in the work. I wrote
down these questions:
What if I’d spent more time tangling and entangled with the rope?
What if I’d worked more on animal writing?
What if I’d spent more time on the ‘cave painting’?
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What if I’d drawn the breath coming from the animal’s nostrils?
What if I’d used an actual spray can to graffiti over the cave painting, which would have
meant using a gas mask of some sort to deal with the fumes?
What if I’d used the gas mask earlier for the Oracle, to deal with Delphic fumes?
What if I’d extended the raving mutterings of the gassed oracle, more dynamic range?
What if I’d generally spoken less but made more sound?
What if I’d spent more time with the bird song?
What if I’d spent more time with Eve, just being?
What if I’d spent more time dragging the coat around?
What if I’d spent more time just under the coat?
What if I’d used a much bigger bone?
What if I’d returned to the grinding of relic #1?
What if I’d smoked a cigar (with the absent cigar box bear)?
What if I’d been less linear and then hadn’t found an ‘ending’?
The list of questions above, a series of musings in the aftermath of presenting relic#10,
arise only from what was discovered in the performing. The common desire in most of
these questions is related to the need to spend more time, to allow the material to
breathe, to intensify and slow things down simultaneously. Perhaps to have a greater
trust in the power of the material, and in our ability to hold, stretch, amplify or soften,
the sonic and inter-relational space. In this case, the performance was the research in
action. Research that leads to new possibility - further invention and simultaneous
distillation of what still seems like an unfinished project; research that always leads me
back to the intelligence of the body and trusting gut instinct.
In his essay Rasaesthetics performance theorist Richard Schechner begins by asking:
Where in the body is theatricality located? What is its place? Traditionally in Western
theatre, the eyes and to some degree the ears are where theatricality is experienced ... a
theatre is a “place of /for seeing.” Seeing requires distance; engenders focus or
differentiation; encourages analysis or breaking apart into logical strings; privileges
meaning, theme, narration (Schechner 2007, p 10).
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Schechner determines the dominant bodily senses wherein ‘theatricality’ is located,
from the Western spectator’s perspective. As a performance maker I recognise the
hegemony of the visual and the necessity for distance, focus, differentiation. Yet these
are also the precepts I have been interested in disrupting, by foregrounding touch, by
coming too close, or going too far, by blurring and smudging the edges of things and
sounds, by deferring logic and meaning. Underneath these more subtle notions of touch
is a visceral imperative, to follow the nose, which is to follow the alimentary canal,
which is to follow desire. The ‘idea’ of certain things... a really big bone, a drawing
with charcoal and pigment straight onto the wall, the grinding which began this whole
series and to which I kept wanting to return but never found the right stone, these make
my blood race, they feel right. They speak to ‘my body is an animal’.
The theme that Schechner goes on to unfold in Rasaesthetics relation to Gershon’s
findings of the gut’s autonomous consciousness, helped to synthesise many of the
strands I have collected in relation to bodily intelligence. Gershon’s scientific study, and
information that has supported and extended his work since, reinforced for me a
therapeutic instruction to listen to what my gut was saying. In making museum of the
sublime: relics I began to privilege ‘gut feeling’ and follow what it was leading me
towards or leading me to refuse. The attractors included the proposal of the body as
animal and my own fragmented feminine subjectivity as the undeniable ground of
experience and potential articulation. It synthesised my Body-Mind Centring experience
of the mind in the ‘soft animal’ of the body (Oliver, 2005).
In our usual conflation of the animal self with the basest of urges, we are wont also to
conflate the animal in us with the beast, or what is monstrous in us. This is by no means
the whole picture of course, yet it is this parallel perception that interests and provokes
me at a generative level. Trusting my own instinct, allowing ‘the body to think for
itself’ has beneficial effects on my performance. There are also arguably
psychotherapeutic ramifications in this evolving, mutable self-instruction, where the
(female) subject becomes self-determining in spite of the familial or social conditioning
that may have shaped one’s tendencies to self-doubt and self-censorship.
In the museum series the performer attempts a continuum alive to experiential
considerations such as: ‘what if perception is everywhere?’ (Hay 2010) simultaneously
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affected by awareness that ‘my body is an animal’ (Grotowski in Richards 1995, p.66).
These activations are useful tactics for embodied enquiry: not where the animal is
enacted, but rather where corporeal intelligence and curiosity (the animal senses, nose,
eyes and viscera) become choreographic guides and where the impossible task of
maintaining ‘perception is everywhere’ fuels energetic intensity and presence moment
by moment; where gesture and action are not the answers to any question but rather
ways to extend and inhabit the question, to thereby remain (in the) present whilst
becoming other.
In concordance with John Cage I propose the nature of this embodiment and becoming,
in, of and for the process, as a state of openness. As Cage writes:
Art is not an attempt to bring order out of chaos... but simply a way of waking up to the
very life we’re living, which is so excellent once one gets one’s mind and one’s desire
out of its way and lets it act of its own accord (1961, p.12)

The ‘very life we’re living’ (p.12), especially as artists, proceeds in a relational field
that is never fixed. This exegesis has argued that rather than arriving at closed,
formulaic methodologies through the practices described, it is possible to find instead
an ongoing series of questions and openings, a continuous unfolding that holds certainty
at bay and keeps curiosity alive. It is this ethos of experiment, and the search for
‘aliveness’ in each moment, that underscores the ‘many ways [the body] smuggles its
materiality’ and which becomes visible in the practitioner as ‘charged presence’
(Lepecki 2004, p.6). Presence co-exists with absence. As performance theorist Adrian
Heathfield also describes, there is a quality of ineffability, of haunting, in the ‘the
continuous flux of bodies with other bodies’, between bodies and between times ‘since
there is no present that does not contain within it many other times’ (2012, p.615). This
sense that there is always more to be noticed, more that is unsaid, more ways to try, has
sustained my interest in performance across decades and infuses my performance as
research project, museum of the sublime.
To witness something, like another life, is partly to miss it, to not be there. That’s why
it returns to haunt you. Perhaps we should no longer speak of presence and absence,
since there is neither one nor the other, but the tireless movement between: the
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continuous flux of bodies with other bodies. No more talk then of a unitary or selfcoincident body. No integrities, but instead intensities of exchange and flow
(2012, p.615).

A preoccupation with the expanse of world time, and our human, conscious place in that
time remains a continuous thread linking directly from my past to my current work.
Philosophically the considerations of cellular and environmental consciousness also
allude to concepts of the real and lead me to posit that the philosophical, thinking body
that is generated by embodied practice becomes both the source and the repository of
encountering the real and its other.
As this exegesis has sought to demonstrate, the process of maintaining an artistic
practice necessitates paying attention and engaging in ‘intensities of exchange and
flow’; behaviours that enhance what Cage (cited in Perloff) describes as ‘true
discipline... [which] is not learned in order to give it [self expression] up, but rather in
order to give oneself up...’ (1982, p.6). In the process of giving ‘oneself up’ is the
potential for undoing discomfort; of being real and becoming other; of transmitting
sensation and apprehension of the sublime in an intersubjective relational field.

Figure 25: relic #6 FraserStudios 2011

photo: Heidrun Lohr
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Appendix 1
museum of the sublime: relics 1 - 10
relic #1 & relic #2: both developed and shown within short works programs, ‘Kiss Club’ &
‘Platform’ at artist run space FraserStudios, Chippendale54 (2010)
relic #3: developed and shown with director Nigel Kellaway, dramaturge Bryoni Tresize, Io
Myers studio, UNSW courtesy of a Critical Path55 research residency (August 2010)
relic #4: developed and shown in studio research program Performance Studies Rex Cramphorn
studio, Sydney University with double bass player Sam Pettigrew (2011)
relic #5: developed and shown with director Kellaway and Pettigrew on bass, by invitation of
Global Animal, an international interdisciplinary Animal Studies Conference hosted by the
University of Wollongong (July 2011)
relic #6: developed and shown courtesy of an Ausdance residency, FraserStudios with
scenographer/dramaturge Benedict Anderson (August 2011)
relic #7: presented at the launch of Critical Path’s SEAM Conference, Spacing Movements
Outside In with Pettigrew (Sept 2011)
relic #8: presented at Monash University’s Where the Image Meets the Body conference on
Butoh in Melbourne (November 2011).
relic #9: delivered as a paper at conference How Performance Thinks co-organised by the PSi
Performance & Philosophy working group and Kingston University’s practice.research.unit,
London Studio Centre (April 2012.)
relic #10: developed and presented at Readymade Studio, Ultimo with bass player Mark Cauvin
(February 2016)

Publications from doctoral research:
Museum of the Sublime: Relic # 5: Notes towards a fragmented performance First edition of
Animal Studies Journal http://ro.uow.edu.au/asj/;
‘Act of Repair’ On Falling Performance Research Journal #18 (discussing dance
film/animation Recapturing the Vertical made with Heidrun Lohr)
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13528165.2013.814333?journalCode=rprs20
54

‘From 2008 to 2012, Queen Street Studio managed the FraserStudio facility in the old Kent Brewery
development site, Kensington Street, Chippendale - temporarily transformed into a multi-disciplinary art
space made possible through Frasers Property Australia, City of Sydney and Arts NSW.
55
Critical Path is a centre for choreographic research based in Rushcutters Bay Sydney, with affiliations
to a number of institutions including UNSW and University of Technology Sydney.
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Appendix 2
Body of work
The following short précis regarding my most representative past original work seeks to
indicate something of my preoccupations with discomfort over the past twenty years as
a way of providing ‘context’ for the exegesis and museum research project:
Jean/Lucretia (1995) (concept/performer) a solo work, looked at aging and the ordinary
life of an old woman, who momentarily becomes a chicken, set alongside a Benjamin
Britten opera score (the Rape of Lucretia);
Creatures Ourselves (1995) (concept/direction/performance) featured a monstrous
woman/queen/insect contained by her subjects and confronted by mortality, with a
sound score created entirely with the performers’ treated voice recordings;
Burn Sonata (1996-2000) (concept/direction) dealt with domestic violence,
atmospheres of tension, and the ways in which children bring their imagination to bear
in coping with abuse, described as capturing the poetics of brutality;
Inland Sea (2000) (concept/direction) attempted to deal with a white family’s
dislocation and troubled connection with and within the Australian landscape;
Room with no air (1998-2001) (direction) two performers go head to head and confront
the potential for reconciliation between second generation Jewish and German women;
The Quivering (2002-7) (direction) was staged in a roadhouse in Limbo, with three
waitresses offering song and strawberry milkshakes at the threshold of Death;
Sleeplessness (2003) (direction) looked at mental illness and a bearded lady, cultural
fracturing and memory;
One more than One (2006-7) (direction) was an awkward dance of difference;
Settlement (2007) and Nomads (2008) (performer/co-producer) engaged with
displacement and the rebuilding of social relationships in a dystopic landscape.
Language of Loss (2007) (concept/direction) explored transformation through
reinhabiting spaces and sensations of memory and loss. (development only)
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Appendix 3
Body Weather training – MB and Manipulations
Described by De Quincey as a ‘dynamic, rhythmic work-out for strength, flexibility &
grounding’ (2015) the MB consists of an ever-evolving series of movements that travel
across the length of a room or studio, or across a delineated expanse if the training is
conducted outside, with a duration that may vary from between one to two and a half,
and even three hours. The movement sequence of an MB session has been designed to
sequentially mobilise all the joints and zones of the body, from the feet up, and often
begins with soft walking at a range of speeds, paying attention to the ways in which the
foot meets the ground. These first passages serve as a haptic introduction to the floor
and architecture as well as offering information about the configuration of the group. De
Quincey invites participants to enter the line and cross the floor as if performing. This
heightens attention and stimulates the performers ability to observe both the detail of
one’s own body and the compositional pattern to which each performer contributes.
Crossing the floor in continual lines, the movement patterns gradually increase in speed
and energetic demand. Some movements require jumps and turns where high lifting of
the knees is encouraged, whereas other sliding and side stretching formations require
the knees to be bent and the pelvis low to the ground. An increase in speed increases the
imperative to consider the spatial needs of other participants and to align to the group
dynamic, promoting spatial awareness and a choreographic sensibility.
Seeing the MB practiced by the Japanese Mai Juku dancers in Hakushu in 1991, I
observed that their bodies held an affinity for the ground yet they were light and able to
leap quite effortlessly. As a tall and slightly heavy person my attempts at both getting
close to the ground and leaping and jumping to the side have always required
considerable effort and my own circulation of blood, sweat and tears.
Depending on the circumstances, the group and the time available, the tail end of an MB
can encompass abstract or imagination based movements that convey alliance with
environmental elements such as rain, smoke, air or earth. Instructions such as the body
walks and melts in rain, a thin stream of smoke issues from the top of the head, arms
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hold the sky, or inversely arms and torso embrace the earth, can shift the quality of
movement not by dictating form, but in the ways image/imagination works on the body,
expanding the range of transmission between inner and outer worlds, heightening
authentic embodiment.
The introduction of such images extends the function of the MB far beyond its scope as
a sophisticated warm up routine into a highly generative space where the body, in its inbetween state of enlivened exhaustion, is both empty and lithely available to take on
new qualities or shapes. Blurring the boundary between ‘training’ and creativity, in this
charged space I suggest there is proximity to what Grotowski describes as the state of
‘living organism, in impulses, a way of breathing, a rhythm of thought and the
circulation of blood’ (Scheer, 2010).

An MB session is most often followed by ‘Manipulations’, where participants work on
the floor with a partner in ‘a series of precise forms concerned with stretching and
alignment’ (De Quincey 2015). Here the emphasis is jointly on self and mutual
awareness through observation of the body’s condition and range of motion. There is an
exchange of energy and effort mediated by breath. My experience of the Manipulations
has led me to describe this part of the work as a hybrid of yoga and shiatsu, and like
those somatic practices, this work opens a space for discerning incremental, daily
changes in the body’s state and in it’s capacity to give and receive, as well as to simply
be present.
The Manipulations happen by turns, where one person lies relaxed (often on a mat) and
‘sounds their breathing’ with a hissing ‘sss’ sound on exhalation, while their partner
coordinates their own breathing and manipulates the prone person’s limbs, head, torso
through a number of aligned forms. In certain sections the ‘lying person’ needs to take
over their own weight, but for much of the time it is useful for them to surrender their
weight, and to soften control of their muscle tissue as much as possible. Manipulations
function as a useful follow up to the exertions of MB and help to assuage any soreness
or stiffness of the muscles. There are seven sequences in all, but often only the first four
are used. The time for the entire series depends on the participant’s experience and the
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number of breaths devoted to each of the movements. It is possible to do the entire
series in one hour.
There partnered manipulation series is instructive on a number of levels. Simply to
synchronise one’s breath with another person requires surrender and a new intersubjective alignment. Every body one encounters is distinctive in sometimes obvious
and sometimes subtle ways with different underlying tone and layers of resistance, and
the ability to move and be moved. Each person has their own way of touching,
moderated by knowledge of their own body and their ability to attend to another.
Negotiating the mutual exchange with any degree of accuracy and efficacy, without
attempting to push or overextend yourself or your partner, calls for dispassionate
sensitivity.
The Manipulations foster other possible manifestations of ‘agency’ and presence for the
performer. In terms of agency, at an energetic level the performer learns to modulate
between surrender and control, between being moved by an outside force and selfdirecting that force. The mode of presence required is a dance between intimacy and
detachment towards self and others, translating as a distinctive quality in performance, a
fluctuating dynamic of empathy and distance that is not fixed.
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Appendix 4
The roots of Body Weather in Butoh
Butoh is the shortened term for ankoku butoh meaning ‘dance of darkness’, co-founded
by pioneers of the Japanese avant garde, Tatsumi Hijikata (1928-86) and dancer Kazuo
Ohno (1906-2010). Butoh is the twentieth century form that predates and gave rise to
Body Weather. Whilst Butoh developed a particularly Japanese aesthetic its sources are
not entirely Japanese:56
Butoh’s founders pillaged freely from both the Euro-American avant-garde
performance (notably the German Expressionist ausdrucktanz of Mary Wigman and
Rudolph von Laban as well as Émile Jaques-Dalcroze’s Eurhythmics, via Ishii Baku
and Ôno Kazuo) and also from the aesthetic traditions which had become indigenous to
Japan (noh, kabuki, nihon buyoh, and so on) (Marshall 2006, p.54).

Indeed to watch the existing Fragment 4 of Hexentanz, Witch Dance (1926)57 the traces
of dancer Mary Wigman’s (1886-1973) expressionist influence are strikingly evident.
Wigman’s position, crouched on the floor, her slow concentrated movement followed
by fast, sharp punctuating gestures and her grotesque facial expression are all
idiomatically characteristic of early Butoh performances. 58
Hijikata rejected both the strict traditional and the modern (western) dance aesthetics
that determined dance in Japan in the 1950s and 1960s and it is said that in developing

56

The 1988 publication compiled by Jean Viala and Nourit Masson- Sekine, Butoh: Shades of Darkness,
outlines the multiple events and influences that gave rise to Butoh, a movement that both absorbed the
experimental impulse of European and American avant garde artists and simultaneously resisted the
influx of more populist Western ideas flooding into Japan in the decades after the war.
57
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtLSSuFlJ5c
58

My first exposure to Butoh was the double bill, Dead Sea and Admiring La Argentina, performed by
Kazuo Ohno at the 1986 Adelaide Arts Festival. Ohno was 80 years old. His ancient, chalky white body
with exposed rib cage and idiosyncratic skeletal alignment, expressionistic face and hands pleading
toward the light accompanied by the sublime voice of Maria Callas discombobulated everything I
thought I knew or expected from a ‘dance’ performance. It was, and still is, radical to see a partially
naked eighty-year-old body dancing, full of life and yearning. In 2011 I had the good fortune to
participate in a master class with his son and co-performer Yoshito Ohno (b.1938-) who still, as a man in
his seventies, devotedly teaches the work of Kazuo Ohno.
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Butoh he was drawing on a surprisingly atypical cultural tradition of shuaku no bi
which translates as aesthetics of ugliness. As Jacob Raz notes:
…a legitimate feature of both folk tradition and classical art … [where] “rituals of
inversion” [employing] ”bad taste”, the ugly, grotesque, and the inversion of aesthetic
and social values’ would often function to ridicule and profane otherwise sacred rituals
or festivals (Viala 1988, p.15).

From the late 1950s Hijikata was a member of Japan’s burgeoning avant-garde. Like
Grotowski in Poland who created ‘poor theatre’, these artists expressed their aversion to
high art when they:
… created a theatre of poverty, a stage that looked like a flea market, using rags and
strange combinations of Japanese dresses, or Western and Japanese costumes …
together these created the visual image of a wasteland, as if the stage were the backyard
of a dying civilization… (Viala 1988, p.14)

Hijikata wanted to liberate the traditional Japanese body, proposing instead a body
needing ‘to break through the shell formed by social habits which keep the body lagging
behind the revolutions already accomplished in contemporary thought’ (Hoffman in
Holborn, 1987 p64). He discerned a marked difference between a type of western
dance where the ‘coherent body of the Occidental... begins with its feet planted firmly
on the ground’ (Hijikata in Viala 1988, p189) whereas Butoh reflected the movements
of farmers in slippery rice paddies, or geisha walking on precarious wooden sandals:
The body is fundamentally chaotic: the Japanese body particularly… is unsure in its
stance… [the Japanese] seem to be performing acrobatic feats on oil paper. Therefore
they have to find their balance on twisted legs…. Arched legs are born of a world which
cannot be expressed in words.’59 (Hijikata in Viala, p188)

Alongside his interest in Artaud, Hijikata was stimulated by writers such as Yukio
Mishima, Marquis de Sade and Jean Genet, basing a number of his works on their
writing. Kinjiki (Forbidden Colors) 1959, was inspired by Mishima’s novel, then Saint
59

Quotes from interview with Hijikata published after his death in Butoh : Shades of Darkness
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Marquis-Dance of Darkness 1960 borrowed shades of de Sade, followed by Butoh
Genet in 1967. In the case of Mishima it seems the admiration was mutual, as attested
by this intriguing undated fragment in Viala’s survey:
Mr Tatsumi Hijikata has just secretly informed me that he will once again celebrate an
heretical ceremony. I look forward to attending it, and for the occasion am preparing a
black mask and mysterious perfumes for myself. Classical and avant-garde literature are
in a state of crisis. But I can always find a symbolic, modern language in his work.
[signed] Yukio Mishima (Viala, p62)

Whilst, as Mishima asserts ‘classical and avant-garde literature [were] in a state of
crisis’, butoh practitioners, and Hijikata in particular, have been depicted as occupying
‘the edge of crisis’ in Michael Blackwood’s film of the same name (Butoh: body on the
edge of crisis).
Tanaka was deeply interested in Hijikata’s work and thinking, initially from a distance,
but finally ‘studied’ with him from 1982 until Hijikata’s death in 1986. This was well
after Tanaka had established his own dance practice and perhaps explains why Body
Weather developed a unique identity and training, yet incorporated elements of
Hijikata’s such as image streaming.
Tanaka founded Mai Juku Company in 1981, first operating in Tokyo then relocating in
1985 to a farm in the Hakushu province. In moving away from the centre of Tokyo,
Tanaka was perhaps attempting to decentre his own and the dancers’ sense of ‘self’, to
be open to the elements, to weather itself, as source for the dance. The activity of
farming and the daily relationship with the earth and seasonal cycles of planting and
harvest had a profound influence on the group’s developing perceptions of the body as
an intrinsic part of nature and the landscape. Tanaka critiques the viewpoint of a
conventional dancer which he says ‘is always inside of the body’, where ‘one is always
expressing "I am here, I am in the centre”’. He asks instead:
Why don’t we feel the centre lying in the dream, or somewhere else? It’s like the
weather: centres are always moving. So if I have a chance to get stimulation from
outside through my skin, I contain more than is inside of my clothing. That is Body
Weather. It’s omni central, as if there are many eyes, many centres, moving.
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(2006, p61)

This idea of ‘many eyes’ all over the surface of the body looking out, or many eyes
outside looking in at all the parts of the body, is a potent image series also practiced and
taught by Hijikata’s main dancer Ashikawa60. It resonates with Deleuze and Guattari’s
philosophical notions of the rhizome (1987) in deploying dispersed consciousness,
placing intelligent awareness in every cell of the multi dimensional body; understanding
the body as a plateau of sensation and agency.

60

Ashikawa led a two-week intensive I attended in Sydney in 1992 and employed the notion of ‘eyes
everywhere’, which would indicate that Hijikata is the common source of this image.
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Appendix 5
Embryological breathing is a wave
The focus of enquiry in one of the later units of study in Cummins Professional
development BMC program is the experiential anatomy of Embryological
Development. In what Cohen calls ‘the place of the space’ (2008, p.167), one enters a
slippery consciousness of bodily intelligence that is beyond the logic of the everyday.
Here it is proposed that in the somatic memory lies a recoverable embryonic imprint: a
schema of becoming, of the formation of systems, of coming into being as cells divide
and discern their purpose; their function in the once nascent organism now identified as
self; this, here, my body; forged from a universal blueprint.
Through guided somatisation, and informed by the study of anatomical drawings of
embryological stages of development, one senses the early laying down of the body’s
geo/bio/logical stratum. For instance, understanding that the first ‘original’ cell, formed
from the union of sperm and egg, is in fact ‘two identical daughter cells encased in a
membrane instead of one primary cell’; instead of life growing from a single cell that
divides, Cohen emphasises that ‘it’s a process lasting about twelve to twenty-four
hours. The first cell is two... We are communicating already; we have different
polarities immediately’ (2008, p.164). What this suggests is that the place of exchange
and inter and intra relationships are fundamental to our existence from the very
beginning.
Another insight offered by this work relates to the rhythm of the autonomic nervous
system (the ANS governs the vital organs), possibly the body’s foundational rhythm,
which Cohen has discovered through her research is established in the third week of
development:
...as the notochord61 is growing a canal - called the neuroenteric canal - opens up
through the primitive streak, between the yolk sac and the amniotic cavity. We now

61

‘During the third week, a line of cells called the primitive streak grows up from the caudal (tail) end of

the embryonic disc. It delineates our central axis.... out of the primitive streak is going to grow the
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have an exchange of fluids flowing front to back and back to front in the body... what
happens at this point is that this primal ANS rhythm gets imprinted into every cell.
(2008, pp.165 & 166)

Cohen’s notion of the body’s fluid rhythm relates to a tidal movement, forward and
backward at a subtle level, a movement or flow that can be felt and followed in an
effortless way, as in for example what Steve Paxton calls the ‘small dance. It could be
proposed that this inherent cellular rhythm connects us directly to the foundation of
music making, that as organisms, rhythm is inherent. Mapping this mind of
embryological memory opens pathways between inner and outer space, between
individual patterns and the development of culture.
The pattern that traces back to embryonic layers is definitive. At the back the primitive
germ layer - ectoderm - becomes skin, nerve tissue and brain, all enfolding the yolk sac
of the endoderm. The front sac of endoderm evolves as visceral organs - the gut and it’s
lining - and sandwiched in between ecto and endo the middle layer of mesoderm
develops. Mesoderm manifests as muscles, bones, kidneys, and uro-genital system.
Folding and wrapping, each distinct evolving layer is held in mutual interdependent
support.
Ectoderm. Mapped through moving between skin and nervous system; connects the
pathways of the senses where sound vibrates in tiny drums, and all the cells perceive
distance and proximity.
Where light vibrates refracted waves of colour shape intensity, the density of things and
not things; the sheath of skin’s receptors, fleshy satellite dish receiving touch. From the
world and others.
Enfolding Endoderm. Albumen yolky yolk sac, first shelter then food, borscht and
creamy blood filled soup pours into the chasm of the front body, Into the entry of organ
cave tunnel.

notochord’ (p.165). The notochord establishes bilateral symmetry, and its remnants are found in the
adult spine.
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Painted walls and prehistoric turning, twisting, bubbling, frothy viscera; broth that
swallows and is swallowed. Dark sustainment, a worm curled over and over upon
itself....
Thickening with the Mesoderm. Filling in the sandwich, salami, blood sausage.
Bones and ligament, lines and trusses, props and beams. Held by skin and nerves
nourished by guts; pulsing extending up down and sideways. The whole body opening
closing, a squeeze-box, folding muscular bi-valve, filtering light and particles.
(Personal journal March 2014)
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